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Abstract 

 

Laying the Groundwork: Soil in the Roman Agricultural Imaginary 

 

Margaret Kathleen Clark, Ph.D.  

The University of Texas at Austin, 2019 

 

Supervisor:  Andrew Riggsby 

 

In this dissertation, I examine how soil functions as an integral part of the Roman 

agricultural imaginary (a shared conceptualization of farming and farmland that informs 

agricultural practices as well as intellectual approaches and cultural stances towards 

farming). Farming was integral to the Roman presentation and understanding of Roman 

culture. Grounded in the stories Romans told about themselves and their history, Roman 

ideas about agriculture can reveal how reveal how they conceived of Roman values, 

identities, and imperial expansion. Using the centrality of farming to the Roman worldview 

as a point of departure, I argue that Roman attitudes towards farmland, particularly soil, 

evince the agricultural foundations of an imperial habitus.  

To do so, in the first chapter, I introduce three modes of considering soil that are 

present in the Roman agricultural imaginary. By looking at soil as a raw material, as an 

object, and as a place, I argue, Roman sources use soil as a lens or prism for understanding 

and conveying how interactions between humans and nature reflect the relationship 

between Rome as an imperialist power and conquered peoples, cultures, landscapes, and 

natural resources. In Chapter II, I introduce the French concept of terroir as a tool for 

understanding the differentiation of regional soil types in central Italy. Most often used in 
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the context of oenology, terroir outlines how, in addition to local agro-climatic factors, 

notions of regional identity and tradition affect the agricultural practices and output of a 

region, which in turn structure conceptualizations of the same regions. I apply the 

framework of terroir to the characterization of regional soils in three case studies, focusing 

on Pupinia (an area near Rome with infamously poor soil), the Sabine Hills (one of the first 

regions conquered by Rome, which becomes synonymous with Rome’s Italian heritage), 

and the ager Falernus (a wine-growing region in northern Campania, which produces a 

famous wine and represents the dangers posed to Roman culture by excess and indulgence). 

I conclude that the ideas about regional soil qualities grew in response to forces which we 

now categorize as urbanization and globalization, which brought distant regions into more 

contact with each other. In Chapter III, I apply this framework to Italy as a whole. I show 

how an emphasis on Italian agricultural superiority – grounded in the soils of the Italian 

countryside – emerged over the course of the physical expansion of the empire. As Rome 

came to terms with increasing reliance on imported agricultural goods, the concurrent 

systematic commitment to the agricultural promise of Italian farmland connects the success 

of the imperial project with the cultivation of Italian soil. 

I conclude that soil acts as a site for negotiating changing Roman identities in the 

face of imperial expansion. By outlining the ways in which Romans used ideas about soil 

to shape local, regional, and imperial identities, I show how, to a Roman audience, the 

exploitation of the soil symbolizes and mirrors other Roman conquests. 
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Introduction: The Fertility of Soil 

In a letter sent on February 26, 1937 to every state governor, President Franklin 

Delano Roosevelt urged the passage of state legislation to support a new federal initiative 

for the conservation of soil, as a response to the Dust Bowl. He opined that “the Nation 

that destroys its soil destroys itself,” linking the idea of America not just with the land it 

occupies, but with the quality of that land’s soil.1 In doing so, FDR articulates sentiments 

similar to ones that prevail in agronomic writings from ancient Rome. For instance, Marcus 

Porcius Cato (Cato the Elder) writes in the 2nd century BCE that the highest compliment 

possible in generations past was calling someone “a good farmer and a good cultivator.”2 

Later in his text, when he presents questions about how to “cultivate well,” his answers 

deal exclusively with the management of soil: “Plowing well,” “Plowing,” and 

“Manuring.”3 Within the value system Cato describes, being a good person is connected to 

being a good farmer and managing soil well. Writing in the middle of the 1st century CE, 

Lucius Junius Moderatus Columella also made a moral and ethical judgment based on soil 

management. He opened his treatise on farming by addressing claims made by some of his 

contemporaries “that the soil has been worn out and exhausted, due to the overabundance 

of an earlier time.”4 Columella argued against this idea, explaining that agricultural output 

decreased not due to the decreasing capacity of soil, but “because of our own fault” (nostro 

vitio). According to Columella, the land did not produce as much after people assigned 

                                                
1 Roosevelt 1937. In this letter, he echoes a statement given a year prior when he signed the Soil 
Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, in which he expressed that “the history of every Nation is 
eventually written in the way in which it cares for its soil” (Roosevelt 1936). 
2 Cato, Agr. praef. 2: bonum agricolam bonumque colonum. All translations are my own, unless otherwise 
noted. 
3 Cato, Agr. 61.1: “What is cultivating well? Plowing well. What is second? Plowing. What third? 
Manuring” (quid est agrum bene colere? bene arare. quid secundum? arare. quid tertium? stercorare.). 
4 Col. Rust. 1.praef.1: ubertate nimia prioris aevi defatigatum et effetum solum. 
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agricultural work – “which the best of our forefathers each handled in the best way” – to 

slave labor.5 While these excerpts do not explicitly connect the fate of Rome to the fate of 

its soils, we can trace a through line from Cato to FDR (and beyond), providing a moral 

imperative for the proper management of soil. Because of this thematic consistency, 

studying the conceptions of soil expressed by Roman authors might yield informative 

points of comparison with later ideas about soil and farming, and the theoretical 

frameworks developed for modern environmental contexts can, with some adaptations, 

provide us a means of approaching the role of political ecology and associated phenomena 

– questions of who has access to what natural resources, what they do with them and why, 

and the implications of that access or control – in Roman culture and society. It bears 

emphasizing that I am not suggesting that we can find Roman corollaries to modern 

concerns with environmental conservation and sustainability.6 Rather, I propose that the 

nature of the connections between cultural identity and soil (and soil management) can 

transcend chronological, geographical, and cultural differences.  

The topic of this dissertation is Roman attitudes towards and conceptualizations of 

soil as the material embodiment of farmland. Defined most broadly for an agricultural 

context, soil is the material from which crops grow. The majority of the evidence I use in 

this study is textual, since written sources usually provide the best access to past intellectual 

reflection and interpretation.7 The primary corpus of my study is the corpus of agronomic 

writings by Cato the Elder, Varro, Vergil, Columella, and Pliny the Elder. Relying on 

written sources from antiquity has two limitations. First, this type of evidence skews 

                                                
5 Col. Rust. praef.3: quam maiorum nostrorum optimus quisque et optime tractaverat. 
6 For a systematic treatment of possible confluences between modern concepts of sustainability and the 
agronomist text of Columella, see Keßler and Ott 2017. 
7 See Launaro 2004 (especially his clear summary of on p. 119) on the importance of using “intentional 
sources” (i.e. “those historical sources that are themselves a product of an interpretation of ‘reality’ by their 
authors,” p. 114).  
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disproportionately towards an elite point of view,8 and, second, the information that authors 

include in these texts – like descriptions of soils and soil types – comes via centuries of 

received practical knowledge, study, and theorization.9 Thus, the details and perspectives 

preserved in the textual corpus considered in this dissertation present patterns of thought 

that may range beyond those of the individual author of any given work; however, we must 

not assume that the points of view presented in this corpus are representative of all Roman 

society or culture. Even though the careers of the five writers mentioned above span over 

two centuries, their works punctuate eras of great change for Rome. Over the course of this 

timeline, the government at Rome transitioned from a system controlled by elected 

magistrates and the senate to one-man rule. The territory under imperial control grew 

beyond the Italian peninsula to span across the Mediterranean, encompassing territory from 

Britain to Egypt, the Iberian Peninsula to the Levant by the time Pliny the Elder died in the 

eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 CE. This dissertation has a twofold agenda: I propose 

the “Roman agricultural imaginary” — essentially a shared conceptualization of farming 

and farmland — as an overarching structure for the ways in which Roman ideas and 

narratives about farming relate to the larger Roman worldview, and I show that soil’s role 

within this agricultural imaginary is fundamental to understanding developments in 

                                                
8 On the literate audiences of these texts, Rawson 1985, 45-46: “Agricultural treatises might be read by a 
good many landowners, but the dedicatees of Varro’s De Re Rustica are, apart from his wife, one Turranius 
Niger, perhaps from Cisalpine Gaul, who is sometimes thought to have written on the subject himself, and 
may be the D. Turranius noted as adept in polite learning by Cicero, and also Pinnius, himself an author. 
Not ordinary country gentlemen, then, and both the author, who makes some errors, and the dedicatees (or 
readers?) , who need to have technical terms explained, seem a little remote from reality.” Doody 2017, 183 
notes that Varro’s “dialogue form frames agriculture as a subject for conversation between elites.” 
9 Including by Greek and Carthaginian authors, like Mago of Carthage (Col. Rust. 1.1.8). On Cato and 
Varro, see White 1973, 470-471. Varro, Rust. 1.1.7-11 and Col. Rust. 1.1.4-14 list earlier authorities. 
Rawson 1985, 134-138 discusses the development of the genre of the agricultural treatise, within the 
context of Roman writing about technical know-how (ars) in Chapter 9 (Dialectica). Rawson 1985, 7f. 
establishes the Mithridatic Wars as a major turning point in the development of Roman intellectual life, as 
Greek intellectuals were brought into the Roman world (often by force) and study in the Greek East became 
standard for elite Roman youths. 
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thinking about the territoriality of the Roman empire. Within the frameworks of 

territoriality and materiality, Roman attitudes towards soil qua farmland (including its 

demarcation, ownership, manipulation, and exploitation) not only act as conceptually 

powerful tools of Roman imperial expansion and hegemony but also emerge as products 

of the same imperial project.  

IMPERIALISM AND EMPIRE: CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE 

Defining and analyzing Roman imperialism and its ramifications both for Rome 

and the places under its hegemony is an impossibly large task which has occupied scholars 

for centuries. However, certain interpretive trends from the past few decades have 

contributed to structuring my thinking on the topic and merit attention here at the start of 

my project, so that my theoretical perspective and commitments are overtly clear. The most 

important development of recent decades in the study of Roman imperialism is the rejection 

of “Romanization” as an interpretive concept. At the start of the 20th century, in The 

Romanization of Roman Britain, Francis Haverfield explained “Romanization” as “a 

complex process with complex issues” which “extinguished the difference between Roman 

and provincial throughout all parts of the Empire but the east, alike in speech, in material 

culture, in political feeling and religion.”10 This framework flattened interpretations of 

cultural change throughout the empire, yielding understandings of Roman culture as a 

monolithic tool that secured the acquiescence of conquered peoples.  

There is no fixed definition of Romanization,11 and scholars began commonly 

questioning its usefulness as a model in the 1990s. Pushing back against Haverfield’s 

                                                
10 Haverfield 1912, 22; on Haverfield’s Romanization, see Millett 1990b, Hingley 1993 (who situates 
Haverfield in the context of 19th-20th century European imperialism), Freeman 1997, and Woolf 1998, 4-5. 
11 For instance, Ørsted 1985, 15 considers Romanization to be “the bonding of the city of Rome and the 
conquered territories,” but that definition is so vague as to be impractical. 
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position, in the Romanization of Roman Britain, Martin Millett emphasized 

Romanization’s function as “a process of dialectical change…a two-way process of 

acculturation,” in contrast to the top-down model of forced cultural change.12 The most 

relevant analysis of Romanization for my purposes came in Greg Woolf’s 1998 Becoming 

Roman: The Origins of Provincial Civilization in Gaul, in which the author notes that 

Romanization often becomes an artificial measuring stick, assessing provincial cultures 

“against the standards of supposedly pure Roman culture.”13 Woolf concludes: 
 

Romanization has often been used as an umbrella term to conceal a multitude of 
separate processes. … Romanization has no explanatory potential, because it was 
not an active force, the course of which can be traced through a variety of indices, 
and the level of which can be measured. But used descriptively, Romanization is a 
convenient shorthand for the series of cultural changes that created an imperial 
civilization, within which both differences and similarities came to form a coherent 
pattern.14 

Turning away from Romanization as a model for understanding the processes of Roman 

imperialism and the nature of Roman power, Woolf instead approaches the study of Roman 

imperialism through the lens of cultural identity and cultural change. As Romanization has 

fallen out of favor, new paradigms for understanding the connection between Roman 

culture, identity, and empire emerged.15 The emergence of post-colonial theory and identity 
                                                
12 Millett 1990a, 1-2. See also Slofstra 1983, Barrett 1997, and Hingley 1997. 
13 Woolf 1998, 6. 
14 Woolf 1998, 7. 
15 The Roman Cultural Revolution (Habinek and Schiesaro 1997) sought to redirect focus away from the 
political to the cultural in considering the changes to both fields at the end of the Roman Republic and 
during the Augustan era. Introducing this volume is a chapter from Andrew Wallace-Hadrill (the title of 
whose 2008 book is Rome’s Cultural Revolution), who suggests “the possibility that the political and social 
revolutions of the first century BCE, such as they were, involved a parallel revolution in ways of knowing” 
(Wallace-Hadrill 1997, 6). 1998 saw the publication of a number of key volumes in this subject area; in 
addition to Woolf 1998, see, in particular, Feeney 1998, Henderson 1998, Habinek 1998, and the collection 
edited by Laurence and Berry 1998. In The Politics of Latin Literature: Writing, Identity, and Empire in 
Ancient Rome (1997), Habinek explained that “moving from the politics of words to the politics of texts 
and of systems of texts,” he drew on “a large body of work on the discursive construction of political 
identity” (p. 6) including Benedict Anderson’s idea of the nation as an “imagined community” (discussed 
below, pp. 11-13).Nevertheless, some scholars continue to rely on Romanization as a short-hand to 
generalize about cultural changes. For a summary of the ongoing discussion, see Mattingly 2011, 38-41 
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studies have added layers of nuance to the conversation about Roman imperialism by 

making room for discussions about how, on the one hand, imperialist and colonialist 

powers have shaped the realities of subject landscapes and peoples and how, on the other 

hand, native populations have exercised agency in responding to these external forces.16 

Indeed, generalizing about responses to Roman imperialism can erase the variety of 

experience or “discrepant experiences” stretching across time and space.17  

The timing of changes and developments in the scope and practice of Roman 

imperialism is central to interpreting their significance. In his exploration of the cultural 

changes taking place in Gaul during the expansion of Roman power into Gaul (from the 1st 

century BCE through the 1st century CE), Woolf observes that the timing of the most 

significant cultural changes coincides with the political shift from Republic to Principate. 

Characterizing cultures as “symbolic systems…complexes of values and ideals which are 

more or less tightly bound into a package,”18 Woolf focuses on how culture not only 

functions as a tool to achieve certain ends but also “influences the nature of those ends.”19 

The cultural changes Woolf studies are part and parcel of the accelerated expansion of 

Roman imperial hegemony during the specified timeframe, due to “the centrality of 

imperialism in the Roman culture of the Principate.”20 The connection between the 

                                                
(who argues forcefully for discarding the term for good) and Lomas, Gardner, and Herring 2013, 4-6 (as 
well as the essays contained in the same volume).  
16 Webster 1996 outlines the application of post-colonial frameworks to the study of the Roman Empire; 
Mattingly 2011, 26-30 gives a cogent explanation of post-colonial thinking and its application to the Roman 
world (which, he notes, has been more prominent in archaeology than in ancient history or literary studies). 
With Woolf 1997, Mattingly urges breaking away from the ruler-ruled dichotomy (presented in Saïd 1978, 
1993) to “explore the full spectrum of discrepancy between these binary oppositions [of Romans and 
natives]” (p. 29). See also Mattingly 1997, Barrett 1997, and the essays in Hoyos 2013. On the systems 
governing the exploitation of the Roman agrarian landscape, see Erdkamp, Verboven, and Zuiderhoek 2015. 
17 For “discrepant experiences,” see Saïd 1993, 35-50 (picked up by Mattingly 2011, 146-147). See also 
Barrett 1997. 
18 Woolf 1998, 56. 
19 Woolf 1998, 12; see Sahlins 1976 on the symbolic and utilitarian interpretations of culture.. 
20 Woolf 1998, 249. 
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Principate and imperialism is the primary concern of Claude Nicolet’s Space, Geography, 

and Politics in the Early Roman Empire, another landmark for my thinking about Roman 

imperialism as a worldview.21 Nicolet examines the role of space and territoriality in the 

conceptualization of empire during the age of Augustus, assessing why Roman territorial 

expansion ceased “precisely when this transition [from Republic to Principate] took place” 

and whether at this point the empire became “a territorial state.”22 His stated aim is 

understanding how the transition to a territorial empire was conceived at the time by means 

of “a history of geography … not so much the spatial and territorial reality of the Roman 

Empire at its foundation, but the awareness of it possessed by the main players.”23 It is with 

respect to these concerns that Nicolet’s book is integral to the present study,24 as I uncover 

the ways in which the conceptualization of soil and farmland in Roman ideas about 

agriculture function within the same milieux (intellectual, cultural, social, and political).  

Agriculture was fundamental to the Roman economy, as well as to a sense of 

Roman cultural identity.25 The self-presentation of the Roman elite included positive 

portrayals of productive land ownership – from the traditional depiction of Cincinnatus 

himself manning the plow on his modest, four-iugera plot of land,26 to instructions about 
                                                
21 Nicolet 1991; published originally in French in 1988 as L’Inventaire du Monde: Géographie et Politique 
aux Origines de L’Empire Romain. 
22 Nicolet 1991, 1-2. In other words: “Has it developed traits that are characteristic of this particular form 
of collective organization? Has it developed a territorial continuity in which the different parts or the state 
are entwined, from the center to the periphery, in a series of administrative districts where space is as 
important as men; a centralized and personalized power; a large and professional administration operating 
according to precise rules within the ranks of a well-defined hierarchy, in short, in a “bureaucratic” way; a 
single standing army and a unified and permanent fiscal system based on a coherent monetary system?” 
23 Nicolet 1991, 3. 
24 For other work on the nature of the power and territoriality of the Roman empire (and the assorted 
implications, especially legal and intellectual), see Ando 2017, 2016, 2011. 
25 See Beagon 1992, 161-169 on what she calls the “ideology of the soil.”  
26 For the classic version of Cincinnatus’ first dictatorship, see Livy 3.26-29. Green 2012 situates 
Cincinnatus’ story with regard to the conflation of the idealized Roman small farmer and the elite 
audiences of literary accounts of his life. Along these lines, it is important to note that Cincinnatus is at 
least partially associated with the protection of Roman class order by way of his second dictatorship to 
address the uprising of Spurius Maelius (see Cic. Fin. 2.12.15, Sen. 56.5; Livy 4.13-16). Dionysius of 
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managing large, plantation-style, slave-worked estates.27 I emphasize that the texts that 

constitute the majority of the body of evidence I consider in this project reflect the values 

of members of the Roman elite, since the extant literary evidence is of elite authorship (and, 

for the most part, readership).28 Due in part to the ideological significance attached to 

agriculture as the best possible occupation, ancient sources do not address the commercial 

side of agriculture – specifically, markets, prices, or profits – as explicitly or precisely as 

modern scholars would like. Nevertheless, the past century has yielded several coherent, 

macro-level theorizations of the Roman economy (including the place of agriculture within 

it).29 Recently, quantitative approaches and studies influenced by the perspective of New 

                                                
Halicarnassus also accounts for Cincinnatus’ fame, but places the story of him being summed from his field 
to serve the Republic earlier than the Spurius Maelius uprising. He first appears defending his son Caeso, 
engendering the animosity of the plebeians whom Caeso is accused of harming (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 10.5-
8), and after paying his son’s bail, he sold most of his land, retaining only a small plot that he worked 
himself, although he also relied on slave labor (10.8.4). The stories of Cincinnatus’ first consulship and 
dictatorship (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 10.17-19, 24-25) contain the detail of legates approaching him in his 
field (10.17.4-5; 10.24.1-2). In both instances, Cincinnatus accepts the position while also noting that his 
family will suffer due to the harvest being compromised by his absence. For analysis of Cincinnatus’ 
change of attire and an overview of other scholarship on the episodes, see Schultze 2007. 
27 Our literary sources give us this narrative of agricultural development (from small farms to latifundia); 
see Plut. Vit. Ti. Gracch. 8-9 and Plin. HN 18.35 for ancient views of this development. Rather than 
grounded primarily in historical evidence, this narrative instead represents an ideological presentation of 
change over time. For modern interpretations of the historical evidence about the development of ancient 
farming (including plantations and elite villas), see Belvedere 1995, Macdougall 1987, D’Arms 1970. 
Much scholarship now (e.g., Kron 2008, Langley 2006, Purcell 1995) de-emphasizes the place of latifundia 
in Roman agriculture. 
28 See, e.g., Cic. Off. 1.151 on farming being the best possible occupation, also found at Columella 
1.Praef.10. Spanier 2010 addresses the idealized, rhetorical construct of the “good farmer” in Rome; see 
also Thibodeau 2011. As for the audiences of the agronomist texts, see Reay 2012, 2005, 2003, 1998. In 
terms of immediate addressees, Cato writes to an unnamed reader but gives instruction (and commands) in 
the 2nd person singular (on which, see Hine 2011). Varro writes to his wife, “Fundania,” who has recently 
bought a farm, and to whom he wants to pass on information, as he is elderly (1.1.1-2); for Varro’s elite 
audience, see above, p. 3, n. 8.  Vergil writes to Maecenas (Georgics 1.1.2); hence, his aims and tone are 
more poetic than practical. Columella writes to a “Publius Silvinus” who often acts as a rhetorical punching 
bag, on which see Carroll 1976. 
29 Major milestones include Rostovtzeff 1926, Finley 1973, Jones 1973, Duncan-Jones 1982. 
Developments up to this point are well synthesized by Hopkins 1983; see also Saller 2002. 
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Institutional Economics (NIE) have dominated the discussion of Roman economics.30 NIE 

recognizes the role of institutions (“the rules of a game in a society or, more formally…the 

humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction”) in economic life.31 As Arjan 

Zuiderhoek explains, a society’s institutions are “determined by that society’s shared 

mental models, that is, its value systems, mentalities, worldview.”32 This dissertation does 

not directly engage in debates regarding the nature of the Roman economy or the operation 

of markets.33 However, the Roman agricultural imaginary — the shared, collective 

conceptualizations of Roman farming (akin to Zuiderhoek’s “shared mental 

models…value systems, mentalities, worldview”) — cannot be fully separated from 

questions about the Roman agricultural economy and the day-to-day reality of Roman 

farming operations, which will necessarily surface at points in this project. Furthermore, 

the impact of soil, its fertility, and perceptions thereof on the agricultural economy must 

not be overlooked.34  

Despite the geographical scope of Roman farming increasing over time with the 

expansion of the empire, the main ways of thinking about and describing soil within these 

frameworks did not fundamentally change.35 Reflecting and crystallizing (and perhaps 
                                                
30 Erdkamp 2005 and 2015, Kehoe 2007, Temin 2013, and the essays collected in Scheidel, Morris, and 
Saller 2007 (especially Parts V and VI), in Bowman and Wilson 2009, 2011, and 2013, and in Scheidel 
2012.  
31 North 1990 (quoted from p. 3) provides an introduction to NIE’s analytical framework. For an overview 
of the application of NIE to the study of the Roman economy (including its drawbacks), see Zuiderhoek 
2015, 11-16. 
32 Zuiderhoek 2015, 12. 
33 On markets (versus “the market”) as economic forces in the Roman world, see Frayn 1993, Holleran 
2012, Temin 2013 (especially pp. 95-192), and Zuiderhoek 2015, 4-16. 
34 Keßler and Ott 2017 examine Columella’s treatise for traces of ideas that today would fall under the 
category of concerns with sustainability, with a focus on soil as “a paradigm case of nonliving funds” (199), 
concluding that “nearly every piece of technical advice in Columella’s treatise can be subsumed under 
economic sustainability, that is, far-sighted use of resources as it contributes to an economic cycle” (212). 
35 Vergil’s Georgics is unique in its generic affiliation (poetry rather than prose), and his word choices 
reflect that; Thomas 1988, 191 n. 177 on the variety of terms Vergil uses to avoid repeating the prosaic 
solum and, at n. 180, how Vergil uses tenuis, with all its Callimachean associations, instead of macer to 
describe soil that is thin and the opposite of pinguis. As Thomas notes, Vergil does use macer in the 
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pioneering, to some degree) the Roman agricultural vocabulary, the words used by the 

agronomists can shed light on Roman understandings of or assumptions about soil.36 Brian 

Krostenko’s Cicero, Catullus, and the Language of Social Performance provides a useful 

model for assessing what word choice can communicate about larger social and intellectual 

patterns. Tracing the semantic development of an aesthetic “language of social 

performance” over the last two centuries BCE, Krostenko reveals that the terminology in 

question shifted from primarily describing art, banquets, and decor to characterizing 

rhetoric, public personae, and normative values. As Krostenko shows, responding to 

changes in culture and spurred on by political developments after the Second Punic War, 

these semantic shifts demonstrate the flexibility of Roman aesthetics and its associated 

vocabulary. While Krostenko finds a paradigm shift in the language of social performance 

during the late Republic and early Empire, I discovered an overall stability in the language 

of farming and soil. In addition to the practical necessity of consistency in ostensibly 

informative or didactic sources (as opposed to the more descriptive or ideological sources 

that Krostenko studies), the existence of a shared, specialized, and stable vocabulary for 

describing soil indicates a degree of consensus and conservatism in Roman agricultural 

thought, as these modes of thinking about soil and agriculture must have remained 

relatively static over time due to their practical and ideological effectiveness.37 Moreover, 

the conceptual stability in thinking about soil and farming establishes an intellectual 

connection among the agronomist writers who draw upon the same terminology, and it 
                                                
agricultural sense at E. 3.100. However, much of the other terminology he uses (to describe soil) remains 
comparable to the language used by other authors. As I discuss in Chapters II and III, the spatial concerns 
of agronomist authors change over time, reflecting the expanding physical scope of the Roman empire. 
36 On the relationship between language, metaphor, and shared cultural understandings, see Ando 2015, 3-5 
and Krostenko 2001, 9 and 13-14.  
37 Such a static vocabulary is a common feature of technical literature. On technical literature’s 
peculiarities as a genre, see König and Whitmarsh 2007; the introduction to this volume is particularly 
incisive regarding the relationship between specialized knowledge and power. See also and Taub and 
Doody 2009. 
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underlines the relevance that soil’s qualities have for the schematizations of agriculture put 

forward by multiple writers.  

THE AGRICULTURAL IMAGINARY 

My proposal of a Roman agricultural imaginary takes as its starting point the 

concept of “the social imaginary” as elucidated by a few prominent thinkers. In The 

Imaginary Institution of Society (originally published in French in 1975), Cornelius 

Castoriadis first delineates the social imaginary: 

[that] element—which gives a specific orientation to every institutional system, 
which overdetermines the choice and the connections of symbolic networks, 
which is the creation of each historical period, its singular manner of living, of 
seeing and of conducting its own existence, its world, and its relations with this 
world, this originary structuring component, this central signifying-signified, the 
source of that which presents itself in every instance as an indisputable and 
undisputed meaning, the basis for articulating what does matter and what does 
not, the origin of the surplus of being of the objects of practical, affective, and 
intellectual investment, whether individual or collective.38 

Not only does the social imaginary provide the structure through which a society can 

produce shared meaning; it is, in itself, one such shared meaning. Although not dealing 

explicitly with the idea of the social imaginary, Benedict Anderson uses a similar 

interpretive lens when examining the development of nationality and nationalism (or even 

the idea of “nation-ness”), particularly in post-colonial nation-states in Asia.39 In Imagined 

Communities, written around a decade after The Imaginary Institution of Society, Anderson 

defines the modern nation state as “an imagined political community…imagined because 

the members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, 

meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their 

                                                
38 Castoriadis 1987, 145. 
39 Anderson 2006, 4.  
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communion.”40 The imagined community of the nation-state relies on the shared meanings 

created by the social imaginary to bind together citizens who may or may not share, for 

instance, a common religion.  

Looking at the phenomenon of modern religious belief at the turn of the new 

millennium, Charles Taylor refers to the social imaginary as “a level of images as yet 

unformulated in doctrine,”41 framing the imaginary as a third type of understanding or 

discourse about belief and belonging in the world. The other two types are: (1) doctrine or 

ideology and (2) embodied habitus.42 Pierre Bourdieu explains the habitus in The Logic of 

Practice: 

The conditionings associated with a particular class of conditions of existence 
produce habitus, systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured 
structures predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles 
which generate and organize practices and representations that can be objectively 
adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an 
express mastery of the operations necessary in order to attain them.43 

Shortly after this passage, Bourdieu describes the habitus again as “embodied history, 

internalized as a second nature and so forgotten as history — the active presence of the 

whole past of which it is the product.”44 Taylor asserts that the social imaginary, “while 

nourished in the embodied habitus, is given expression on the symbolic level.”45 Whereas 

habitus is embodied, the social imaginary is not, although it may inform the habitus. In his 

2004 Modern Social Imaginaries, Taylor describes the social imaginary as “that common 

understanding that makes possible common practices and a widely shared sense of 

                                                
40 Anderson 2006, 6.  
41 Taylor 2001, 189. 
42 Taylor 2001, 187-190. 
43 Bourdieu 1990, 53. 
44 Bourdieu, 1990, 56. 
45 Taylor 2001, 189. 
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legitimacy.”46 Within that formulation, we might see habitus as the “common practices” 

facilitated by the imaginary. In an agricultural context, the habitus might include the choice 

of crops (both species and sub-types), the agricultural calendar, and specific farming 

practices (like plowing, manuring, harvesting, and processing). Much of what the Roman 

agronomists discuss could be categorized as agricultural habitus. In this situation, then, the 

agricultural imaginary encompasses Taylor’s “common understanding” — the commonly 

held intellectual and cultural positions about agriculture that facilitated a sense of 

community, shared purpose, or affinity not only among Roman farmers but across the 

entire spectrum of Roman society when individuals engaged with agriculture as a part of 

Roman culture. If habitus is the practice (or praxis), then the imaginary more closely 

resembles the doxa.47 While the thinkers discussed so far concern themselves primarily 

with modern societies, Clifford Ando has shown in his 2015 Roman Social Imaginaries 

how the concept of the social imaginary can shed light on the systems of thought structuring 

Roman reality (via a study of linguistic abstractions like metaphor, metonymy, and 

analogy).48 In my project, I draw on both the substantive and methodological implications 

of Ando’s work, but where Ando considers the role played by linguistic abstraction in 

shaping Roman cognition, I instead focus on how conceptualizations of soil and 

agricultural cultivation interface with understandings of territoriality and imperial 

expansion. 

                                                
46 Taylor 2004, 23. 
47 Bourdieu 1977, 164 explains that “Systems of classification which reproduce, in their own specific logic, 
the objective classes…or position in the relations of production [and/or] make their specific contribution to 
the reproduction of the power relations of which they are the product…that is to say, when there is a quasi-
perfect correspondence between the objective order and the subjective principles of organization (as in 
ancient societies) the natural and social world appears as self-evidence. This experience we shall call doxa, 
so as to distinguish it from an orthodox or heterodox belief implying awareness and recognition of the 
possibility of different or antagonistic beliefs.” 
48 Ando 2015, 4-5 explains his indebtedness to (and also departure from) Taylor’s work. 
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Recently, scholars have introduced environmental, agrarian, or agricultural 

imaginaries as lenses through which to understand the patterns of thought, belief, and 

behavior in relationships between societies and the natural world. For instance, the idea of 

an environmental imaginary can structure approaches to understanding struggles over 

natural resources in Appalachia or complicate the portrayal of natural environments of the 

Middle East and North Africa.49 Diana Davis explains that the term “environmental 

imaginary” refers to “the constellation of ideas that groups of humans develop about a 

given landscape, usually local or regional, that commonly includes assessment about that 

environment as well as how it came to be in its current state,” stressing that “neither the 

imaginary nor the narrative(s) concerning the environment is static” and changes to reflect 

changing power dynamics of a given society.50 As sub-types of environmental imaginaries, 

agricultural (or agrarian or rural) imaginaries work more specifically to outline the 

relationship between societies and agricultural landscapes, activity, and laborers. In 

characterizing the sense of homeland and nostalgia shared among Jat Sikhs who have 

dispersed throughout the Indian subcontinent, Nicola Mooney invokes the idea of a rural 

imaginary to connect history, memory, identity, and an awareness of place.51 Similarly, 

Guntra Aistara uses the idea of social and national imaginaries to explain the mindsets of 

organic farmers in Latvia seeking funding from a European Union environmental support 

program.52 Other work on shared attitudes towards conceptualizations of farming and 

agricultural labor involves the framework of the imaginary in order to — for instance — 

delineate the sense of ethics and communal value in urban farming situations53 or reflect 

                                                
49 See Nesbitt and Weiner 2000 on Appalachia and the essays collected in Davis and Burke 2011 on the 
Middle East and North Africa. 
50 Davis 2011, 3. 
51 Mooney 2011.  
52 Aistara 2009. 
53 Mayes 2014. 
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on the tension between the growth of agribusinesses in California and the idealized image 

of the farmer.54 These studies theorize agricultural imaginaries as matrices of the normative 

ideas guiding interactions between human societies and their natural environments, and 

they provide models for approaching the relationships between political, social, and 

intellectual developments and agricultural landscapes and systems of production. In what 

follows, I trace how the treatment of soil in the Roman agricultural imaginary both 

replicates and sanctions the geographic expansion of Roman power. 

OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS  

I structure the three chapters of this dissertation around the three different levels 

at which I consider descriptions and conceptualizations of soil: (I) soil on the abstracted, 

individual farmstead without any geographical indications; (II) soil in specific, sub-

provincial regions of Italy (Pupinia, Sabinum, and Falernum); and (III) soil of the Italian 

peninsula. In Chapter I, I survey three metaphorical ways of thinking about soil in an 

agricultural context: (A) soil as a raw material that can be transformed, (B) soil as an 

object that can be delineated and owned; and (C) soil as a place that can be visited. These 

frameworks all ultimately treat soil as an important natural resource to be exploited for 

human benefit (including and especially profit). The consideration of soil as a place, in 

particular, sets the parameters for my study of regionality in the conceptualization of soil. 

In Chapter II, I introduce the key concept of terroir, which provides a framework for 

approaching the relationships between understandings of regional soil types, farming 

practices, identities, and agricultural outputs. The conceptualizations of these elements 

are not fixed, and the ways in which they develop and are deployed in Roman texts can 

imbue the region in question with a sense of place and natural heritage. In response to the 

                                                
54 Holmes 2013. 
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increasing connectedness of the disparate parts of the empire, the Roman agricultural 

imaginary includes a greater emphasis on regional differentiation. Chapter III follows this 

development on a larger geographic scale, turning to the characterization of Italian soil 

and soils. The imagination of the soil(s) of the Italian peninsula reflects an evolution in 

the conceptualization of Italy as a distinct geographical, political, and cultural unit. In this 

final chapter, I explore how the changing notion of Italian soil emerges from and attests 

to abstractions of the growing empire’s territoriality. 
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Chapter I: Soil on the Farm 

This chapter outlines how the cultivation of soil on Roman farms becomes a 

physical substantiation of the ideas and actions of imperial territorial expansion and the 

consequent exploitation of natural resources. In what follows, I introduce three conceptual 

lenses for looking at how soil operates in the Roman agricultural imaginary, considering 

how our sources frame soil as a raw material, as an object, and as a place. These do not 

form an exhaustive list of conceptual approaches to soil. For instance, the paradigm of 

“Mother Earth” is perhaps the most common way of conceptualizing soil,55 and Greek 

natural philosophers posit the earth or soil as one of the elemental building-blocks of the 

natural world.56 However, the three identified frameworks have the greatest resonances in 

the context of land ownership and cultivation because they privilege the agency of the 

farmer in interactions between human and nature.57 Within each paradigm, soil represents 

a resource for the farmer to exploit efficiently — whether as a raw material to transform, 

an object or commodity to own and use, or a place to occupy.  

I conclude that these lenses reveal an agricultural mentalité that is fundamentally 

imperialist in nature. In my reading, Rome’s imperial project and aims surfaced very early 

in its history, as it expanded from a small city-state to a regional power, in particular, with 

the conquest of the neighboring Volsci, Aequi, and Etruscan cities in the early 4th century 

BCE.58 The impulse to turn outwards and coopt what belongs to others is at the root of 

                                                
55 The female body often symbolizes the earth (and vice versa), as both entities create and nurture life (e.g. 
Lucr. 5.795-6; Col. Rust. 1.praef.2; Keith 2009, 259-260). 
56 Winiwarter and Blum 2006 survey chronologically and geographically varied world-views that address 
soil, with an eye towards the roles of myth, philosophy, and religion in shaping these perspectives. Other 
contributors to the same volume consider the understandings of soil present in indigenous cultures (Sandor 
et al. 2006) and also the philosophical bases for the contemporary, scientific approach to soil (Feller et al. 
2006, Amundson 2006). 
57 Rogers 1998 comments on the exploitation and anthropocentrism inherent even in discursive theories of 
communication. 
58 See on this time period Cornell 1995, especially chapters 12, 14, and 15. 
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imperialism in both its ancient and modern manifestations, and it is this impulse with which 

the Roman agricultural imaginary engages when texts describe the proper treatment and 

use of soil and other natural resources. Roman sources characterize agricultural practices 

against the backdrop of this agricultural imagination. Surveying and dividing land (treating 

it as a raw material to be transformed), distributing land to individuals (as an object to be 

owned), and establishing colonies (establishing distinctively Roman places) are the first 

steps in the exploitation of conquered territory. The steps in extracting benefits from natural 

resources (like farming and working the soil) mirror these imperialist processes. 

I.A: SOIL AS RAW MATERIAL 

This section contains a two-step argument: first, that Roman authors present soil as 

a raw material that farmers manipulate and transform into useful, profitable goods; second, 

that treating soil in this way reflects farming’s function as a process that is both practically 

and symbolically a tool of imperialist expansion. When conquered lands are redistributed 

to Roman colonies and colonists, by allocating and then taxing farmland, Rome 

weaponizes agriculture as a means of subjugating conquered territory. In addition to the 

practical purpose of provisioning and financing the state, the distribution and exploitation 

of farmland reinforces the mindset that enabled Rome’s imperial project by asserting 

Roman control over the use of this natural resource.59 To show how soil works as a raw 

material in the Roman agricultural imaginary, I first examine how writers in the agronomic 

corpus discuss the transformation and manipulation of other raw materials — specifically, 

crops. Crops are a ready analogy for the Roman agronomists. The harvest, transformation 

                                                
59 Whether or not the land was seized or redistributed by the state, it is only through the mechanisms of the 
state that property ownership or patterns of land tenancy can be secured, and, for this reason, issues of 
access to and exploitation of land accompany the expansion of Roman power. On the impact of colonies, 
colonization, and imperialism on landholding, see Salmon 1970, Gruen 1970, Ørsted 1985, Carlsen, Ørsted, 
and Skydsgaard 1994, Rathbone 2003, Kehoe 2007, 2013, and 2015, Roselaar 2010, and Jakab 2015. 
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and use of crops were central concerns for Roman farmers, and crops as a raw material is 

a more obvious analogy than soil as a raw material. Within a profit-centered agricultural 

system,60 a crop as a raw material has potential, but in order for that crop to be consumable 

and useful for human purposes, processes of human manufacturing must first extract 

certain qualities or materials and discard others.61 In surveying the treatment of crops in 

agronomist texts, I focus on the “Mediterranean triad” (grapes, olives, and grain), since 

those feature most prominently in both primary and secondary discussions of Roman 

agriculture.62 In particular, I show how the processing required to meet that potential marks 

crops as raw materials. Lexical shifts reflect the change in status resulting from this 

processing and manipulation.  

In the second part of this section, I turn to the similar treatment of soil. The texts of 

the agronomist corpus teach the reader how to assess the potential of different soil types. 

They also describe the agricultural tasks necessary to transform soil (qua raw material) into 

productive fields. The terminology that authors apply to prepared fields (finished products 

made from the raw material of soil) differs from the vocabulary they use in referring to 

untreated soil. In this configuration, the agronomists make farmland into another natural 

                                                
60 Cato is particularly stringent in his attention to thriftiness in order to generate a profit, advising that a 
landowner build adequate storage rooms so that he can hold produce back until he may be able to get a 
better price (Agr. 3.2). Varro touches on this topic as well (Rust. 1.22.4). At 1.2.8, Varro alludes to the 
importance of recouping expenses. See also Varro 1.5.2; 1.8.1, 1.8.5 (on vineyeards and their profitability); 
1.11.1, 1.13.6 (on buildings); 3.1.9 (on the three-part division of agricultural endeavors into crops, herds, 
and birds); 3.4.2, 3.5.1, 3.7.2 (on raising birds for profit). At 1.69.2, however, a murder in the city interrupts 
the most detailed discussion of profit in the text. Col. Rust. 1.1.3 frames his treatise as integral to the 
landowner’s mission to secure a profit from his farm; at 3.3, he confronts the question of the profitability 
(or lack thereof) of vineyards. For modern views of Roman concerns with profit in agriculture, see Kehoe 
1993, 1994; Duncan-Jones 1982, 34-38; Montgomery 2007, 60-63; and Thibodeau 2011, 64-5, n. 62-65 (on 
the emphasis on paupertas and the ostensible rejection of profit-seeking in Vergil’s Georgics). Rosenstein 
2008, 18-24 examines the evidence for the profitability (or lack thereof) of agricultural endeavors during 
the Republic and compares it with the views on the topic articulated by the agronomist authors. 
61 Thurmond 2006, Chapters 1-3 outlines the steps in processing all three of these crops, with reference to 
ancient material (both material and textual) and modern scientifically-informed practices.  
62 For an overview of scholarship on this triad, see Greene 1990, 72-73. 
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resource subject to transformation and exploitation. Although I do not wish to transpose a 

Marxist critique of capital accumulation onto a Roman economic and cultural system 

fundamentally different from that of early 19th century Europe, recent re-evaluations of 

Marx’s understanding of key ecological principles can illustrate the implications of the 

soil-as-raw-material paradigm. In Marx and the Earth: An Anti-Critique, John Bellamy 

Foster and Paul Burkett argue that “while Marx and Engels pioneered the development of 

the materialist conception of history, they saw this as inextricably connected to the 

materialist conception of nature.”63 In this paradigm, the relationship between human 

society and nature is one of “alienated social metabolism” or “metabolic rift,” as capitalist 

agriculture relies on and results in the “expropriation of the earth” and “robbing the soil.”64 

While I recognize the distance between the 19th century understanding and practice of 

agriculture and that of the ancient Romans, the explicit concern that agronomist texts have 

with profit (fructus) approximates Marx’s vision of the alienation between humans and 

nature closely enough that it renders engagement with Marxist critique worthwhile. I 

conclude that the notion of soil as a raw material develops in the Roman agricultural 

imaginary a propensity to see this natural resource as something to be managed and 

manipulated in much the same way as recently conquered territories. Moreover, taking into 

account the reciprocity inherent in the relationship between raw material and 

manufacturer,65 I posit that this paradigm resembles the interaction between conqueror and 

conquered as envisaged by those scholars who have pushed back against the top-down 

model of Romanization. Approaching this dynamic via characterizations of the 

                                                
63 Foster and Burkett 2016, 9-11. 
64 Foster and Clark 2018. 
65 That is, the raw material has certain limitations on its potential transformations or uses. 
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manipulation of soil provides a conceptual basis for understanding agriculture as a part of 

the Roman imperial project. 

I.A.1: The Mediterranean Triad 

Grapes, olives, and grain formed the backbone of the Roman agricultural 

economy,66 and so many sources discuss these crops and the processes required to 

transform them into consumable goods.67 Due to their prominence in the Roman 

agricultural imaginary, the crops of the Mediterranean triad provide a readily accessible 

analogy for the conceptualization of soil as a raw material. Ando illustrates how the Roman 

social imaginary relied on analogical thinking to adapt historically or geographically 

specific laws or norms to fit the heterogeneity of the extended empire. Analogy allowed 

Roman authorities to circumvent “the problem of normative language” and “to insert 

regional, ecologically specific categories into a generic, non-ecologically specific 

taxonomy.”68 For example, Ando explains, because of their presence in the Twelve Tables, 

acorns become “a universal metonym for all fruit (and possibly nuts) that grow on trees.”69  

Ando shows that the analogical capacity and patterns of cognition that enable Roman legal 

thought also facilitated the government of a diverse empire.70 In light of the flexibility of 

Roman analogical thinking, I adopt a paradigm from the management of other raw 

                                                
66 Garnsey 1999, 12-21 provides a nuanced perspective of the Mediterranean Triad, with variations 
according to region and class. See Witcher 2016, 466-472 for a more recent synthesis. 
67 Irwin 2003 discusses the importance of these crops as articulated by Greek writers in the context of 
travel and colonization (specifically, Herodotus, Xenophon, and Theophrastus). 
68 Ando 2015, 30. Ando elaborates later on “the prominence of analogy and its kin in contexts in which one 
culture’s normative language is asked to map material, social, and economic realities in a wholly different 
culture, which is to say, in contexts of empire” (p. 40). 
69 Ando 2015, 33.  
70 Ando 2015, 29-30 uses government to refer both to the use of laws and extensions of citizenship and 
legal rights within the empire and to the conceptual government of the empire: “the Roman empire was 
enormously variegated, at the level of ecology, economy, language, and every aspect of culture, dress, 
cuisine, you name it. To be governed, this world had to be described and regulated.” 
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materials for my consideration of the Mediterranean Triad. In the twenty-fifth book of his 

Ad Sabinum, the jurist Ulpian describes the difference between lignum (“firewood”) and 

materia (“lumber”): 
 

The term lignum is a general term but one should distinguish between timber 
(materia), which is one thing, and firewood (lignum), which is another. Materia is 
that which is necessary for building and supporting; lignum is that which has been 
readied for burning. Is wood one or the other, if it has been cut up or not?71 

This juxtaposition of lignum and materia implies that raw materials are considered 

categorically different from the products created by manipulating them: Ando sums up this 

dichotomy by positing, “there is lignum that is lignum and lignum that is not [because it is 

materia].”72 We do not have any indication about the point in the process at which the 

distinction between lignum and materia is made or becomes final. I will discuss the 

application of this model to discussions of soil as a raw material later, but first let us turn 

to the crops of the Mediterranean Triad. 

Grapes and olives present the farmer with a dichotomy similar to that of lignum-

materia, since each can be consumed as a fruit or transformed into another product. 

Columella observes that “the grape is planted either for eating or for the pouring forth of 

its juices,”73 placing the decision about the fruit’s purpose at the time of planting. Varro 

echoes this dichotomy, but he relates that the decision about the fruit’s final destination 

occurs during the harvest, writing that “at the vintage, the careful farmer not only gathers 

but selects his grapes; he gathers for drinking and selects for eating.”74 The grapes on the 

                                                
71 Ad Sabinum, fr. 2679 Lenel = Dig. 32.55 & 50.16.167: Ligni appellatio nomen generale est, sed sic 
separatur, ut sit aliquid materia, aliquid lignum. materia est, quae ad aedificandum fulciendum necessaria 
est, lignum, quidquid conburendi causa paratum est. sed utrum ita demum, si concisum sit an et si non sit? 
72 Ando 2015, 104, n.10. 
73 Col. Rust. 3.2.1: Vitis…vel ad escam vel ad defusionem deponitur. See also Pliny HN 14.4.40-43. 
74 Varro, Rust. 1.54.2: In vindemia diligentis uva non solum legitur sed etiam eligitur; legitur ad bibendum, 
eligitur ad edendum. Eligo implies a greater degree of selectivity than lego (TLL s.v. “eligo” I: “to choose, 
remove, cull, pluck up a certain one from a place or from a multitude,” ex loco vel ex multitudine quadam 
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vine (a raw material) are distinct from grapes harvested for eating (a raw material/end 

product),75 and grapes harvested for the production of wine (a raw material requiring 

additional processing).76 Similarly, olives can be consumed directly,77 or they can be 

processed and turned into something else (usually oil).78 As Varro explains, “the olive 

reaches the house through the same crossroads as the grapes; some are meant for food, and 

others are meant to be pressed out as a liquid and anoint not only the inside of the body but 

also its exterior.”79 Thus, in their raw material states, grapes and olives represent at least 

two potential end products: grapes can be thought of as fruit or as future wine, and olives 

can be consumed as fruit or as future oil. In any case, the issue at stake in differentiating 

among crops based on their status as a raw material or finished product is the agency of the 

farmer or producer.80 These human agents respond to various external factors (e.g. specific 

fruit qualities, climate, prices, regional or cultural norms) as well as internal motivations 

(e.g. profit calculation, personal preference).81 When it comes to treating soil as a raw 
                                                
legere demere, carpere, vellere ), presumably due to the importance given to fruit selection in the wine-
making process, on which see below, pp. 24-25. 
75 Col. Rust. 3.2.4 mentions the option of eating fresh grapes or of storing them in sealed vessels (see 
Varro, Rust. 1.54.2 for an overview of storage possibilities and Col. 12.44-45 for detailed instructions for 
storing grapes). Both Hor. Sat. 2.4.71-72 and Plin. HN 14.4.34 name the venicula as a grape particularly 
well suited to being stored in jars. Thurmond 2006, 175-178 on processing grapes for eating. 
76 In addition to wine, Cato, Agr. 7.2, Col. Rust. 12.16.1-3, and Plin. HN 14.3.17 describe how to make 
raisins. Plin. HN 14.3.14-19 covers more ways in which grapes are treated in different regions.  
77 However, all olives — regardless of their final purpose — must go through some kind of treatment 
before becoming edible, or at least palatable, due to a bitter flavor compound in olives. A number of 
procedures existed in the Roman agricultural knowledge base for curing olives and neutralizing their 
bitterness, including boiling, wet and dry brining, and soaking them in water. After one of these processes, 
olives were usually then preserved in vinegar or oil (Cato, Agr. 7.4, 117-119; Col. Rust. 12.49-51).  
78 Rossiter 1981, 353-360 surveys both textual and archaeological evidence for processing olives; see also 
Mattingly and Hitchner 1993; Mattingly 1994, 1996. Foxhall 2007, 97-217 surveys and interprets the 
evidence for olive cultivation and processing in ancient Greece. On both oil and wine production, see 
Marzano 2013. See also Amouretti 1986 and Amouretti and Brun 1993.  
79 Varro, Rust. 1.55.4: Olea ut uva per idem bivium redit in villam, alia ad cibum, alia ut eliquescat ac non 
solum corpus intus unguat sed etiam extrinsecus. 
80 Another factor in deciding about the eventual use for grapes is the proximity of a market or town to the 
farm, presumably due to the fragility of raw grapes (Col. 3.2.1-2). 
81 On the question of agency and individual choice in cultural trends, see Purcell 1990, Woolf 1998, 169-
174, Ando 2016.  
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material, I will show that similar considerations motivate decisions about how to 

manipulate, manage, and use it.  

Agronomic writers recommend the careful selection of species or type, keeping one 

eye on the qualities desired in the final product (e.g. juiciness or sweetness) and another on 

those qualities (e.g. cold-hardiness) dictated by a farm’s physical environment and 

geographical setting. Taxonomies of soil, organized according to qualities and 

corresponding best uses, perform a similar function, as I demonstrate in the next sub-

section. For example, the grape varieties used in Roman wine production are well-

documented throughout the agronomic corpus. While Vergil asserts that counting the types 

of wine grapes is impossible,82 both Columella and Pliny provide information about 

numerous grape varietals for wine, distinguishing among them according to their flavor, 

the types of soils in which they flourish, and their adaptations to specific climates.83 

Similarly, Cato assesses the needs and uses of different species of fruits, among them 

                                                
82 He lists 15 varietals, mostly differentiated by place of origin (G. 2.89-104). 
83 Col. Rust. 3.2.3-28 and Plin. HN 14.4.20-39. For example, both name two Spanish grape varieties (the 
Bituric and Basilic) which are productive, age well, and are exceedingly sturdy, tolerating storms well (Col. 
3.2.19-20; Plin. 14.4.30-31). Col. 3.2.3-28 contains a lengthy discussion of wine grapes. In Georgics 2.91-
102, Vergil names some varieties, before remarking upon the innumerability of all the different types of 
wine grapes (2.103-104: sed neque quam multae species nec nomina quae sint / est numerus, neque enim 
numero comprendere refert, “but there is not a number for how many species, nor for what names there are, 
for it is not worthwhile to come up with a number”).    
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olives,84 grapes,85 and figs.86 In Varro’s treatise, Stolo cites Cato’s advice and endorses it,87 

and Pliny goes into great detail about the varieties of grain farmed in the empire.88 Within 

the same harvest or yield, the qualities of a specific, individual grape, olive, or other crop 

might make it more suitable than others.89 Once crops have been harvested, prescribed 

processes transform and refine these raw materials into finished products.  

Detailed instructions for these processes in the agronomic texts emphasize best 

practices for the allocation and use of available resources. By-products generated over the 

course of producing another good usually have secondary uses, and at every stage, the 

priority is the idealized self-sufficiency of the Roman estate, or the most economical and 

efficient method of exploitation. For instance, if intended for another purpose besides direct 

consumption, grapes are trampled and then pressed, together with their stalks and skins.90 
                                                
84 Cato, Agr. 6.1: “In a heavy and warm field, plant olives — the kind suitable for putting up, the long kind, 
the Sallentine, the orcites, the posea, the Sergian, the Colminian, the white — most of all plant that which 
they say is the best of all for these places.” (in agro crasso et caldo oleam conditivam, radium maiorem, 
Sallentinam, orcitem, poseam, Sergianam, Colminianam, albicerem, quam earum in iis locis optimam 
dicent esse, eam maxime serito). 
85 Cato, Agr. 6.4: “The place that is said to be best for the vine and faces the sun, there plant the small 
Aminnian, the double eugeneus, and the small yellow grape. The place that is thick or gets foggier, there 
plant the greater Aminian, or the Murgentine, the Apician, or the Lucanian. Other vines, especially the 
hybrids, are agreeable in whatever field you plant them in. ” (Qui locus vino optimus dicetur esse et 
ostentus soli, Aminnium minusculum et geminum eugeneum, helvolum minusculum conserito. Qui locus 
crassus erit aut nebulosior, ibi Aminnium maius aut Murgentinum, Apicium, Lucanum serito. Ceterae vites, 
miscellae maxime, in quemvis agrum conveniunt). 
86 Cato, Agr. 8.1: “In a chalky and open place, plant mariscan figs; plant in a heavier or manured place, 
plant the African and Herculanean fig, the Saguntine, the winter fig, the black Tellanian, with a long stalk.” 
(Ficos mariscas in loco cretoso et aperto serito; Africanas et Herculaneas, Sacontinas, hibernas, Tellanas 
atras pediculo longo, eas in loco crassiore aut stercorato serito). 
87 Varro, Rust. 1.24-25 on Agr. 6 (olives and grapes). 
88 At HN 18.14.725, Pliny discusses barley (see also Spurr 1986, 15-16); at 18.19-83-84, emmer (Spurr 
1986, 11-13); at 18.20.85, common wheat and, from 18.20.86-91, the types of hard or soft wheat flours 
(Spurr 1986, 15-17); at 18.24.100, millet and at 18.25.101, panic (Spurr 1986, 14). See also Col. Rust. 
2.9.3-8 on the climates and soils preferred by different types of grains. 
89 Hence, Varro’s advice at Rust. 1.54.1-2 about selecting grapes for specific uses during the harvest (see 
above, p. 22). This practice of crop and individual fruit selection continues in modern agricultural practices. 
The most obvious example of this occurs in wine-making, on which see Goode 2005, 21-24 and Robinson 
1999, s.v. “Grape,” “grape quality assessment,” “triage.” For larger scale selection of crop species, see the 
discussion of the use of Johnson’s classifier algorithm in Indian agriculture in Deepa and Ganesan 2019. 
90 Cato, Agr. 23-26, Varro, Rust. 1.54.2, Col. Rust. 12.19.1. 
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Pressing yields must (mustum), the grape juice that forms the basis of wine production.91 

The solid material left over from the first pressing (i.e. stems and skins, called “pomace”) 

can be cut up and pressed again, in order to extract further use.92 After this step, the pomace 

is placed into jars and covered with water. Eventually, this mixture transforms into lora, a 

cheap wine to be given to slaves and other laborers.93 In addition to fermenting and 

producing wine, must can also be boiled down into a substance called defrutum, which is 

used in preserving wine and as a sweetener.94 Similarly, the agronomist writers detail the 

steps involved in extracting as much as possible from the olive, which yields both a 

valuable end-product and a useful by-product. Ever attentive to profit margins, Cato 

emphasizes that once harvested, olives meant for pressing should be gathered as soon as 

possible in order to yield the greatest quantity of oil, and should not be allowed to stay on 

the ground.95 Once gathered, the olives are then cleaned and pressed.96 As the olives are 

pressed, oil drains into a lead vessel, and a laborer skims the lees (amurca).97 Analogous 

to pomace in wine-making, amurca allows landowners to stretch their resources by getting 

                                                
91 Rossiter 1981, 346-353 compiles the textual and archaeological evidence for these processes and the 
equipment used; Thurmond 2006, 121-128 combines this with a more modern scientific understanding; 
Curtis 2001, 379-384 provides a general overview for grape and olive processing. 
92 Cato calls this trimmed solid material and the resulting pressing circumcidaneum (Agr. 23.4); Varro 
refers to it as circumsicium (Rust. 1.54.3), and Columella calls it mustum tortivum (Rust. 12.36). For the 
second pressing, see Cato, Agr. 33, Varro, Rust. 1.54.2-3, Col. Rust. 12.36. 
93 Cato, Agr. 7.2, Varro, Rust. 1.54.3, Col. Rust. 12.50, Plin. HN 14.5.46, 14.12.86. 
94 Cato, Agr. 7.3, 23-25; Col., Rust. 12.19-21; Plin. HN 14.11.80. 
95 Cato, Agr. 3.2-4, 64; see also Varro, Rust. 1.55.6. Thurmond 2006, 83-87 discusses ancient and modern 
practices when it comes to storing olives before processing.  
96 Col. Rust. 12.52.6-7 on pressing olives. Thurmond 2006, 87-103 attempts to square what is known about 
ancient practices with modern ones. 
97 Cato, Agr. 66-67, Col. Rust. 12.52.20-11, 12.54.2. Thurmond 2006, 103-110 follows olive oil through 
these last steps. 
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additional use out of a by-product. Amurca was often used as a fertilizer or weed killer in 

the field98 or in the storeroom as a pest deterrent or as a jar sealer.99  

Finally, wheat required similar amounts of processing (if not more) for it to become 

fully useful to humans, and, as was the case with grapes and olives, protecting the 

landowner’s investment is the primary concern of the agronomist writers, who relate the 

proper tools and techniques for harvesting and processing grain. At the harvest, laborers 

used specifically designed tools to cut the field. The amount of the stalk they cut off (or 

that remained in the field) differed based on the farm’s geography and climate, as well as 

the use to which the straw would be put.100 The sheaves were transported either to a shed 

(nubilar) or to the threshing floor (area), depending on the weather.101 Laborers threshed 

the grain to remove the wheat grain from the stalk; the agronomist writers specify that the 

correct method for threshing depends on the resources of the farm in question.102 Next, 

using either a winnowing-basket (vannus), a winnowing-fork, or the wind, laborers sorted 

wheat grains from the stalk and husk.103 Finally, in order to protect the farmer’s investment 

                                                
98 Varro, Rust. 1.55.7. See also, e.g., Col. Rust. 2.14.2, 5.9.14, 11.2.29. In too large quantities, amurca 
damages fields by rendering them sterile. On early efforts at controlling weeds in fields in Europe, see 
Smith and Secoy 1976. 
99 See Cato, Agr. 69, 92-93, 95-101, 128-130; Varro, Rust. 51.1, 57; Col. Rust. 1.praef.12, 7.13.2. Among 
other uses, Cato mentions amurca as an additive to cattle fodder as an appetite stimulant (Agr. 103; Col. 
Rust. 6.4.4 echoes this advice), and Columella describes using it as an ointment for sheared sheep (Rust. 
7.4.7-8). See also Rossiter 1981, 353-360 and Doody 2007, 186-188 (with a focus on Vergil). 
100 For eventual use as a determining factor in harvesting technique, see White 1970, 182. For the different 
techniques, see Col. Rust. 2.20.3, Plin. HN 18.72.296-297. On the geographical differences, see Varro, 
Rust. 1.50. White 1970, 182-189 gives a detailed description of the entire harvest process, with citations of 
ancient sources and contemporary comparanda.  
101 Cato, Agr. 129, Varro, Rust. 1.13.5, 1.50-52, Col. Rust. 1.6.24. On the importance of threshing, 
particularly the threshing floor, to taxation practices across the ancient Mediterranean, see Given 2007, 30-
35 
102 Varro, Rust. 1.51-52, Col. Rust. 2.20.3-4, Plin. HN 18.72.298-300. For a summary of threshing 
techniques, see White 1970, 184-6. The three methods are: 1. beating the grain with a stick (baculum), 2. 
trampling it with horses or oxen, or 3. running over it with a threshing-sledge (tribulum). 
103 Varro, Rust. 1.48 gives an overview of the parts of grain crops. See Varro, Rust. 1.52.2 and Col. Rust 
2.10.14, 2.20.4-5 on winnowing, as well as White 1970, 186-187. Hummeling / barley removed fro husk. 
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of time, labor, and resources in the harvest,104 additional sifting and cleaning ensured the 

removal of any extra particulate matter or — more importantly — any weevils or other 

vermin, before the grain was stored carefully in a granary (horrea).105 Yet, in order to be 

come a fully useful, consumable good, grain must be manipulated and transformed even 

further, usually by means of milling the grain into flour,106 which can be processed further, 

in turn, through cooking or baking into bread.107 For each crop, at every stage of processing, 

one substance undergoes some treatment which fundamentally alters it, and upon entering 

into a new state as a result of this process, the raw material changes into a new product. 

The ability to differentiate among techniques according to geography, climate, and the 

ultimate purpose of the crop, along with the use of production by-products for other 

purposes, indicates the importance of the efficient allocation and exploitation of 

resources.108 

A defining feature of raw materials is the lexical change that reflects their change 

in status, as finished products resulting from specific human interventions and 

manipulation. Much like the modern English distinction between “cow” and “beef” or 

                                                
104 Thurmond 2006, 20-25 follows the evidence for these process and provides useful illustrations of the 
implements involved. 
105 Cato, Agr. 91-92, Varro, Rust. 1.57, Col. Rust. 2.20.6, Plin. HN 18.73.301-308; White 1970, 187, 189-
490. 
106 Plin. HN 18.20.86-90, 18.23.97-99. Erdkamp 2005 provides a thorough and indispensable overview of 
the production and sale of grain in the Roman world, focusing particularly on how the two steps 
interrelated.  
107 Cato. gives a number of recipes involving milled flour (Agr. 75, 76, 121) and also some for unmilled 
grain (Agr. 85-87). See also Plin. HN 18.26.102-18.27.106. 
108 On the efficient use of resources in Roman agriculture as a potential precedent for modern conceptions 
of sustainability, see Keßler and Ott 2017. Bernstein 2010 covers the dynamics of productivity and 
exploitation from the perspective of post-industrial agrarian political economies; see especially pp. 13-16, 
20-22. Given 2007, 27-30 addresses the importance of generating a surplus through the efficient and 
intensive exploitation of resources. Erdkamp 2005, 34-54 provides an overview of the causes and results of 
yield, productivity and agricultural surplus on Roman farms. 
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“pig” and “pork,”109 the finished product receives different nomenclature. In the case of 

grapes (uvae), they grow on a vine (vitis or vinea, a term sometimes used to refer to 

grapes)110 and produce wine (vinum), in addition to the byproducts of the production 

process (lora, mustum, defrutum, etc.).111 Likewise, each separate product yielded by the 

raw material of olives (olea/oliva)112 — olives for eating (also olea/oliva), olive oil 

(oleum/olivum), and olive lees (amurca) — is referred to by a different name.113 Lastly, the 

raw material of grain and its end-products follow the same pattern of having its change in 

status reflected in a lexical shift, as grain (far or granum) becomes flour (farina or pollen), 

which can become any number of food products, all with unique names.114 Grain even has 

a separate term (annona) to refer to its status as a commodity.115  

All three crops in the so-called Mediterranean triad share some characteristics that 

define them as raw materials. Each crop has the potential to be used for many different 

ends (whether different types of final products, like amurca vs. olive oil, or different 

varieties within a specific type of product, like wines or olive oil of certain tastes, bread 

flour ground to a given coarseness, or amurca or pomace to be used for various other 

purposes). The specific varieties of a crop, the location where it is grown on a farm, and 

                                                
109 The English variants reflect the class and language differences of Anglo-Norman Britain, with the 
dining terms deriving from the French spoken by the ruling class. On this, see Grube 1935; Hollander 1999; 
Robinson 2004. An earlier articulation of this phenomenon came in Sir Walter Scott’s Ivanhoe (1998, 21). 
110 Vitis and vinea seem only to apply to grapes and vines meant for wine; so far, I have found that grapes 
meant for eating are always uvae. See, for instance, Pliny on a type of grape/wine that supposedly induces 
miscarriage. HN 14.22.116: “It is said that in Achaea, especially near Carynia, abortion is caused by a wine, 
and it does so even if pregnant women eat the grape, although there is not a distance in taste [from ordinary 
grapes]” (dicitur…in Achaia maxime circa Caryniam abigi partum vino, atque etiam si uvam edant 
gravidae, cum differentia in gustatu non sit). 
111 At Ling. 5.21.104, Varro gives the etymology of uvae as coming from uvor (“moisture”), and at 5.6.37-
5.21.102, he attributes the origin of vitis (“grapevine”) to vinum (“wine). 
112 According to the TLL, oliva/olea can refer to the olive tree as well as its fruit.  
113 Varro on olea, see Ling. 5.22.108. 
114 See Varro, Ling. 5.22.105-107 for wheat and grain-derived words.  
115 TLL s.v. “annona.” 
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the methods with which the farmer tends the crop all contribute to the final outcome of the 

finished product. Moreover, in the case of all three crops, the words used to refer to the 

crop change, depending on the stage in processing. At the end of the processing, the crop 

has become something different, a product — an object — fit for direct use or consumption. 

I.A.2: Transforming Soil 

Within the Roman agricultural imaginary, like the crops discussed in the previous 

section, soil is framed in many ways as a raw material. Before interference and 

manipulation by human agents, soil represents a future end-product to the Roman farmer 

— a field. Just as the agronomists often treat crops as future end products, they 

acknowledge that raw and untreated soils have value due to their potential.116 However, in 

order to produce usable end products, arable land requires human intervention that 

transforms the raw material of soil into prepared fields capable of producing crops and 

additional resources. Indeed, what differentiates agricultural land from the rest of the 

countryside is this process of transformation, as untreated or un-manipulated land or 

countryside is marked by its lack of purpose for (or relationship to) humans. Agronomist 

authors recognize that there are different types of soil, and certain ones are better suited to 

specific agricultural purposes than others, as was the case with different varieties of the 

same crop. The observable qualities of a given type of soil (like its color, smell, moisture 

content, or texture) help the farmer determine the purposes to which it is best put. To 

facilitate this decision, agronomists divide soils into detailed taxonomies — similar to the 
                                                
116 Some also point out land that has limited or no value. In Varro’s text, when Fundanius asks Stolo what 
to do if he inherits a swampy farm, before Stolo can explain the best ways to mitigate the situation, Agrius 
jumps at the chance to offer that “Even I can respond! Sell it for as much as you can, or if you cannot sell 
it, abandon it” (Istuc vel ego possum respondere, inquit Agrius; vendas, quot assibus possis, aut si nequeas, 
relinquas, 1.12.2). Columella singles out land which is “together dry, dense, and thin” (pariter siccum et 
densum et macrum) as requiring too much effort to work and, even when worked, barely usable (2.2.7). He 
cautions his readers that this type of land should be avoided “as though it carried plague” (tamquam 
pestilens).  
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varieties and sub-species of crops.117 Yet, to be most useful for human agricultural ends, 

soil must go through certain processes like plowing and fertilization, described by 

agronomist authors, which transform soil from a raw material into a finished product.118 

Finally, as was the case with crops, lexical changes mark the transformation of soils when 

marked for agricultural purposes, distinguishing prepared and planted fields from other 

agricultural space on a farm. In this section, I follow steps by which soil-qua-raw-material 

(as represented by undifferentiated farmland or agricultural space) becomes a manmade 

artifact. The paradigm of soil as a raw material both facilitates the conceptualization of 

prepared fields as objects produced via human manufacturing (discussed further in the 

subsequent section) and reflects an understanding of natural resources that is structured by 

and — in turn — informs the Roman imperial project.119 

At its most basic, soil is a blank slate from the human perspective — a raw material 

with potential. It is not useful until it is divided, placed under the control of human agents 

through the system of land ownership, and marked for specific purposes, in much the same 

way that a crop must be harvested before it can be treated as food or transformed into 

another commodity.120 The importance of this process is reflected in the strong tradition of 

Roman land surveying and division.121 Usually called limitatio in ancient sources,122 the 

                                                
117 See above, pp. 24-25 for these sub-species. 
118 Willi 2014 considers the connection between land division and the control of soil moisture in order to 
maximize the usability of the rural landscape. 
119 Purcell 1990 explores the connection between the conquest of Cisalpine Gaul and the centuriation of its 
landscape. 
120 Hughes 2017 addresses the tension between what he refers to as natural and imposed (anthropogenic) 
mosaics of land. See also Rogers 1998 on the inescapable imposition of human will on nature, both 
rhetorical and practical. 
121 Dilke 1971, 31-46 on the origins of the system of Roman land surveying, entrenched in the process of 
colonization. Mattingly 2011, 147-153 touches on centuriation and land allotment in Roman Africa. 
122 The name centuriation refers to the fact that a “century” (centuria) of land contained 100 heredia (= 200 
iugera), thought at one point to be enough land for 100 men (Dilke 1971, 84). 
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process of land division we know as centuriation probably dates to the 4th century BCE,123 

although Romans understood the process to be ancient (attributing it to Aeneas, Romulus, 

and the Etruscans).124 Land division was particularly important in the process of 

establishing colonies (often in newly conquered territory) and in the measurement, 

division, and reallocation of public land or land seized as a result of proscriptions;125 

however, surveyors could also be called upon to resolve disputes between communities 

and/or private individuals.126 Discussing the nature and evolution of property rights and 

land ownership in the Roman legal framework, Éva Jakab explains that the division of land 

through processes like centuriation “can be seen as a prerequisite for the establishment of 

ownership on land: only a piece of land with certain boundaries can be called one’s 

own.”127 Evidence for centuriation increases starting with the reforms of the Gracchi 

through the redistribution of land following the civil wars of the late Republic and the 

bureaucratic reforms beginning under Augustus,128 to the extent that “one might even say 

with some exaggeration that this commission of three warlords, Antony, Octavian and 

Lepidus, was a glorified land commission acting ultra vires.”129  

However, the action of dividing land and assigning it to a human owner under the 

heading of real estate is usually not enough to transform the soil into a usable product. 

Human agency, labor, and organization are key factors in separating agriculture from 

                                                
123 Dilke 1971, 133. See also Purcell 1990, 16-19 for the history of centuriation. 
124 Aeneas: Verg. A. 5.755-6; the Iron Age: Ov. Met. 1.136; Romulus: Ov. Fast. 4.825; Etruscans: Livy 
1.44.3 and Varro (via Frontinus, C 9.28-29 = T 10.20-21 = L 27.13-14). See also Campbell 2000, xlv-liii on 
the origins, development, and status of Roman land surveying and liv-lxi on land division in Romanp. 
history. 
125 Dilke 1971, 179-187. See also Roselaar 2010, 64-68 on centuriation of ager publicus. 
126 On this, see Chapter 4 of Cuomo 2007 on boundary disputes.  
127 Jakab 2015, 115. For patterns of land tenancy (including but not limited to ownership), see Kehoe 2007 
and 2015. 
128 Dilke 1971, 36-38; p. 37: “only from [Augustus’] principate onwards do we find organisation of 
centuriated land in a truly civil service manner.” 
129 Dilke 1971, 37. 
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hunting, gathering, and other experiences of the natural world. In order to put the farmland 

at his disposal to work as efficiently as possible, a Roman landowner must know and 

understand the raw material with which he is working.130 For instance, Cato stresses the 

importance of visiting and observing a farm, especially before buying it or immediately 

upon inheriting it,131 so that the landowner knows the types of soil present on his land and 

the qualities of those soils that might predispose them to certain uses. Agronomist authors 

recognize that not all soil types are equally suited for every task or crop, in the same way 

that specific varieties of a crop are best for certain uses. As Vergil writes, marking a 

transition in his poem: “Now we give place to the genius of soils, the strength of each, its 

hue, its native power for bearing.”132 To facilitate the most efficient use of a farm’s soil 

resources,133 authors instruct their audiences in ways to identify the qualities of soils 

present on a farm: simply noting the visual appearance of the soil, working some moistened 

soil in your hands, observing the plants naturally occurring in the soil, smelling the soil, 

and even tasting it.134 The ability to test soils using some kind of theoretical understanding 

                                                
130 White 1970, 86-91 provides an overview of different soil descriptors, supplemented by his appendix 
(97-102); see also Winiwarter 2000, 141-146. 
131 Cato, Agr. 1.1-5 
132 Verg. G. 2.177-178: Nunc locus arvorum ingeniis, quae robora cuique, / quis color et quae sit robora 
natura ferendis. 
133 For a 20th century view of soil as a commodity (and the inherent problems in this framework), see 
Albrecht 1941. 
134 Varro, Rust. 1.9.7 includes visual observation of the soil itself (primarily its color and consistency) and 
of the wild plants which grow in it. Verg. G. 2.226-258 recommends, in addition to the “hole test” (in 
which a farmer digs a hole in a field, then tries to fill it back up with the soil he just removed — whether 
the soil fills the hole, is shallow, or will not all fit back in the hole can give the farmer important 
information about the soil), a taste test of water mixed with the soil in question and then strained, working 
moist soil with one’s fingers, and seeing what weeds naturally grow in that soil.  Col. Rust. 2.2.14-21 
disregards the importance of color as an indicator but endorses taste-testing, kneading wet soil with one’s 
fingers and observing the naturally occurring plants. Plin. HN 17.3.38-40 notes smell/taste as an important 
indicator of soil quality and disparages other methods, particularly the “hole test,” since qualities like color 
and stickiness can vary greatly depending on geography (17.3.25-28). On soil testing, White 1970, 91-96; 
Winiwarter 2000, 146-149. Winiwarter cites comparable practices in modern organic farming and provides 
some scientific basis, especially for the smell test, situating the tests within technical and scientific 
discourse, ancient and modern.  
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of how soil qualities manifest themselves represents a concerted effort to systematize and 

put into place a method for understanding and predicting a soil’s performance. In Varro’s 

text, Stolo calls soil selection, by which process “the earth may continually return the 

greatest yields,” both an art and a science.135  

Putting the soil on a particular farm to proper use requires more than simply 

identifying the type of soil and then planting a crop the needs of which correspond to the 

resources of the soil. In between these two steps, farmers must also prepare the soil by 

laying out fields, digging up roots and rocks, plowing, and manuring, among other tasks.136 

In fact, in Varro’s text, Stolo characterizes preparation (praeparandum) as the first of six 

steps involved in bringing a crop to market.137 In the category of preparation, Varro 

includes leveling a field, plowing, digging ditches, turning the soil over, and perhaps 

plowing a second time before spreading manure in the field.138 Along the same lines but 

with less detail, Cato explains that, for the spring plowing, the driest spots should be 

worked first and the wettest and heaviest ones last.139 Vergil addresses these tasks early on 

in his first Georgic,140 while Columella provides the most detail about how to prepare 

fields, taking into account the wide variety of soils the farmer may encounter and the best 

ways to process each of them.141 As was the case with harvesting and processing crops, 

authors are attentive to the proper use of resources, with an eye to return on investment. 

                                                
135 Varro, Rust. 1.3: terra maximos perpetuo reddat fructus. 
136 For a round-up of some of these processes, see White 1970, 125-144, 173-178. Winiwarter 2000, 149-
151 notes how agronomist explanations of ways to maximize the earth’s fertility tend to treat soil as a 
living entity.  
137 Varro, Rust. 1.37.4: “Almost every crop arrives at last at perfection in the fifth step, and it arrives at the 
jar or the peck in the house, from which it comes forth in the sixth step for use” (omnis fere fructus quinto 
denique gradu pervenit ad perfectum ac videt in villa dolium ac modium, unde sexto prodit ad usum). 
138 Varro, Rust. 1.37.4-1.38.3 
139 Cato, Agr. 50.2; see also Cato, Agr. 40.1. Cato devotes the most room in his text about field preparation 
to developing nurseries for various plants (olives, 46.1; fruit, 48.1-2). 
140 G. 1.43-99 
141 Rust. 2.2.4-2.5 
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One of those resources is labor; the sources of labor include the landowner, hired worker, 

or enslaved laborer, as well as draft animals.142 For instance, in giving instructions about 

what to do with the stones cleared from a field, Columella notes that the stones can be 

buried in a deep ditch “if the low price of the labor recommends it.”143  However, later on, 

Columella recommends investing in larger oxen as plow animals, instead of breaking up 

the land manually with other instruments before plowing it with smaller oxen. Here, 

Columella contradicts the advice given by Celsus, whom he accuses of “ignoring the fact 

that the return in abundance of the crop is greater than the expense.”144 He also relates 

advice for taking care of the oxen during the plowing process and afterwards;145 while he 

does not give a rationale for these instructions (besides avoiding making the bull kick),146 

the preservation of the animal’s health and stamina — and thus the protection of the 

owner’s financial investment — must be the primary concern.147 In the previous section, I 

discussed the byproducts created in transforming raw materials into finished products. In 

the model of soil as a raw material, a possible byproduct of cultivation is fallow fields; 

however, due to the mixed-intensive cultivation strategies common in Roman agriculture, 

fallowing was kept to a minimum in order to avoid wasting resources.148 The other 

                                                
142 For labor (particularly its cost) as a concern in the agronomist texts, see Beagon 1992, 165-167. Reay 
(1998, 2003, 2005, and 2012) addresses the relationship between the readers and audience of the 
agronomist texts and the actual performance of physical labor; see also Thibodeau 2011, chapter 2. Doody 
2017, 183-191 also tackles this problem, observing that “part of the point of these works on agriculture is to 
pass on knowledge, from elite Roman to elite Roman, so that the landowner has both the authority and the 
expertise to instruct his manager, who in turn instructs the workers on how to farm the land” (p. 185).  
Generally, the agronomists elide slave labor and treat slaves as “prostheses” of the landowner (after Arist. 
Pol. 1225b). For more on the dehumanizing treatment of slaves in the agronomic corpus, see Doody 2017, 
186-187 and Reay 2003, 20 and 2005, 349. See also p. 3, n. 8 and p. 8, n. 29. 
143 Col. Rust. 2.2.12: si suadebit operarum vilitas 
144 Col. Rust. 2.2.24: ignorans plus esse reditus in ubertate frugum quam impendii. 
145 Col. Rust. 2.2.26-2.3. 
146 Col. Rust. 2.2.26. 
147 Along similar lines, see Cato, Agr. 70-73 
148 On fallowing and crop rotation in Roman farming, see White 1970, 110-124 who cites Cato, Agr. 35.2, 
Varro, Rust. 1.44.2-3, Verg. G. 1.71-78, Plin. HN 18.50.187. More recently, Kron 2000 explores Roman 
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byproduct involved in turning soil into a prepared field is manure. While they are not 

byproducts of the field creation process, manure and other fertilizers like compost do 

represent an effort on the part of Roman farmers to manage their resources and not waste 

their waste. 

As with crops, we can trace an understanding of the transformation of soil from a 

raw material into a manufactured finished product in the different terminology available to 

denote the different stages of preparation. The relatively neutral term “terra” carries a 

broad spectrum of meanings. Varro gives his understanding of terra in his characteristically 

systematic way: 
 

Terra is used in three ways: the common, the particular, and the mixed. It is used 
in the common way when we say the orbis terra, or the Italian terra or any other 
country. For in that definition are included rock, sand, and other things like that 
[i.e. what we might mean when we say “the Earth” as a planet]. Terra is used in 
the second, particular way when it is applied without any other word or qualifier 
[i.e., in the elemental sense – earth vs. air or water]. Terra is used in the third, 
mixed way, in describing that in which something can be planted and grown, like 
clay soil or rocky soil or other kinds, since in this use, (due to the combinations) 
there are not fewer types than there are in common usage.149 

In the last definition, we can understand terra as a placeholder for soil qua raw material.150 

However, once this terra is transformed and manipulated through the processes I have 

described, it becomes something else. The two words primarily used to refer to soil that 

                                                
intensive farming approaches and compares them with early modern “convertible husbandry, otherwise 
known as up-and-down husbandry or ley-farming” (277). 
149 Rust. 1.9.1-2: [Terra] tribus modis dicitur, communi et proprio et mixto. Communi, ut cum dicimus 
orbem terrae et terram Italiam aut quam aliam. In ea enim et lapis et harena et cetera eius generis sunt in 
nominando comprensa. Altero modo dicitur terra proprio nomine, quae nullo alio vocabulo neque 
cognomine adiecto appellatur. Tertio modo dicitur terra, quae est mixta, in qua seri potest quid et nasci, ut 
argillosa aut lapidosa, sic aliae, cum in hac species non minus sint multae quam in illa communi propter 
admixtiones. 
150 For Varro’s use of terra, see Nelsestuen 2015, 93-109; also helpful is Appendix 3 (pp. 262-264).. 
Sometimes solum and locus are also used in this way. For more on locus as a way to refer to or define an 
area of soil, see below (Chapter I, Section C). See also Winiwarter 2000, 143-144, who does not list locus 
as a way of referring to soil. 
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has been set aside and prepared for human agricultural purposes are ager and seges. In 

general, ager signifies land that has been marked by its relationship with humans and 

demarcated for a specific use.151 However, this is not always the case; from the perspective 

of the land surveyor (agrimensor) Julius Frontinus, “there are three kinds of ager: one that 

has been divided and assigned, another that which has been included in a survey with regard 

to its boundaries, and the third is arcifinus (adjoining a boundary), which is not contained 

in any survey,”152 using ager to denote all three, including the unsurveyed land. In 

explaining ager, Varro underlines the importance of the human agents driving the 

production, writing that “the land into which they used to drive “agere” anything, and from 

which they drove anything, for the sake of crops/profit (fructus causa) was called an 

ager.”153 On the other hand, seges can signify a crop and/or, by metonymy, the field in 

which a crop grows, as Varro explains, “that which has been plowed and sown is called 

seges.”154 It is in growing a crop that a field (ager) might become identified as a seges.  

Classifying a piece of land as an ager or a seges indicates that the soil has undergone 

a process driven by human agency, in much the same way that crops transformed into other 

end products are referred to by a different word than the one used to label the initial crop. 

There are two noticeable differences, however, between the lexical changes that happen 

when discussing crops and the ones that refer to soil. First, while there is a close connection 

between the terms applied to, for instance, olive oil (oleum) and an olive or olive tree (olea), 

                                                
151 TLL s.v. “ager”: I (proprie: de agro usui humano subiecto), sections A (de agri possessione et pretio, 
B (de agro qui colitur).  
152 C 3.3-4 = T 1.1 = L 1.1. However, Lindermann 2014 notes that, along with terra and locus, ager is not 
a technical term in the Corpus Agrimensorum Romanorum (vs. extremitas, finis, limes, and rigor).  
153 Lang. 5.6.34: Ager dictus in quam terram quid agebant, et unde quid agebant fructus causa. As I have 
mentioned in this chapter, profit (fructus) was a primary concern of the agronomist sources, and as is clear 
from its lexical signifier, the notion of a field’s yield in the form of crops (output) and the farmer’s yield in 
the form of profit are intertwined. 
154 Rust. 1.29.2: seges dicitur quod aratum satum est. On the terminology applied to a field at different 
times in the plowing/growing/fallow cycle (at least in Varro’s text), see Christmann 1989. 
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soil (solum or terra) becomes an ager or a seges on a farm. Solum, terra, ager, and seges 

are not cognates of each other or related in the same way that oleum and olea are. Second, 

there is less standardization across the agronomist authors in what terminology they use to 

refer to soil, fields, and land.155 This alignment between the lexical and conceptual 

transformations of soil (results of processes including the division into fields, plowing, and 

fertilization) with the transformation of crops and other raw materials into manufactured 

goods (through processes like harvesting, sorting, cleaning, and pressing or threshing) 

implies that plowed fields are products of human manufacturing — objects created from 

the raw material of soil. 

The anthropocentrism of dividing land — creating fields and functioning farms out 

of an expanse of arable land — is inherent in Roman imperialism.156 Asserting that the 

Roman empire functioned as a recognizably imperialist and colonialist power, David 

Mattingly observes that “empires exploit territory and people, and there tend to be common 

patterns in the sequence of events that follow armed conquest of a region.”157 Therefore, 

when the agronomists describe farming and soil in ways that evoke the exploitation of raw 

materials, they align the goals and outlooks of Roman agriculture with those of Roman 

imperialism. Nicholas Purcell explores the connection between imperialism and the 

manipulation of soil in the context of the transformation of the landscape of Cisalpine Gaul. 

He shows how the centuriation of the landscape “reflects [Roman] preoccupations and 

mentalités,” especially from the 2nd century BCE onwards,158 and “is intimately connected 

                                                
155 Lindermann 2014 observes the broadness of these non-technical terms and the difficulty in establishing 
definitive meanings for them. 
156 For the anthropocentric relationship between human societies and nature in general, see Foster and 
Burkett 2016, 25-26 and Rogers 1998. 
157 Mattingly 2011, 128. 
158 Purcell 1990, 15; on Roman presence and the transformation of Cisalpine Gaul and its landscape, see 
also Dall’Aglio 1994 and Ando 2016, especially pp. 277-282. 
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with the structures of power and with the whole range of ways in which those who managed 

the Roman state conceived of their imperium in the world” in the period of Late Republican 

imperial territorial expansion.159 The imposition of a Roman system of measurement and 

land division shaped the landscape of conquered territory in “a spectacular display of 

[Roman] power.”160 Emphasizing the symbolic and communicative aspect of centuriation 

over any practical or utilitarian purpose, Purcell links “the triumph of the ideology of 

centuriation” with “the changing attitude to the idea of geographical space in Italy and 

beyond it.”161 Later, Woolf assesses the Gallo-Roman landscape beyond Cisalpine Gaul 

and observes connections between patterns in the division and distribution of land with soil 

fertility and quality.162 Despite the presence of “a link between cultural change [in Gaul] 

and the wholesale redefinition of Roman culture in the Augustan period,”163 Roman 

sources nevertheless focus on the changes which the expansion of Roman power has 

inscribed on Gaul. Woolf summarizes and synthesizes the Romano-centrism found in 

sources like Caesar’s account of Gaul, the Agrippan world map, Strabo’s Geography, 

Pliny’s Natural History, and Tacitus’ Germania, concluding that “the perspective that 

emerges from all these accounts of the Gauls is an imperial one. Gaul is a Roman artefact, 

organized by Roman power as much as by nature.” Integral to that development, at least 

within the Roman agricultural imaginary, is the transformation made to the countryside of 

Gaul through the survey, centuriation, and redistribution of land. Similarly, through the 

                                                
159 Purcell 1990, 15. 
160 Purcell 1990, 16. 
161 Purcell 1990, 19. 
162 Woolf 1998, 159-163. Whereas Purcell addresses changes in Cisalpine Gaul (from the 2nd century BCE 
onwards), Woolf’s study focuses on the extension of Roman power in Transalpine Gaul, with major 
changes beginning under Augustus (on which, see Woolf 1998, 46-7).  
163 Woolf 1990, 98. This cultural change encompasses how space, territory, and geography are understood 
in the context of the empire (on which, see Nicolet 1991 and above, pp. 6-7). 
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processes I have outlined in this section, the treatment of soil as a raw material results in 

the creation of a field, understood as a product of human manufacturing. 

I.B: SOIL AS OBJECT 

Like the soil-as-raw-material framework, the soil-as-object paradigm evinces an 

anthropocentric perspective of the natural world. Soil’s status and function as an object 

stem from its relationship with human subjects — both those who act on soil in the 

agricultural sphere (i.e. landowners and farmers) and those who deal with soil in the 

agronomic sphere (i.e. agronomic authors). The ability to describe soil necessitates the 

circumscription of soil, as soil becomes first an object of human cognition and then an 

object of human action. In this section, I show that the understanding of soil as a three-

dimensional object underpins the conceptual framework that structures the division of land 

through systems of ownership or tenancy. This section considers two case studies of 

adjectives, unusual and difficult to pin down, used by multiple authors to describe soil: 

cariosus and pullus. I argue that, while puzzling at first, these terms are indicative of soil’s 

physical materiality and conceptual objectification.164 Outside of agricultural contexts, 

these modifiers often apply to discrete physical units, not amorphous substances like 

soil,165 and their meanings when used as agricultural jargon or specialized terminology are 

not immediately clear.166 By objectifying soil (and other parts of nature), the agronomists 
                                                
164 On the importance that soil’s materiality has for the Roman conceptualizations of citizenship and 
belonging, see Ando 2015, 17-28. 
165 This tension relates to the linguistic distinction between mass nouns and count nouns, on which see 
Barner and Snedeker 2005 and Cherchia 2010. Cherchia explains that “fluids (water, air), pastes (dough, 
clay), minerals (gold), assorted materials (wood, bronze, sand) are typically associated with mass nouns. A 
common way to put this is that mass nouns denote/refer to/are semantically associated with ‘substances,’ 
where the latter are to be thought of as material aggregates that may be joined or split without changing 
their nature” (p. 101), whereas “Objects have boundaries, move as wholes along continuous paths, retain 
their identity upon colliding with each other” (p. 102). 
166 On jargon and specialized terminology, see Cic. Fin. 3.1-2.3-4: “In every field the practice of which is 
not commonplace or universal, there is much novelty in the terminology when the words of those things 
which are used in each field are established … Indeed, even agriculture, which is free from every polished 
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fix their relationship with soil in a way that revolves mainly around soil’s function as a 

commodity. 

I.B.1: Terra Cariosa  

The phrase terra cariosa appears throughout the agronomic corpus (albeit rarely). 

However, since its more common meanings do not transfer precisely to an agricultural 

context,167 cariosus’ meaning when applied to soil is not immediately clear, and the 

nuances it contributes to the Roman agricultural imaginary are difficult to parse at first 

glance. Pliny the Elder puzzles over the phrase terra cariosa when he cites a passage from 

Cato’s De Agricultura, writing: 
 

Cato briefly and according to his own custom describes defects [of soil]: ‘Take 
care that you not drive over terra cariosa either with a cart or with cattle.’ What 
should we think he means by this word, which he dreads so much that he almost 
forbids stepping on it?168  

In the passage to which Pliny is referring, Cato does not give much more information, aside 

from the consequences of not heeding his advice: “Avoid plowing terra cariosa land, and 

avoid driving a cart or cattle over it. If you do not avoid doing that, … you will lose a crop 

for three years where you drive.”169 Although Cato warns his readers against this soil twice 

                                                
refinement, nevertheless has signified those things in which it deals with new terms” (in omni arte cuius 
usus vulgaris communisque non sit multam novitatem nominum esse cum constituantur earum rerum 
vocabula quae in quaque arte versentur … Quin etiam agri cultura, quae abhorret ab omni politiore 
elegantia, tamen eas res in quibus versatur nominibus notavit novis). 
167 TLL s.v. “cariosus, -a, -um” puts these citations under rubric I (putredine affectus), section A (de rebus 
corporeis). As per TLL s.v. “puter,” putredo denotes the status of something “lacking solidness, withered,” 
(soliditate carens, marcidus). As regards land (terra), sand (harena), etc., TLL gives the following for 
puter: non conglutinata, non densa (“not joined together/cemented, not compact”). 
168 Plin. HN 17.3.34: Cato breviter atque ex suo more vitia determinat: Terram cariosam cave, neve 
plaustro neve pecore inpellas. quid putamus hac appellatione ab eo tantopere reformidari, ut paene 
vestigiis quoque interdicat? Pliny returns to Cato’s warnings against terra cariosa at 18.8.44, only briefly 
noting them and acknowledging having treated them earlier in his text.  
169 Cato, Agr. 5.6: Terram cariosam cave ne ares, neve plostrum neve pecus inpellas. Si ita non caveris, 
quo inpuleris, trienni fructum amittes. 
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more in his work,170 he never explains what terra cariosa actually is. Cariosus later occurs 

in both poetry and prose, denoting the quality of being full of or afflicted by rot (caries). 

The noun caries signifies a specific type of rot and decay: it does not carry associations of 

stench or other sensory unpleasantness, but instead describes a tactile quality.171 This 

quality can transfer to what we might understand as the interior consistency, texture, or 

density of soil.172 The resulting implication is that soil has distinctly interior properties 

which can be observed and delimited in contrast with its exterior qualities.  

Because cariosus is an uncommon adjective, by using it themselves, these authors 

align themselves with their predecessors in the agricultural tradition who describe soil as 

cariosus — both writers and farmers. Marking cariosus off as a unique or specialized term, 

they imbue it with added significance.173 Columella and Pliny both call extra attention to 

the term by supplying a gloss or adding extra information about the word into their texts. 

Pliny ponders the term and Cato’s use of it.174 Similarly, Columella marks the adjective as 

special by attributing it, along with varia, to people he calls rustici (“country people”). This 

quasi-etymological explanatory comment raises questions about who these rustici are and 

what invoking them accomplishes for Columella’s text. The adjective rusticus marks 

someone or something as coming from, belonging to, or characteristic of the countryside 

(rus). Thus, taken substantively, this adjective can refer to people who are country-

                                                
170 Cato, Agr. 34.1, 37.1.  
171 An exception to the rule regarding stench or unpleasantness could be Apuleius’ use of cariosa to 
describe the “festering” (putredo) of sores on the necks of mules (Apul. Met. 9.13.4). However, given the 
central meaning of puter as “lacking solidness” (see above, p. 41, n. 167), I think the adjective here 
describes primarily the texture of the sores, rather than any fetid stench. 
172 White 1970, 101 only lists Plin. HN 17.34-35 in Appendix A (to Chapter 3), “Terms used by Authors to 
describe Different Soils.” He classes cariosa as a term related to “structure and texture,” not moisture 
content. 
173 On the literary use of references to other texts, see Thomas 1986 on Vergil’s Georgics, especially pp. 
177-179, 195-198.  
174 Plin. HN 17.3.34: putamus…redigamus…inveniemus. See above, pp. 41-42 for the rest of the passage. 
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dwellers, often in a derogatory way. However, the traditional Roman idealization of 

country life, agricultural work, and land ownership complicates our understanding of labels 

related to these activities.  

Rustici have a bifurcated image in the Roman agricultural imaginary. On the one 

hand, in contrast to the educated, aristocratic landowners who would have known the 

agronomists’ writings,175 country people are often stereotyped as dull and slow-witted 

country bumpkins,176 and for the most part, the agronomists distance themselves from the 

rustici, mentioning them mostly when contrasting the vocabulary and pronunciation of 

standard Latin with that of country-dwellers.177 However, on the other hand, country people 

are also construed as exemplary and authoritative sources on farming, with hands-on 

experience, practical knowledge, and traditional Roman values,178 and Roman writers co-

opt this idealized image when doing so fits their purposes and furthers their authorial 

agendas.179 Columella’s claim about the use of the term cariosus by so-called rustici is 

impossible to verify.180 However, the very existence of such a claim carries as much weight 
                                                
175 On how the identities of these texts’ readers and of the idealized Roman farmer overlap (or fail to do 
so), see Reay 2012, 2003, as well as Spanier 2010. The exploration by Habinek 1998, 46-50 of the 
connection between Cato’s ideas about farming, the “custom of the ancestors” (mos maiorum), and the 
perception of different occupations lays the foundation for the work of these two scholars. For more on the 
readers of these texts, see above, p. 3, n. 8, p. 8, n. 29, p. 35, n. 142. 
176 Cicero, Rosc. Am. 50-51. 
177 See, in addition to the glosses of cariosus discussed above, Varro, Rust. 1.2.14, where he notes the 
etymologies given for certain rustic names/pronunciations, and 1.48.2, where he highlights and somewhat 
mocks the rustici’s pronunciation of spica (“ear”) as speca. 
178 See, e.g. Varro, Ling. 7.73: “I judge that the ancient rustici knew first certain signs in the sky…” 
(arbitror antiquos rusticos primum notasse quaedam in caelo signa). 
179 See, e.g. Hor. Carm. 3.6.37 and Cic. Off. 1.42.151. Beagon 1992, 161 articulates an “ideology of the 
soil” as "a hard-working and moral life of rustic simplicity [that] both did honor to and had its honor 
increased by eminent statesmen of old who were personally involved in the working of their own land.” 
This “ideology of the soil” more closely approximates an “ideology of rural life,” and my study builds on 
her analysis of this ideology by digging deeper into the specific implications of soil within this agricultural 
system. Many of these stereotypes have reappeared in other societies with history of relying on agricultural 
endeavors. Compare the ancient rhetoric with, for instance, the words of the current United States 
President, Donald Trump: “[Farming]'s a truly noble American profession” (Watson 2017). 
180 Winiwarter 2000, 145-146 notes but does not interrogate Columella’s assertion that cariosus has 
particular importance among the rustici and lumps his access to this information together with his 
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as evidence for the Roman agricultural imaginary as proof of its veracity would. Authors 

of technical literature sought to align themselves with those in possession of recognized 

experience and expertise.181 By connecting themselves with the rustici and with other 

agronomist writers who used the same adjective, the agronomists invoke the practical 

knowledge and authority that comes with the experience of working the land, as well as 

their literary and intellectual predecessors.  

I have looked at all 24 instances of cariosus in the extant Latin corpus, in which it 

modifies a wide range of things: bones and teeth,182 the flesh of animals,183 ceramics,184 

plants and plant-related things (wood, trees, vines, and seeds),185 and soil or land.186 It has 

some abstract uses as well, describing the status of things afflicted by old age.187 Since 

terra is an outlier among the objects modified by cariosus,188 we might not expect the 

adjective’s meanings in other contexts to map exactly to terra cariosa. Columella provides 

the clearest articulation of terra cariosa’s meaning. Writing centuries after Cato, he uses 

cariosus to describe land only once: when he reports that terra cariosa is land that has 
                                                
performance of expertise. She accepts prima facie that Pliny lacks the “practical knowledge” that Cato and 
Columella demonstrate with their apparent knowledge of the term. 
181 Thibodeau 2011, Reay 2005, 2003 discuss how this relationship between authors and their audiences 
plays out in terms of conceptualizing who will do the actual labor. See above p. 43, n.175 (and other notes 
cited therein) for additional treatment of this topic. See Doody 2017 on Varro’s authorial authority. 
182 Celsus, Med. 8.2.1, 8.2.6; Phaedrus, Aesop’s Fables 5.10.5; Plin. HN 32.82.1.  
183 Live animals: Apul. Met. 9.13.4; dead ones: Col. Rust. 12.55.1. Col. Rust. 12.55.1 describes salsura 
(salted pig skin) as cariosa, although the reading is contested. Here, the salted pig skin, while maybe not a 
normal unit, is in fact quantifiable with reference to the individual pig of origin.  
184 Apul. Met. 9.7.13, Mart. 11.49.7, 13.120.1. 
185 Lucil. Frag. 30.1062; Varro, Rust. 1.67; Col. Rust. 4.26.2; Plin. HN 17.35.213, 18.44.150; Apul., Met. 
8.22; Serv. ad G. 2.453.1. 
186 Cato, Agr. 5.6, 34.1, 37.1; Col. Rust. 2.4.5; and Plin. HN 17.3.34, 18.8.44. 
187 Exceptions to the usual pattern of cariosus modifying concrete nouns are terra cariosa, abstract uses of 
“rotten old age” (Ov. Am. 1.12.29: senectus cariosa), and “rotten marriage” (Manilius, Carmina 1.2: 
nuptias cariosas; probably implying marriage to an old woman). Modern soil science classifies the location 
of a soil color sample as “interior (within ped)” or “exterior (ped surface)” (Schoeneberger et al. 2012, 2-9), 
pointing towards the contemporary ability to conceptualize soil (at least in aggregate clumps) in units, not 
as a mass.  
188 Most other modificands are whole, discrete units, not indeterminate amounts of material like soil. For 
linguistic and ontological differentiation between objects and substances, see above, pp. 40-41, n. 165. 
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dried out during a long period of drought and then has been superficially moistened with 

light rains that do not seep down into the ground.189 Plowing this type of soil, Columella 

claims, will destroy a piece of land’s productive potential for three years. While not citing 

Cato’s text, he indirectly verifies the validity of his predecessor’s warnings.190 On the other 

hand, Pliny mentions Cato twice in conjunction with terra cariosa.191 Despite citing 

Columella elsewhere, including the same books,192 Pliny does not indicate any awareness 

of his treatment of the topic. Nevertheless, he extrapolates what the phrase indicates by 

considering the adjective’s other uses:  
 
Let us bring to mind the rot of wood and we will find that which he hates so 
much: the defects of being dry and porous, of having a rough surface, of being 
white, hollowed out, like a pumice-stone.193  

                                                
189 Col. Rust. 2.4.5: “But whenever we plow, we will be careful that neither a muddy field nor a field 
half-soaked with light rains — land which the country folk call mottled and cariosa — is plowed; that is, 
when (after a long drought) a light rains moistens the top layer of clods, but does not touch the lower part. 
For fields which are turned over when they are muddy cease being able to be worked, nor are they suitable 
for planting or harrowing or sowing; but again, those which are driven over when they are mottled, they 
will be afflicted by a continuous three-year long barrenness,” (Sed quandoque arabitur, observabimus ne 
lutosus ager tractetur neve exiguis nimbis semimadidus, quam terram rustici variam cariosamque 
appellant; ea est cum post longas siccitates levis pluvia superiorem partem glaebarum madefecit, 
inferiorem non attigit. Nam quae limosa versantur arva, toto anno desinunt posse tractari nec sunt habilia 
sementi aut occationi aut sationi; at rursus, quae varia subacta sunt, continuo triennio sterilitate 
adficiuntur). Juxtaposed with each other by the correlative pair ne…neve (in bold), these two descriptors 
are listed as two possible options and not as potential synonyms. 
190 Curiously, Verena Winiwarter has argued that Columella considers terra cariosa “a (reversible) status 
that soils can acquire when handled at the wrong time.” Interpreting Columella’s explanation of terra 
cariosa as “the result of ploughing at a time when the uppermost layer of soil was muddy due to heavy rain 
and the water stored in this upper layer had not yet penetrated to the subsequent soil layers,” she confuses 
terra cariosa with the type of soil left over after one plows terra cariosa (Winiwarter 2000, 145 and 
Winiwarter 2006, 9). If, as she claims, the danger lies in working superficially moistened soil at the risk of 
creating infertile terra cariosa and ruining a field for three years, then why would Cato warn against 
plowing it if, according to her thinking, terra cariosa is land that has already been plowed, thus, and 
damaged? 
191 Plin. HN 17.3.34, 18.8.44. 
192 e.g., Plin. HN 17.6.51, 52; 17.30.137; 17.35.162, 18.70.5, 18.303.1. 
193 Plin. HN 17.3.34: redigamus ad ligni cariem, et inveniemus illa, quae in tantum abominatur, vitia 
aridae, fistulosae, scabrae, canescentis, exesae, pumicosae. Despite his initial confusion about the phrase’s 
meaning, Pliny concludes that Cato “has said more with one expression than can be explained with any 
abundance of talk” (plus dixit una significatione quam possit ulla copia sermonis enarrari, HN 17.3.35), 
indicating that he deems cariosus appropriate, if unexpected, in this context. 
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This explanation of the phrase’s meaning is not necessarily incompatible with the 

definition given by Columella. Soil in the condition described by Columella (“half-soaked 

from light rains”)194 might also be dry and porous, white, hollowed out, and pumice-like.  

Whether or not these writers include overt references to or citations of each other’s 

work, they repeat the otherwise unattested term terra cariosa, rather than choosing more 

common or straightforward vocabulary. At this point, it is worth considering why they 

continued to select this abstruse term. One reason for cariosus’ continued use may be its 

precision in representing the quality of soil discussed in the pages above. If we take 

Columella’s gloss at face value, then the agronomists are describing a very particular soil 

condition that could justify their use of specialist jargon.195 The only possible synonym for 

cariosus I have found is the adjective varius. Columella warns farmers about two types of 

fields they should avoid plowing: ones that are “muddy” (lutosus) and ones that are “half-

soaked with light rains” (exiguis nimbis semimadidus).196 Both of these refer to the 

moisture content of soil within certain climatological constraints (i.e. the amount of 

rainfall). However, there is no reason they could not also be describing land that is 

habitually characterized by this moisture content (i.e., land that is always muddy). 

Varius is a much more common word than cariosus; it signifies the quality of being 

mottled, variegated, or not uniform in some way.197 In soil contexts, varius probably 

                                                
194 See above, p. 45,  n. 189. 
195 For the hesitancy in Roman literary authors to use patently technical terminology, see Bell 1991, 
especially pp. 84-85 on the “unavoidable” use of technical terminology in technical treatises. Bell observes 
that in these contexts, the terms “are frequently hedged about with apologetic phrases,” as advised by 
Quint. Inst. 8.3.37. See also above, p. 41, n. 166. 
196 See above, pp. 43-44, n. 181. 
197 OLD s.v. “varius” gives the following primary definitional categories: “1 Having two or more 
contrasting colours, particoloured, variegated…2 Composed of many different elements, varied, 
multifarious, motley…3 Different in each case…4 (usu. w. pl. sb.) Of many different kinds, numerous and 
varied…5 (of fortunes, circumstances, or sim.) Changeable, fluctuating, inconstant, etc.; (of movement) 
directed this way and that.” Under the second category, we find “d (agr., of land) having the top-soil wet 
and the lower layers dry (see COL. quot.).” 
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indicates that the color, texture, or some other quality of soil is changing, changeable, or 

inconsistent. In the passage cited above, varius describes a specific quality (inconsistency 

in texture, and possibly also color) possessed by land that can also be characterized as 

cariosa.198 Despite having a higher overall frequency in Latin literature, the adjective 

varius refers to the quality of soil itself — not the wide variety of possible types of soil or 

land199 — in only one other instance. In Varro’s Res Rusticae, varius once again appears 

to refer to moisture, texture, or some other quality related to soil’s consistency. In the first 

book of Varro’s treatise, Gaius Licinius Stolo advises his audience to “watch out especially 

that you do not plant seed in soil that is too dry or varia, but that you plant it in tempered 

soil.”200 Hooper translates varia here as “wet,” presumably in contrast to terra arida (dry), 

but the two need not be polar opposites. There are a few interpretive possibilities regarding 

this sentence. Varro could be warning against planting seeds in soil that has extreme or 

unreliable levels of moisture, or he could have in mind some other taxonomy, like color, 

in which varia might also apply. On the other hand, Varro could have in mind the type of 

soil described as terra cariosa in the passages cited in this section, since moisture levels 

are at stake in those situations, too.201 In the face of such ambiguity, cariosus indeed seems 
                                                
198 Due to inability of the deeper levels of hardened, dried-out soil to absorb moisture from the surface 
levels, terra cariosa contains soil of at least two textures or consistencies. 
199 For an example of varia describing different types of soil, see Cic. Div. 1.79: “Do we not see how there 
are varieties of lands?” (non videmus, quam sint varia terrarum?) and Col. Rust. 1.praef.24: “Indeed, to 
how many and to whom does the contemplation of all parts in this discipline fall, to the extent that he 
perceives the practice of sowing and of plowing, and that he is fully acquainted with the varied and 
dissimilar types of soils…?” (Contemplatio vero cunctarum in ea disciplina partium quoto cuique 
contingit, ut et segetum arationumque perciperet usum et varias dissimillimasque terrarum species 
pernosceret…?). 
200 Varro, Rust. 1.42: In primis observes ne in terram nimium aridam aut variam, sed temperatam, semen 
demittas. Rabun Taylor commented on the translation of temperatum and urged me to used “tempered” 
over something like “moderate,” since it “gets to the heart of the difference.” He wrote: “Varied” soil has 
pockets of wetness and dryness.  Tempered soil is uniform in the mixture of its components.  Potters use 
the term “temper” to refer to sand or other ingredients that are mixed thoroughly into the clay to help with 
even firing (i.e., minimize excessive shrinkage in some places that might cause the pot to crack or explode). 
Note also that the tempering is only relevant in the production of an object from the substance.” 
201 Flach 1996, 314 supports this interpretation, citing cariosa as an explanation of what varia means here.  
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to be the most precise way to refer to a specific type of soil – that which was hardened in 

a time of drought and then has been only lightly moistened with rain. As specialized 

language or jargon, terra cariosa is a concise and precise way to refer to a specific soil 

quality — its interior consistency, which is a fundamental component of soil’s existence as 

a three-dimensional object. By using cariosus, the agronomists treat soil as a discrete object 

or unit with a delimited exterior and interior, not as an amorphous substance or material. 

I.B.2: Terra Pulla 

The use of the adjective pullus (“dark”) to describe soil in the agronomic texts of 

Cato, Columella, and Pliny raises many of the same issues that cariosus does.202 For 

example, as something of a lexical oddity, like cariosus, pullus illustrates the agronomists’ 

reliance on the same vocabulary across time and connects these writers with a distinct 

segment of the population of the Italian peninsula, allusion to which may be seen as 

bolstering the credible authority of the agronomist authors. Like that of cariosus, the 

meaning of pullus is not straightforward. Investigating the use of pullus to describe soil in 

the agronomic corpus, I show that, while the term can refer simply to color, pullus can also 

connote a tactile quality and material consistency that reflects soil’s function in the Roman 

agricultural imaginary as an object.  

Pullus modifies a wide range of nouns, usually indicating a dark color of 

indeterminate hue. Pullus describes the dark green of myrtle leaves,203 the dark purple 

shade of the mulberries died by the blood of Pyramus and Thisbe,204 and the dyed wool 

                                                
202 Pullus can be both a noun and an adjective. As a noun, pullus refers to a young animal, often a foal or a 
young bird, particularly a chicken or a dove. The term can be transferred to people, usually as a term of 
endearment, or to a young plant (OLD s.v. “pullus, n.” 1). However, in this project, I am considering pullus 
as an adjective which Roman agronomist authors use to describe soil. 
203 Hor. Epod. 16.46. 
204 Ov. Met. 4.160. 
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appropriate for mourning clothing.205 Jacqueline Clarke asserts that “pullus, although 

etymologically connected with pallere (“to grow pale”), like the Greek πελλός (“dark-

colored”) is employed of things that are very dark in hue.”206 Color is a well-established 

category for characterizing soil — not according to aesthetic concerns,207 but for practical 

purposes. Soil’s color can indicate its nutritive capacity, revealing its mineral content, 

geologic history, and the types of organic materials that have decomposed in a given piece 

of land.208 For instance, soil that has a reddish color often contains iron deposits.209 Even 

without modern knowledge of soil science and chemistry, Roman farmers were 

nevertheless able to use color as a visible indicator of other soil qualities. The only 

agronomist passage that explicitly acknowledges pulla as a color term is Columella’s 

preface to his entire treatise. Laying out his perspective and the agenda of his literary 

project, Columella laments that contemporary landowners do not know enough farming, 

since few people 
 
learn thoroughly the various and very dissimilar appearances of soils,210 of which 
some are mistaken due to their color; others due to their quality.211 For example, 

                                                
205 E.g., Cic. Vat. 30. 
206 Clarke 2003, 124. Alice Kober 1932, 52-53 addresses the differences between πελλός and πολιός, 
noting that the former seems to indicate a darker shade than the latter (contra Weise 1886, 596). Words 
connected to πελλός, she claims, “refer to a greenish, purplish black” (52).  
207 For instance, Varro, Rust. 1.4 on the twin goals of cultivation: utility (utilitas) and pleasure (voluptas). 
208 See, for instance, “The Color of Soil” from the USDA’s Natural Resources Conservation Service 
website. As with all soil characteristics, what a certain soil color indicates may vary across different 
landscapes, as the result of specific parent materials. 
209 For a discussion of terra rossa, a red soil characteristic of the Mediterranean, see the study on the 
possible formation of terra rossa by Vingiani et al. 2018. 
210 Ash translates terrarum species (“appearances of soils”) here as “types of soil.” I contend that, in this 
passage, the visual appearance of the soil types is very much at issue. Hence, we should not ignore species’ 
visual implications (it is related to the verb specio, “to look at, behold”). Columella could have easily used 
a more generic word to indicate category or type that did carry connotations of sight and appearance (e.g., 
genus, “type”).  
211 Here, quality (qualitas) probably refers to something approximate to “consistence,” a recognized 
taxonomic category for describing soil. According to the Schoeneberger et al. 2012, “Consistence is the 
degree and kind of cohesion and adhesion that soil exhibits and/or the resistance of soil to deformation or 
rupture under an applied stress” (2-62). 
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in some regions the black earth, which they call "pulla," as in Campania, is 
praiseworthy, but in others, a fat soil responds better. In certain places, such as in 
Africa and Numidia, the crumbly sands excel the strongest soils in fertility; but in 
Asia and cunning Mysia, the dense and sticky earth is especially abundant.212 

Even here, by examining the other soil qualities mentioned in the same passages, we can 

triangulate that he may be referencing other soil qualities associated with soil of a certain 

color. Noting that some soil colors can be misleading, Columella gives the example of 

black soil (terra nigra), which he specifies is called called pulla in Campania and which in 

some regions is particularly fertile and productive. However, the juxtaposition of terra 

nigra with terra pinguis suggests that there are more qualities besides color at stake. 

Indeed, Columella notes that terra nigra / pulla is “praiseworthy” (laudabilis), presumably 

due to its fertility, which has more to do with characteristics of which the soil’s color may 

be indicative.213 Vergil seems to describe a similar type of soil, which he recommends for 

growing grain: “Land that is black (nigra), and rich (pinguis) under a driven plowshare, 

and that has a crumbly soil (putre solum) — for we try to mimic this by means of plowing—

is generally the best for grain.”214 Even in these passages in which pulla clearly has 

implications for soil color, while color is perhaps the most obvious characteristic, it is not 

the most important quality associated with the adjective pulla.  

A few other passages might link pullus to soil color,215 but the adjective’s value is 

even less clear in these passages than it is in the one from Columella’s text discussed in the 

                                                
212 Col. Rust. 1.praef.24: varias dissimillimasque terrarum species pernosceret — quarum non nullae 
colore, non nullae qualitate fallunt, atque in aliis regionibus nigra terra, quam pullam vocant, ut in 
Campania, est laudabilis, in his pinguis melius respondet, quibusdam sicut in Africa Numidiaque putres 
harenae fecunditate vel robustissimum solum vincunt, in Asia lubrica Mysiaque densa et glutinosa terra 
maxime exuberat. 
213 The relationship between color and fertility in this passage seems to adhere to the relationship in Greek 
literature between black soil and fertile soil outlined by Alice Kober, on which, see above, p. 50, n. 206.. 
214 G. 2.203-205: Nigra fere et presso pinguis sub vomere terra /  et cui putre solum (namque hoc imitamur 
arando), / optima frumentis. Puter also can apply to the textural quality of soil that is characterized as 
cariosus (on which, see above, p. 41, n. 167). 
215 Plus, a paraphrase of one of them by Pliny (HN 18.46.163) after Cato, Agr. 34.2. 
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previous paragraph. For instance, identifying the type(s) of land where lupine (primarily 

used as forage) grows well, Cato calls for “a red ocher field and land that is dark (pulla), 

hard, rubbly, sandy, and also that is not watery.”216 Ocher is a pigment resulting from the 

mixture of ferric oxide with soil and sand, and the red color that Cato specifies could serve 

as an indicator of some other relevant quality of the field. Likewise, pulla could simply be 

signifying the color value of the aforementioned terra rubricosa (i.e., the soil in question 

is a dark red),217 but this usage would be uncharacteristically pleonastic for Cato’s style. 

Columella also discusses red ocher and terra pulla. Regarding the chestnut tree, he 

observes that “it wants pulla and loose earth; it does not reject a moist, gravelly soil or 

broken up tufa; it rejoices in a shady and northern-facing hill; it shrinks away from 

compacted and red ocher soil.”218 Here, pulla stands in contrast with red ocher (solum 

rubricosum). However, as in the passage from Cato, other soil descriptors point towards 

pulla having significant implications for the types of soil in question besides its hue. 

Columella observes that terra pulla is also “loose” (resoluta), and contrasts it explicitly 

with “compacted and red ocher soil” (spissum solum et rubricosum), which chestnut trees 

do not favor. This passage, linking both pulla and rubricosa with other adjectives 
                                                
216 Cato, Agr. 34.2: ager rubricosus et terra pulla, materina, rudecta, harenosa, item quae aquosa non erit. 
217 Rubricosa describes a field with soil tinted red by the presence of red ocher, a natural clay pigment that 
is a mixture of ferric oxide, clay, and sand. For the symbolic importance of certain soil colors, including red 
ocher, see Taçon 2004, 31-42. Unabsorbed iron, detectable due to its reddish color, is usually present in soil 
with an elevated pH value, since iron is not soluble in basic environments. Thus, while Cato only mentions 
that the earth is rubricosa, the relevant quality (indicated by the red ocher soil) could be its elevated pH. 
While this chemical status could not be tested until the 20th century, Cato could be observing a correlation 
between soil color and crops grown and act on it. Cato’s tendency to present himself as the master of 
traditional knowledge implies that others farmers, working before Cato’s text, also recognized this best 
practice. 
218 Col. Rust. 4.33.1: Ea pullam terram et resolutam desiderat; sabulonem umidum vel refractum tofum 
non respuit; opaco et septentrionali clivo laetatur; spissum solum et rubricosum reformidat. Pliny also lists 
pulla and red ocher soil as qualities perhaps on the same spectrum. Writing about the difficulty in 
classifying soils, especially as they differ across various geographies and topographies, he notes (HN 
17.3.25) that “neither is the pulla earth, such as they have in Campania, the best for vines everywhere, nor 
that which breathes out thin clouds, nor the red ocher, praised by many” (nec pulla qualem habet Campania 
ubique optima vitibus, aut quae tenues exhalat nebulas, nec rubrica multis laudata). 
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describing soil’s consistency, might be rendered analogically (pulla : resoluta :: 

rubricosum : spissum).  This schematization furthers the possibility that pulla hints at 

information about soil qualities aside from color — specifically, soil texture or consistency.  

I think that in many instances in the agronomic corpus, pulla does not describe color 

at all but refers to this texture instead. Pulla often occurs alongside words (like resoluta or 

tenera) that are explicitly concerned with soil texture or consistency. For instance, Cato 

mentions that Tarentine cypress seeds should be planted “in a place where the land will be 

very tender (which they call pulla),”219 and Pliny includes the same gloss centuries later. 

Pliny relates that “the same man [i.e. Cato] judges the best field to be the one at the base 

of the hills, running off to the south in a plain, which is the situation of all of Italy, and the 

best earth to be, indeed, tender, which is called pulla.”220 While Columella does not use 

tenera, he does observe the same quality of softness or tenderness in terra pulla. He writes 

that soil called pulla is “loamy” (putre),221 “reasonably loose” (modice resoluta)222 – or 

just “loose” (resoluta)223 – and “easy (to work)” (facilis).224 When such a number of words 

signifying the same soil quality are available to agronomist authors, why do these authors 

continue to rely on a less clear adjective like pullus, which they often must explain or define 

further?  

As was the case with cariosus, there are two explanations for the continued use of 

this particular and conspicuous adjective to describe soil. One reason has to do with the 

                                                
219 Cato, Agr. 151.2: in loco, ubi terra tenerrima erit (quam 'pullam' vocant) 
220 Plin. HN 17.3.36-37: Idem agrum optimum iudicat ab radice montium planitie in meridiem 
excurrentem, qui est totius Italiae situs, terram vero teneram quae vocetur pulla. 
221 Col. Rust. 2.10.18. On soil being puter, see above p. 41, n. 167 and, p. 51, n. 214. 
222 Col. Rust. 3.11.6. 
223 Col. Rust. 4.33.1. 
224 Col. Rust. 3.11.6. These passages specify three different crops that thrive in pulla soil: sesame 
(2.10.18), vines (3.11.6), and chestnut trees (4.33.1). While useful in their own right, chestnut trees also act 
as supports for vines, and therefore, their flourishing in the same type of soil tracks. As discussed above, 
Cato states that lupines and Tarentine do well in pulla soil. 
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term’s association with a specific group of people; the other, its material implications. First 

— people. As was the case with cariosus, pulla often appears glossed with additional 

information or as a gloss itself. Drawing attention to pulla in this way, the agronomist 

authors mark the adjective off as specialized, technical terminology or jargon.225 Cato once 

again establishes the precedent of using a less common or expected word to describe soil 

when he explains that the best soil for Tarentine cypress trees is “very tender (which they 

call pulla).”226 Columella and Pliny follow Cato’s usage. In two instances of the adjective 

pulla in his text, Columella attributes the adjective to an unspecified source. In the preface 

to his treatise, in a passage discussed above,227 he brings up “black earth, which they call 

pulla, as in Campania” echoing the wording used by Cato.228  Later, he acknowledges the 

term again when he is discussing soil that is best suited for vines — “ground that is easy to 

work and reasonably loose, which we have said is called pulla.”229 Likewise, Pliny 

observes that the term pulla is applied to loose, workable land when he explains (citing 

Cato) that the best land for farming lies at the base of a mountain facing south and consists 

“loamy soil, which is called pulla.”230  Citing an unnamed and unspecific “they” as the 

source of the terminology (or even using the passive voice), these authors appeal to some 

external authority as they describe this particular kind of soil.   

                                                
225 On which, see above, p. 47, n. 196.  
226 Cato, Agr. 151.2: terra…tenerrima, quam ‘pullam’ vocant. 
227 See pp. 50-51.  
228 C.f. Cato, Agr. 151.2 (cited above, pp. 52-53, n. 219). It is unclear whether the “as in Campania” (ut in 
Campania) detail refers to the location of the terra nigra / pulla or to the habit of referring to terra nigra as 
terra pulla. I think it probably corresponds more to the soil, an idea supported by Pliny’s clearer 
articulation at HN 17.3.25 (see below, n. 185). 
229 Col. Rust. 3.11.6: “easy to work and reasonably loose, which we have said before is called pulla” 
(facilis…humus et modice resoluta, quam diximus pullam vocitari). For facilis and modice resoluta as 
potential synonyms for pulla, see above, pp. 52-53.  
230 Plin. HN 17.3.36: terram vero teneram quae vocetur pulla. Puzzling over the meaning of terra tenera, 
Pliny concludes that it is “that soil of moderate richness, soft and easy to work, neither moist nor dry, that 
which gleams after it is plowed” (illa temperatae ubertatis, illa mollis facilisque culturae, nec madida nec 
sitiens, illa post vomerem nitescens). 
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Bridging the gap between this external authority (cited in some passages 

mysteriously as “they”) is Columella’s assertion (with regard to planting sesame) that “it 

wants a loamy soil, which the Campanians call pullus.”231  The association between 

Campania and terra pulla is attested in other agronomist texts, as well. Cato advises that 

“the Roman plows will be good in strong soil; in pulla soil, the Campanian plows,”232 

implying that this pulla soil is common in Campania, the origin of the plows in question. 

Later, Pliny specifies that “the pulla earth, such as they have in Campania, is not the best 

for vines everywhere,” yet again linking the region with the adjective.233 As pullus does 

not exclusively describe Campanian soil in the agronomist texts, its applicability and 

impact seem to have been widespread. Campania is recognized as having particularly 

fertile terra pulla.234 J.N. Adams considers this application of pullus as one of many 

“specialized uses of Latin words developed in response to local conditions” in non-central 

locations like Campania.235 Adams proposes that the modifier pullus initially referred to a 

soil type prominent in Campania, “for which the colour term pullus was an appropriate 

designation,” but that the adjective then began being used to indicate a certain (non-color) 

physical quality also present in the soil.236 By using a marked term from earlier agronomist 

texts and connecting themselves with others who use this language (both authors and 

Campanians), the agronomist authors amplify their own status and roles as specialists. 

                                                
231 Col. Rust. 2.10.18: putre solum, quod Campani pullum vocant. On soil being “loamy” (puter), see 
above, p. 42, n. 157 and the passages cited there. 
232 Cato, Agr. 135.2: aratra in terram validam Romanica bona erunt, in terram pullam Campanica. 
233 Plin. HN 17.3.25: nec pulla qualem habet Campania ubique optima vitibus. 
234 The association that pullus has with Campanian soils is the root of the OLD’s assertion that pullus is 
characteristic “of the friable soil characteristic of the volcanic districts of Italy.” 
235 Adams 2007, 230. Similarly, André 1949, 71 calls terra pulla “une expression technique,” asserting that 
it designates soil that includes decaying plant matter (compost). 
236 Adams 2007, 207. Adams relates that the term survived into the twentieth century in Calabria. 
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Finally, I turn to the material implications of terra pulla. Multiple subsequent 

sources use the adjective pullus to describe the color of textiles, primarily clothing.237 In 

one of the earliest instances of pullus (aside from its application to soil in Cato’s text), 

Livius Andronicus describes “a pulla, purple, wide garment.”238 For instance, Ovid 

observes in Ars Amatoria that women with fair complexions look particularly nice in pullus 

clothing.239 In particular, pullus often describes clothing worn by mourners.240 Martial 

relates that the Fates spun “dark thread” (pulla stamina).241 Valerius Maximus relates that 

Crassus was handed a “black cloak” (pullum paludamentum) before his defeat at 

Carrhae.242 Velleius Paterculus relates Lepidus throwing him at Caesar’s feet to seek 

pardon, “wrapped in a dark cloak” (pulloque velatus amiculo).243 The preponderance of 

these references across genres and chronology indicates a consistency and coherence in 

pullus’ meaning. The TLL separates the adjective’s primary contexts into two categories: 

1. de vestibus sim. (“about clothing and similar things"), and 2. de rebus naturalibus 

(“about natural things”).244 Within the “natural” category, it specifies further divisions: a. 

de terra (“about the earth”), b. de vellere, crinibus sim. (“about skin, fur, etc.), c. de pomis, 

                                                
237 For an example of non-clothing textiles described by pullus: Ov. Met. 4.611: “covered with a dusty 
coverlet” (pullo velamine tectus). 
238 30.1: vestis pulla purpurea ampla 
239 Ov. Ars am. 3.189-190: “Snow-white skins like dark grey colours, dark grey became Briseis; even when 
she was carried off was her robe dark grey” (Pulla decent niveas: Briseida pulla decebant: cum rapta est, 
pulla tum quoque veste fuit). Cic. Verr. 2.4.54 and 2.5.40 describe how Verres wore “a dark tunic and a 
Greek mantle” (tunica pulla et pallio). Martial 10.76.8 mentions a poet dressed “in a black cowl” (pullo…in 
cucullo). André 1949, 72 observes that pullus tends to describe the clothing of poorer people, indicating 
drab or muted tones, unlike more the richly dyed garments of the wealthy. 
240 E.g., Ov. Met. 11.47-49: “They say that the rivers also were swollen with their own tears, and that 
naiads and dryads alike mourned with dishevelled hair and clad in garb of sombre hue” (lacrimis quoque 
flumina dicunt increvisse suis, obstrusaque carbasa pullo naides et dryades passosque habuere capillos).  
241 Mart. 4.73.4, 6.58.7. 
242 Val. Max. 1.6.11. 
243 Vell. Pat. 2.80.4. See also Livy 45.7.4 (pullo amictu), Tac. Hist. 3.67 (pullo amictu), and Cic. Vat. 31-
32. 
244 TLL s.v. “pullus.” Jacques André suggests that, since 88% of the instances of pullus deal with 
agricultural or clothing-related vocabulary, the adjective may have a rural origin (André 1949, 71). 
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plantis (“about fruits, plants”), d. de variis rebus (“about various things”). What all these 

things have in common is that pullus describes visible exteriors — including animal fur or 

skin, the surface of leaves, or the exterior of a fruit.245 While cariosus describes the 

disjuncture between the exterior surface and interior structure of discrete, circumscribable 

things, the commonality in the representative sample of pullus’s appearances I have 

surveyed is that the adjective describes the nature of something’s exterior, whether a layer 

of clothing, an animal’s hide, or the external layer of a fruit. Bringing this information into 

the consideration of pulla’s application to soil, we can see how pulla refers to the external, 

visible surface of soil and implies the existence of an interior structure within or under that 

exterior (characterized in certain situations by cariosus, as I discussed in the previous 

section). 

I.B.3: Soil as Object, Soil as Commodity 

The case studies of cariosus and pullus have shown that Roman agronomist authors 

utilize specialized terminology that represents soil as a discrete, whole, three-dimensional 

object. As an object, soil can be acquired, owned, and given meaning or value.246 Following 

developments in anthropology and sociology over the past few decades,247 recent work on 

material culture has considered patterns of consumerism and consumption and, in 

particular, the role that these patterns play in constructions of culture and identity.248 In a 

                                                
245 Examples of animals: Varro, Rust. 3.12.5 on the coloration of the Italian hares, Verg. G. 3.389 on the 
spots on lambs’ fleeces caused by close contact with a ram with a black tongue, and Col. Rust. 7.2.3-5 on 
the color of sheep’s wool. Examples of plants: Hor. Epod. 16.46 on the color of the ficus, or the color of 
myrtle leaves at Carm. 1.25.18. On this last instance, see Clarke 2003, 124 for the color’s association with 
“more sombre middle age.” 
246 Appadurai 1986, 3: “commodities can be provisionally defined as objects of economic value.” 
247 E.g. Sahlins 1976, Appadurai 1986, Koptyoff 1986, Thomas 1991, Bhabha 1994, Douglas and 
Isherwood 1996, Dunn 2008, Hodder 2012.  
248 E.g. Woolf 1998, 169-205, Antonaccio 2010, Hodos 2010, Knapp and van Dommelen 2010, Vives-
Ferraandiz 2010, Dietler 2010, Walsh 2014. 
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study of the consumption of imported Greek pottery (qua luxury good) in the northwest 

Mediterranean, Justin Walsh considers how these objects and the meanings attached to 

them allowed individuals to “present a specific identity to their community” and how 

communities responded to those displays.249 Therefore, considering soil as an object — a 

good or commodity; the material embodiment of a farm — can help us see how its 

acquisition functions within Roman culture. As I mentioned in the introduction to this 

dissertation,250 productive land ownership was an important component of Roman culture, 

especially in the context of elite self-presentation. This relationship is borne out in the 

treatment of soil as an object. After an extensive survey of theoretical frameworks for 

understanding consumption, Walsh concludes that “human beings consume the goods that 

they do not merely because of their functional utility for sustaining life, but because those 

goods have symbolic meanings…[which] are not inherent but rather attributed as a result 

of the relationships that emerge between humans and objects when they become entangled 

with one another.”251 The conceptualization of soil as an object in the Roman agricultural 

imaginary, therefore, is what allows humans — both individually and as a society — to 

imbue land with meaning.252  

I.C: SOIL AS PLACE 

In this section, I assess the role of soil in shaping the understanding of agricultural 

space and place in the Roman agricultural imaginary. Building on the work done over the 

                                                
249 Walsh 2014, 65. 
250 See above, pp. 7-8. 
251 Walsh 2014, 89. For the “entanglement” of humans and objects, see Thomas 1991, Antonaccio 2010, 
and Hodder 2012. 
252 On soil’s capacity to hold these meanings, see Ando 2015, 17-18. See also pp. 40, 64, and 133 of this 
dissertation. 
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past fifty years by social theorists and geographers,253 I explain how the materiality of soil 

constructs a sense of “placeness” — in specific fields or locations on a given farm, in farms 

scattered throughout the countryside, and in the agricultural space of the empire. To do so, 

I first take into account major lines of thought regarding the interaction between space and 

place before looking at how the agronomist authors treat farms as distinctive agricultural 

places — focal points of farming activity. Finally, I consider instances in which authors 

use soil qualities to describe certain places that exist within the agricultural space contained 

by a farm. I conclude that the understanding of agricultural place and space as rooted in 

the soil contributes to the developing territoriality of the Roman Empire. 

While space may appear at first as undifferentiated, there are nevertheless many 

ways that people can organize and understand it, and human agency (including cognition) 

is central to the structuring of space and the demarcation of individual places. For example, 

Edward Soja distinguishes between “space per se, space as a contextual given, and socially-

based spatiality, the created space of social organization and production,” as he asserts 

“space in itself may be primordially given, but the organization, and meaning of space is a 

product of social translation, transformation, and experience.”254 In Place and 

Placelessness, Edward Relph explains that while space is “amorphous and intangible,”255 

it “is never empty but has content and substance that derive both from human intention and 

imagination and from the character of the space.”256 Agricultural space — essentially, 

arable farmland — is a type of socially constructed space, defined by its use or potential 

                                                
253 Within the tradition of classical scholarship, Clarke 1999 integrates notions of space and place with 
time, history, and narrative; Chapter I elucidates her theoretical framework in an especially comprehensive 
and useful way. Nicolet 1991 remains indispensable for thinking about the spatialization of the Roman 
empire. 
254 Soja 1989, 79-80. See also Soja 1971. 
255 Relph 1976, 8. 
256 Relph 1976, 10. 
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for human activity.257 Space exists essentially as a matrix, specific points within which 

exist as places.258 Viewing soil as a place — both as a farm within an expanse of 

agricultural space and as a specific place within the space enclosed by the farm — assigns 

a physical location to agricultural activity, and that agricultural activity takes part in 

shaping a sense of agricultural place.  

Individual farms can be visited, surveyed, and defined as places.259 Indeed, 

according to the agronomists, visiting one’s own farm is recognized as the best way for a 

landowner to control what happens on his property and to improve his yields; repeat visits 

provide the best means to become acquainted with one’s farm and, thereafter, to put its 

resources to the best use. Cato, Varro, and Columella all emphasize the fundamental 

importance of visiting a piece of land often, both before and after purchasing it.260 For 

instance, the proper location for a farm is among the first topics addressed in the Roman 

agronomic corpus. Cato writes:  
 
If you can, it should be at the base of a mountain; it should face south; it should 
be in a healthful location, with an abundance of workers, and it should be well 
supplied with water, near a robust town or the sea or a river in which ships travel, 
or on a good and frequently-travelled road.261 

                                                
257 Tuan 1977, 6; see chapters 2, 3, and 6 for more on the interaction between space and place. On place 
and “placeness,” see Relph 1976, Chapter 3, especially pp. 30-31. Relph also maintains a website (last 
updated in February 2018) devoted to placeness, places, and placelessness (www.placeness.com). Varro, 
Rust. 2.praef.1-3 on the move from the country into the city in Roman history; this narrative is echoed at 
3.1.1-4. However, at 2.praef.4, Varro laments that his contemporaries, not knowing the difference between 
farming and pastoralism, have converted arable farmland into pasture land (“made meadows from 
cropland,” ex segetibus fecit prata). On place in pastoral literature, see Skoie 2006.  
258 Relph 1976, 28: “Those aspects of space that we distinguish as places are differentiated because they 
have attracted and concentrated our intentions and because they are focusing, they are set apart from the 
surrounding space while remaining a part of it.” 
259 In this regard, soil as place shares an ability to be objectified with the conceptualization of soil as an 
object. As Tuan 1977, 17 asserts, “place is a type of object.” 
260 Cato, Agr. 1.2, Varro, Rust. 1.6, 11, 12, and Col. Rust. 1.2.2, 1.4. 
261 Cato, Agr. 1.3: Si poteris, sub radice montis siet, in meridiem spectet, loco salubri, operariorum copia 
siet, bonumque aquarium, oppidum validum prope siet aut mare aut amnis, qua naves ambulat, aut via 
bona celebrisque. The question of whether a farm is in a health (saluber locus) or not appears elsewhere in 
the agronomic corpus (see also, e.g., Varro Rust. 1.2.8) 
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He adds later that, while it does not matter whether or not the farm is thoroughly equipped 

before purchase, it is important that it be “in a good location.”262 Vergil, too, stresses the 

primacy of a farm’s location when he advises that landowners study and come to know a 

place before beginning to farm it. According to Vergil, a landowner should know “its winds 

and varying custom of the sky, as well as the nature of the fields and its customary 

cultivation.”263 In both of these passages, we find the idea that farms constitute discrete 

agricultural places — focal points of farming activity.264  

Inside the agricultural space within the boundaries of a particular farm, additional, 

smaller agricultural spaces exist, like various farm buildings and — more importantly for 

this study — fields, which are tracts of land demarcated for specific uses or agricultural 

activities. Agronomist authors sometimes identify fields with reference to the soils and soil 

types present, and this practice imbues soil with the capacity to define and signify 

individual places.265 For instance, Cato advises that “grain should be sown in a field (ager) 

that is thick (crassus) and agreeable (laetus) and without trees; if this same field (ager) is 

subject to fogs, it should preferably be sown with rape, turnips, millet, and panic-grass.”266 

Here, while it is clear that Cato is referring to an area of a farm (the susceptibility of which 

to fog is a matter of concern), he characterizes the area by referring to the quality of the 
                                                
262 Cato, Agr. 1.5: loco bono. 
263 Verg. G. 1.51-53: ventos et varium caeli…morem / … patrios cultusque habitusque locorum. 
264 However, this advice of visiting one’s farm often stands in contrast to the practice of absentee land-
ownership, in which the landowner relegates the oversight and management of his agricultural property to 
an overseer (vilicus), who might be a slave, freedman, or hired hand. White 1970 provides a comprehensive 
overview of the primary textual evidence for personnel and personnel management on the Roman farm in 
Chapter XI. For the vilicus, White 1970, 353-354; Col. Rust. 1.8, 11.1. Writing for an elite audience and 
with a certain moralistic perspective, sources on farming construe absentee land-owning as a problem that 
contributes to the downfall of productive farming in the Roman Empire (particularly in the Italian 
peninsula). 
265 In subsequent chapters, I show how the link between soil and place works at larger scales, as regions 
within the agricultural space of the empire (specifically, Italy and regions within central Italy) come to be 
identified to a degree with the quality and qualities of their soils.   
266 Cato, Agr. 6.1: Ubi ager crassus et laetus est sine arboribus, eum agrum frumentarium esse oportet. 
Idem ager si nebulosus est, rapa, raphanos, milium, panicum, id maxime seri oportet. 
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soil present. One of the descriptors by which he characterizes the area (crassus) most 

probably refers to the quality of the soil present in the area.267 In the same passage, he goes 

on to list plants suited to a field that is “thick and warm” (crassus et caldus), “cooler and 

thinner” (frigidior et macrior).268 Later, Columella follows the same pattern of describing 

a field (ager) as X ager, where X represents an adjective that characterizes the quality of 

soil present in a field.269 However, both Cato and Columella, as well as other agronomist 

writers, are not tied to the term ager to indicate a field or a certain area of a farm 

characterized by the qualities of the soil present.270 One of the words that stands in its place 

is locus (“place”), which is closely connected with ager.271 Returning to the passage from 

                                                
267 TLL s.v. “crassus” gives a few other instances of an ager or locus being described as Crassus, primarily 
in agricultural contexts. In addition to the passage cited here, it directs the reader to Cato, Agr. 8.1, 35.2, 
40.1, 50.2; Cic. Flacc. 71; Col. Arb. 10.3; Plin. HN 16.169), where crassus means something along the 
same lines as pinguis (“rich”) or obesus (“fat”) and the opposite of macer (“thin” or “meager”) or exesus 
(“consumed” or “devoured”). TLL s.v. “laetus” indicates that the adjective can modify a field or the crops 
growing in it (although the language used, “de segetibus” (rubric I.b) is vague (on the multiple valences of 
seges, see above, pp. 37-38. 
268 Cato, Agr. 6.2. Caldus is used with some regularity — primarily by the agronomist prose authors — to 
refer to a place (locus) or a field (ager). For its other use in this context by Cato, see Agr. 34.1. For other 
authors, see Varro, Rust. 1.6.2-3, 1.51.2; Cic. Nat. D. 2.155; Livy 22.43.5. Similarly, frigidus is used “about 
places and terrestrial and celestial regions” (de locis, regionibus terrestribus et caelestibus, TLL s.v. 
“frigidus” I.B.3). Macer is often used specifically about land and soil (as opposed to a region or place); TLL 
s.v. “macer,” 2.a (“about land, soil, and similar things,” de terra, solo sim.) indicates that in this context the 
adjective means gracilis, non pinguis (“slender/meager, not rich”).   
269 See, e.g., Col. Rust. 2.4.6, where he advises moderation “in plowing fields, so that they do not lack 
moisture nor seep with dampness; of course, as I said, too much moisture yields a slimy and muddy field, 
but those that are parched with dryness cannot be properly loosened” (medium igitur temperamentum 
maxime sequamur in arandis agris, ut neque suco careant nec abundent uligine; quippe nimius umor, ut 
dixi, limosus lutosusque reddit, at qui siccitatibus aruerunt, expediri probe non possunt) and Rust. 2.9.5: “If 
a field is moderately chalky or marshy, it’s necessary to use a little more than the 5 modii of winter wheat 
or regular wheat for sowing that I said before” (Siliginis autem vel tritici, si mediocriter cretosus 
uliginosusve ager est, etiam paulo plus quam, ut prius iam dixi, quinque modiis ad sationem opus est). 
270 Varro uses terra most frequently (e.g., Rust. 1.23.2, 1.42, 1.44.2). On the other hand, Vergil has the 
most varied vocabulary; in the discussion of soils in Book 2 (G. 2.177-225), he uses terra, campus, and 
humus. 
271 Lindermann 2014, 205 contends that an ager can form part of a locus: “In conclusion, it’s possible to 
say that, in the texts discussed here, ager can be seen as a part of a locus.” Nelsestuen 2015, 57-65 surveys 
the terminology Varro uses to refer to places on a farm, and provides a useful appendix on spatial 
terminology in Book 1 of Varro’s Res Rusticae and Cato’s De Agricultura. However, the systematic use of 
these terms that Nelsestuen identifies in Varro (where ager = field, terra = soil, and locus = place or 
position) does not apply uniformly to other authors or, indeed, to Varro’s text; Nelsestuen identifies in 
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Cato’s text, we find that Cato uses some of the same soil-related adjectives that he uses to 

describe a field (ager) to modify a place (locus); he writes: “If you are planting in a thick 

and warm (crasso aut calido) place, the olive yield will be in vain, and the tree will wear 

itself out in bearing, and a reddish moss will affect it,”272 and “The place that is thick or 

gets foggier, there plant the greater Aminian, or the Murgentine, the Apician, or the 

Lucanian [olive].”273 This pattern holds up in other parts of Cato’s text and in the writings 

of other authors as well.274 

Locating this sense of place in the soil (as opposed to the space above the soil, for 

instance, or the landscape) takes hold because, according to Ando, soil has “the 

capacity…to nurture affection” as a function of its materiality.275 Phenomenological 

approaches to studying the natural world can inform the understanding of soil’s materiality 

and how it creates a sense of place. Pioneering the study of the phenomenological 

experience of landscape, Christopher Tilley emphasizes how the embodied experience of 

time and place is integral to the experience of landscape:276 
 
Producing human meaning in the world is all about establishing connections 
between ourselves and the disparate material phenomena with which and through 

                                                
Appendix 3 (pp. 262-263) instances in which each of the three terms refers to qualities that, under this 
schema, would best be described by another label. See above, pp. 37-38, on the difference between an ager 
and a seges. 
272 Cato, Agr. 6.2: Si in loco crasso aut calido severis, hostus nequam erit et ferundo arbor peribit et 
muscus ruber molestus erit. 
273 Cato, Agr. 6.4: Qui locus crassus erit aut nebulosior, ibi Aminnium maius aut Murgentinum, Apicium, 
Lucanum serito. 
274 E.g.: Cato, Agr. 8.1 (“in a chalky and open place,” in loco cretoso et aperto), 9 (“in moist, watery, 
shady places near streams,” locis aquosis, umectis, umbrosis propter amnes), 27 (“a dry place,” locus 
siccus), 131 (“those places which are dry and sandy,” ea loca…quae rudecta harenosaque erunt); Varro 
Rust. 1.40.3 (“in a dry, thin, and clayey place,” in sicco et macro loco et argilloso), 1.44.1 (“if the place is 
thick, more; if it is thin, less,” Si…locus crassus, plus; si macer, minus); Col. Rust. 2.9.3: “a loose and dry 
place,” solutum et siccum locum), 2.10.31 (“in a thin and not moist place,” loco macro nec umido). 
275 Ando 2015, 17-18. 
276 Tilley 2004, especially Chapter 1. 
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which we live, the plants and animals, landscapes and artefacts that surround us, 
and this is the work of tropic language, of metaphor and metonymy.277 

The emphasis that a phenomenological approach brings to the embodied aspect of human 

interactions with the natural world can help explain the significance of soil’s materiality as 

a fundamental physical constituent part of agricultural places (farms and fields). Even 

without any specific geographic indicators, the “placeness” of soil on farms (and of farms 

within agricultural space) lays the groundwork for understanding how soil relates to the 

conceptualization of territoriality at regional and provincial scales, topics of this 

dissertation’s second and third chapters, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
277 Tilley 2004, 31. Hamish Forbes 2007 adopted and adapted the phenomenological approach to the 
landscape initially spearheaded by Tilley in his “archaeological ethnography” of the landscape of Methana. 
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Chapter II: Regional Soils and Ancient Terroir 

Where Chapter I looked at evidence for the Roman conceptualization of soil in 

agricultural contexts without reference to specific locations in the Roman world, the 

present chapter will focus on how soil’s function within the Roman agricultural imaginary 

interacts with ideas about certain places and regions. In particular, building on arguments 

presented in the previous chapter about the connection between soil, materiality, and place, 

I analyze how these factors interface with one another to create a sense of regionality within 

the Roman agricultural imaginary, typified by the notion of regional soil types and 

differences. For example, the main speaker and primary authority figure in the first book 

of Varro’s treatise on agriculture – Gaius Tremellius Scrofa – includes details about 

regional soil qualities in his discussion of the soils that can constitute a farm. Explaining 

that a Roman farmer can tell, based on what he sees growing, the quality of the soil present, 

Scrofa offers some examples: 
 
In thin soil, as, for instance, in Pupinia, you see no sturdy trees, nor vigorous 
vines, nor stout straw, nor Mariscan figs, and most of the trees are covered with 
moss, as are the parched meadows. On the other hand, in rich soil, like that in 
Etruria, you can see rich crops, land that can be worked steadily, sturdy trees, and 
no moss anywhere. In the case of medium soil, however, such as that near Tibur, 
the nearer it comes to not being thin than to being sterile, the more it is suited to 
all kinds of growth than if it inclined to the poorer type.278 

As I mentioned in the previous chapter, agronomist authors recognize that differences in 

soils and growing climates contribute to variations in agricultural output.279 Since soil 
                                                
278 Varro, Rust. 1.9.5-6: Itaque in tenui, ut in Pupinia, neque arbores prolixae neque vites feraces, neque 
stramenta videre crassa possis neque ficum mariscam et arbores plerasque ac prata retorrida muscosa. 
Contra in agro pingui, ut in Etruria, licet videre et segetes fructuosas ac restibilis et arbores prolixas et 
omnia sine musco. In mediocri autem terra, ut in Tiburti, quo propius accedit ut non sit macra, quam ut sit 
ieiuna, eo ad omnes res commodior, quam si inclinabit ad illud quod deterius. 
279 See, e.g., Col. Rust. 1.praef.24 (discussed above, p. 48, n. 199, p. 51): “Now, few can discern the very 
diversity of the earth and the condition of each soil – what it may deny us, what it may promise us. Indeed, 
to whom and to how many people does the consideration of all parts in this field of study fall, to the extent 
that someone learns about the practice of crops and of plowing, as well as understands the varied and very 
unlike types of soil? (Iam ipsa terrae varietas et cuiusque soli habitus quid nobis neget, quid promittat, 
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selection is a key step in the agricultural process, they contend that farmers should be able 

to recognize a wide variety of soil types.280 In the passage from Varro’s text, this paradigm 

holds true at the regional scale. Scrofa extrapolates that the visual assessment of soil types 

based on what plants grow well is applicable beyond the boundaries of an individual 

farm,281 and he uses this approach to generalize about the soil in specific regions of central 

Italy.  

Roman sources recognize that soil types and growing climates vary geographically, 

even across the Italian peninsula,282 as diverse Italian soilscapes yield variations in regional 

crop production capabilities.283 Yet, at times, our sources overly systematize regional soil 

differences and, therefore, regional agricultural outputs and, in doing so, reveal the 

agricultural imaginary’s constructed and ideological nature. In what follows, I survey the 

evidence for Roman ideas about variations in regional soils across the Italian peninsula and 

the regional farming practices and traditions that developed in response to these 

differences, which often serve to explain the emergence of local specialties. Due to this 

connection in the Roman agricultural imaginary of region, soil, and output, I posit that 

regional soil differences – and in particular the Roman responses to those differences, 

whether real or perceived – facilitated the development of a sense of something akin to the 

French concept of terroir in the Roman empire.  

                                                
paucorum est discernere. Contemplatio vero cunctarum in ea disciplina partium quoto cuique contingit, ut 
et segetum arationumque perciperet usum et varias dissimillimasque terrarum species pernosceret…). 
280 For instance, Varro, Rust. 1.23.1: “two items are to be considered: what it is most expedient to plant and 
in what place” (duo consideranda, quae et quo quidque loco maxime expediat serere);. 
281 For various means of testing soil quality, see above, p. 33, including n. 134. 
282 Varro, Rust. 1.7.5-10, 1.8.7; Vergil, G. 2.195-202, 217-225. 
283 White 1970, 65-85 gathers the evidence from various agronomist sources about the types of soil that are 
predominant in certain regions of Italy, along with the crops attributed to those regions. 
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In the first part of this chapter, I briefly assess different articulations of terroir or le 

goût de terroir (“the taste of place”)284 and the ways in which both theorists and agricultural 

actors deploy it to advance claims about authenticity, regionality, and identity. As a 

response to the external forces of globalization and urbanization, terroir offers a framework 

with which to theorize the relationship between people, history, and place. In the second 

part of the chapter, I apply this theorization of natural and national heritage to specific case 

studies of regional soils in central Italy by connecting agricultural processes and output 

with a sense of place grounded in understandings of soil. I consider the characterization of 

soils in three central Italian regions (Pupinia, Sabinum, and the ager Falernus), in which 

certain highlighted — and perhaps schematized — soil qualities map onto regional 

agricultural outputs and identities. I situate developments in the characterization of these 

regional soils within the context of Roman expansion throughout and beyond the Italian 

peninsula, from the 2nd century BCE through the 1st century CE, as annexations and wars 

of conquest increased the geographic scope of Roman power. The concept of terroir 

provides a model for understanding how soil acts as a venue for ongoing negotiations of 

changing regional and imperial identities against perceptions of natural and man-made 

landscapes.  

II.A: THEORIZING TERROIR 

Terroir provides a framework for understanding the connection between people, 

place, and product that allows us to make sense of the ways in which regional soils operate 

in the Roman agricultural imaginary. The idea of terroir has generated discussion from a 

wide variety of stakeholders – both academic and market-oriented – over the past century, 

                                                
284 This translation is taken from the title of Trubek 2008, explained on page 2 of that book. 
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in part due to the difficulty of reaching a definitional consensus.285 Emerging first in the 

French wine world, it generally refers to “the combination of geography, geology, and 

climate that gives each wine its special character,” like its bouquet, body, and potential for 

aging.286 In this context, terroir refers very specifically to the geological and climactic 

features that determine the production results of one patch of land. Hugh Johnson and 

Jancis Robinson provide more detail about how terroir is grounded geologically and 

geographically: 
 
At its most restrictive, the word means soil. By extension, and in common use, it 
embraces the soil itself, the subsoil and rocks beneath it, its physical and chemical 
properties and how they interact with the local climate, or macroclimate, to 
determine both the mesoclimate of a particular vineyard and the microclimate of a 
particular vine.287 

Within an ecological framework, Johnson and Robinson continue, the most important agro-

climactic factor in determining terroir is the availability of water and nutrients to the 

vine.288 The terroir tradition – or at least explicit recognition of it as such – has historically 

been strongest in Europe, where legislation has governed the use of geographical 

indications for products since the establishment of the Appellation d’Origine Contrôlée 

(AOC) label in France in 1935.289 However, terroir has since expanded its scope 

                                                
285 Grainger and Tattersall 2016, 226: The term “defies simple translation.” Johnson and Robinson 2013, 
22: “There is no precise translation for the French word terroir.” See also Bassett, Blanc-Pamard, and 
Boutrais 2007, 104. 
286 Frankel 2014, ix.  
287 Johnson and Robinson 2013, 22. Roman agronomists demonstrate an awareness of such small 
differences in growing climates, highlighting the importance of factors like a field’s aspect or elevation; 
see, e.g., Cato 1.3, 6.1-2; Varro 1.7.2-3; Columella 3.2.6, 3.12-13 on laying out a vineyard; Pliny 14.8.63, 
65. 
288 Johnson and Robinson 2013, 22. 
289 Nowak 2018, 543-544 briefly surveys the historical development of the idea of terroir. Trubek 2008, 
18-31 is more comprehensive, particularly in evaluating the roles of different stakeholders over time. 
Demossier 2011, 689-695 provides a good account of the social and economic factors at the time of the law 
creating the AOC denomination. Teil 2012, 481-492 addresses the modern challenges (both the ones facing 
and the ones created by) the AOC tasting panels. Barham 2003 covers the difficulties in the implementation 
and administration of the AOC label and other comparable denominations. 
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internationally, being invoked in relation to wines produced all over the world,290 and it 

now reaches beyond viticulture and vinification to other regionally identifiable agricultural 

products and even cuisines.291    

The use of terroir to privilege European (specifically, French) products based on a 

hard-to-define “sense of place” historically garnered mistrust and scorn from New World 

producers, but recent decades have seen even these actors adopt and adapt the principle to 

inform their own endeavors. Factoring into terroir’s emergence and solidification in 

Europe is the reality of globalization — both of markets and of tastes. In the face of the 

increased uniformity brought about by globalization, terroir grants legitimacy to acts 

designed to protect the integrity (real or imagined) of products’ identities and the economic 

well-being of producers.292 Responding to the expansion of the term’s purview, opinions 

about terroir (what it means and whether it is empirically observable or valid) center 

around the role of human intervention (whether a farmer, vintner, or other artisan producer) 

in shaping terroir, in addition to the impact of environmental elements. For example, as 

Keith Grainger and Hazel Tattersall point out: 
 
Mankind, too, has modified terroir by a history of viticultural practices including 
reshaping vineyards, such as making (and removing) terraces, the installation of 
drainage systems, and changing the chemical and biological profile of the soil by 
the addition of chemicals and organic matter.293   

                                                
290 Demossier 2011, 685-688; Barham 2003. 
291 See Johnson and Robinson 2013, 22-23 and Grainger and Tattersall 2016, 228-230 on New World wine 
production. Bassett, Blanc-Pamard, and Boutrais 2007 analyze the application of terroir to government-
sponsored interventions in West African agricultural development projects. In chapters 1-3, Trubek 2008 
covers the development of the notion of terroir in wines, beginning in France and tracing changes and 
responses to it as the concept takes root in California wine country. The second half of the book (chapters 
4-6) assesses the role of terroir and related ideas in the (re-)emergence of regional American cuisines. 
Nowak 2018, 548: “The fact that terroir’s actual chemical effects are elusive and that the idea has been 
used by powerful producers in powerful countries does not mean that it cannot be used by other actors.” 
292 Demossier 2011, 688; Gangjee 2012; Nowak 2018, 548; Barham 2003. See Nowak 2012 
293 Grainger and Tattersall 2016, 226. Similarly, Teil 2012 asserts: “Terroir is a complex blend of local 
agro-climactic characteristics and events, viticulture and wine-making practices and choices that give a 
wine its distinctive taste, its ‘terroir typicity’” (481). See also Trubek 2008, 56-80, for more discussion on 
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Such interventions – primarily, farming and processing techniques – can result from 

conscious decisions, aimed at achieving a particular quality in a product, perhaps in 

response to market demands, or from traditional practices, as local or regional agricultural 

habitus. 

At the level of choice, growers may deliberately choose to prioritize the expression 

of terroir in their products, for instance by managing the appropriate level of irrigation for 

vines or refraining from using chemical fertilizers.294 On the other hand, producers may 

prefer economy and shelf-stability in their products, adding stabilizers or preservatives 

(sulfites, in the case of wine)295 and blending raw materials (grapes for wine, milks for 

cheese, flours for bread) to achieve predictable, uniform output.296 In these cases, the 

producer acts as a mediator between nature and the taste of the final product, including the 

degree and manner in which the final product expresses its terroir. In this paradigm, terroir 

stands as an aim to be pursued (or a result to be avoided) in the process of production, and 

human agents decide if and how they want to realize it. However, terroir can also be 

understood as a component of the means of production —not just an end result. In this case, 

terroir resides in the methods used in cultivation, transformation, and storage and the 

rationale behind using them, rather than in the final product.297 Instead of (or, in addition 
                                                
the tension between human agency and geology in discourses surrounding French wine-making. 
294 Teil 2012, 482 characterizes the cultivation of terroir wines “a noninterventionist process”; see Teil 
2012, 479-495 for a discussion of the tension between uniformity and terroir expression in French AOC 
wines. Johnson and Robinson 2013, 22-23 survey some of the techniques for amplifying or muting the 
expression of terroir in wines, conceding that some wine growers have more resources than others to 
devote to managing terroir expression in wine, noting: “Terroirs depend on man and his money for their 
expression” (23).  
295 Teil 2012, 483-484 outlines the debate between “naturalist” approaches to terroir, in which sulfites are 
eschewed in favor of less predictable natural aging processes, and the more conventional method, 
proponents of which contend that adding sulfites preserves the authentic expression of terroir in the wine 
as it ages. 
296 Grainger and Tattersall 2016, 228. 
297 “Some producers might suggest that the traditional winemaking practices of their own region have 
themselves become part of the terroir” (Johnson and Robinson 2013, 22). However, Teil 2012, 484-485 
points out that often wines produced using traditional means are rejected by AOC tasting panels, since the 
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to) following best practices informed by modern understandings of agricultural science, 

producers sometimes participate in the creation of terroir by utilizing methods traditional 

to their region, methods which contributed to the molding of a regional terroir in the first 

place.298 We see a similar dynamic at work in a Roman context in discussions of 

agricultural practices and tools (for instance, the use of the Roman or Campanian [;pw)299 

or the height at which to cut wheat stalks in a field;300 even decisions about what crops to 

grow in which regions might be understood as this kind of anthropogenic terroir. At the 

level of remove we have from Roman society, it becomes more difficult to parse out the 

natural and human factors. 

A region’s terroir may owe as much to the area’s agricultural history, traditions, 

and practices as it does to the outcome of agricultural production. If the geological and 

soil-level underpinnings of terroir occupy one end of a spectrum, in which identifiable and 

measurable qualities (like soil pH, annual rainfall, and average temperatures) determine the 

taste of a place, then at the other end we find the conviction that terroir is best understood 

as a social or cultural construction – a theorization of a local agricultural habitus.301 

Disputing the validity of terroir as an empirical phenomenon, proponents of this view of 

terroir point to the subjectivity inherent in assessing a product like wine or cheese.302 For 

example, noting the degree to which modern agricultural and production practices have 

                                                
finished products do not reflect ideas about the taste of the region’s terroir. Nowak 2018 points out the 
problems in these conceptualizations of terroir, since production practices usually do not have the long 
histories with which the rhetoric of terror imbues them and only became fixed practices relatively recently 
(e.g. the evolution of practices involved in producing Parmesan cheese, pp. 545).  
298 Teil 2012 addresses the feedback circle involved in the production and evaluation of terroir for AOC 
wines; see especially pp. 481-485. 
299 Cato, Agr. 135.2, on which, see above, p. 55.. 
300 See above, pp. 26-28. 
301 Bourdieu 2000, 1990.  
302 Nowak 2018 is the most strident in this line of argument, although he has modulated his position since 
2012. Teil 2012  
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diverged from historical ones and observing the relatively recent phenomenon of 

standardizing certain practices as “traditional,” Zachary Nowak concludes that terroir is “a 

theoretical tool” and “a social fact,” often leveraged for economic power, like the 

protection of goods and producers already mentioned.303 In general, the rhetoric of terroir 

serves to reinforce idealized notions of rural life and to create “a socio-natural heritage that 

links a local community and its identity to a place.”304 Despite emphasis on the history or 

tradition of certain products or processes, these narratives reflect and respond to current 

social, political, and economic realities.305 In the context of French wines, the rhetoric of 

terroir often surfaces in the idealization of rural life and in associated attempts to 

commodify perceptions of authenticity and heritage.306 For example, proponents of terroir 

describe traditional producers as links in a generational chain.307 The notion of a 

generational transmission of agricultural knowledge evokes the intellectual tradition of 

Roman agronomy, with authors citing and relying upon the authority of prior figures, both 

farmers and other writers. I suggest that this idea of commodifying a perceived heritage 

                                                
303 Nowak 2018, 548-549. While Nowak is one of the most strident voices in this line of argument, Teil 
uses the impossibility of boiling terroir down into a set of objectively observable scientific data (what she 
refers to as “scientific ‘thinging’”) as a starting point for outlining a new “regime of existence” for 
“product-objects” (as opposed to “thing-objects”), defined by their processes of production, which, in the 
case of terroir, are collectively distributed. 
304 Bassett, Blanc-Pamard, and Boutrais 2007, 123. 
305 On the creation of these narratives as retrojections of contemporary concerns and priorities into the past, 
see Barham 2003, 132; Gade 2004, 848-489; Nowak 2018; Terrio 1996, 68-70. 
306 On the commodification of authenticity, see Terrio 1996; Gade 2004, 848-849; Demossier 2011; 
Nowak 2018. notes that terroir is invoked in “selling authenticity, history, and tradition in a nostalgic 
fashion” when it comes to rural tourism, especially of wine-producing regions like Burgundy. Nowak 2018 
examines how terroir is used as an economic weapon, both by those in power and by those in more 
vulnerable positions. 
307 However, these efforts often overlook or simplify less idyllic aspects, like the creation of new education 
programs in oenology or interventions by new investors. Demossier 2011 has the most detailed discussion 
of the idealization of French vignerons (vine growers), contemporary practices, and the discrepancies 
between the two. Barham 2003, 132 explains that the desire to connect with terroir reflects both “the 
ongoing construction of a collective representation of the past through food that is perhaps largely 
unconscious for consumers” and “a conscious and active social construction of the present by various 
groups concerned with rural areas in France.” 
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approximates the uses of regional soils and identities for rhetorical or ideological ends in 

ancient Roman sources, which I will discuss in the next section.  

Terroir became an organizing principle for French agricultural output over the 

course of the 20th and 21st centuries, as increasing urbanization and globalization 

precipitated a “crisis in French agriculture and the consequent restructuring of local 

identities.”308 For instance, in response to the distance between consumers and products 

created by the movement of populations into cities, terroir became a means for city-

dwellers to take part in a traditional rural way of life: “where a highly urbanized society 

has obliterated the peasantry as a way of life, terroir has the effect of anchoring French 

consciousness to its rural roots.”309 At the same time, understandings of terroir can 

contribute to organized rural (re-)development programs.310 Furthermore, terroir serves to 

anchor local identities. For example, in France (both as a whole country and within 

different regions), the process of patrimonialization forms part of a social and cultural 

response to neoliberal, market-oriented globalization.311 Patrimonialization encompasses 

efforts to commemorate and memorialize aspects of a country’s (at least perceived) 

heritage, now including natural landscapes and culinary history.312 Thus, in response to the 

contemporary changes of urbanization and globalization, terroir has provided a framework 

for connecting people with history and place through a constructed or abstracted natural 

heritage.  

                                                
308 Demossier 2000, 142; see also Berard and Marcenay 2000. While such changes are not isolated to 
France, scholarship on the role of terroir in responses to these global transformations focuses on French 
articulations of this French term.  
309 Gade 2004, 849. See also Demossier 2011, 689. 
310 Barham 2003; Bassett, Blanc-Pamard, and Boutrais 2007; Gade 2004, 859-861. 
311 Barham 2003, 132; Gade 2004, 848; Demossier 2011, 686-688. 
312 The classic discussion of patrimonialization (or patrimonialisation) in the context of modern France is 
Revel 2000. See also Blowen, Demossier, and Picard 2000; Meskell 2014. 
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This understanding of terroir can structure our approach to the interactions between 

regional soils and identities in central Italy. Similar to the development of terroir and its 

subsequent role in the movement towards patrimonialization in contemporary France (and 

associated trends worldwide), something akin to a sense of terroir emerges and crystallizes 

in the Roman agricultural imaginary in response to factors now understood as globalization 

and urbanization in the Roman world. Unlike present-day France, Rome did not have any 

overarching governing body to regulate defining characteristics of a region’s terroir.313 

However, like French terroir,314 the Roman terroir I propose is collectively determined at 

the level of subjective producers and critics (in the Roman case, authors of texts that touch 

on the topic of regional agricultures).315 In both Roman and French contexts, terroir serves 

as a conceptual tool by which the authors in question can further their own literary and 

political agendas (e.g., protecting regional diversity, empowering small producers, 

promoting regional or national unity).316 While outwardly preoccupied with the past, 

French concerns about terroir and patrimonialization actually manifest anxieties about the 

present and future. Marion Demossier explains: 
 
Using a rhetoric emphasizing terroir not only as a natural and ecological concept, 
but also as a historicized and heritagized construction of place, the wine-growers 

                                                
313 However, the work of the agrimensores and land commissions, like the one on which Varro served, 
might correspond to the function of these administrative bodies.  
314 Teil 2012, 487-497; Nowak 2012, 545 of Parmesan cheese in the Decameron as a result of a “collective 
imaginary.” 
315 This is an admittedly small sample of Roman perspectives, and it is important that we not lose sight of 
the impact of factors like chronology, social status, and generic nuances. Launaro 2004 on “intentional 
sources” is useful here. The creators of these texts are all members of the elite, and their audiences would 
have been relatively elite, as well.  
316 Nelsestuen 2015, 87-109 examines the shades of meaning found in different literary laudes Italiae 
found in agronomist texts, focusing particularly on that of Dionysius of Halicarnassus as a point of 
comparison for Varro, as Dionysius also chooses to highlight the uniquely productive regions that 
constitute the Italian peninsula and their agricultural specialties; see especially pp. 87-95 for “an intra-
Italian perspective” and pp. 96-107 for consideration of Italy in contrast to other parts of the empire (which 
is the topic of Chapter III of this dissertation). 
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create a suggestive and powerful image that can be passed on, narrated to, or 
consumed by a discerning group of consumers.317  

Similarly, Roman constructions of regional soils and agricultures emerge in the context of 

fluctuating socio-political environments. As is the case for France and other Western 

countries, the changing circumstances to which the Roman worldview responded came 

about because of and by means of their own imperialist and colonialist expansion. Since 

the expansion of imperial hegemony and territory had been ongoing (more or less) since 

the 7th century BCE, attitudes towards and conceptualizations of regional diversity — in 

identity and in soil — naturally changed over time, discernible to a degree in the growing 

spatial and geographic concerns of the agronomist authors.318 In the following section, I 

use three case studies to examine how the Roman agricultural and social imaginaries came 

to terms with the new realities brought on by imperial expansion. 

II.B: TERRITORIAL TERROIR: THREE CASE STUDIES 

As the empire’s geographical scope, population, and available natural resources 

grew, trade, migration, and other forms of contact connected central Italy to areas further 

afield. At the same time, the city of Rome continued to demand more resources from the 

Italian countryside, the provinces, and beyond in to support the growing urban population. 

We now label these two phenomena — increased connectivity among geographically 

separated regions and the concentration of populations in cities — as globalization and 

urbanization, respectively, two concepts which have gained traction in recent scholarship 

about the expansion of the Roman Empire.319 For instance, Dexter Hoyos has observed that 

                                                
317 Demossier 2011, 695. 
318 For analysis of some Roman attempts to reckon with changes to its collective identity brought on by the 
imperial project, see Ando 2015; Jefferson 2012 (on Cato’s Origines); Reay 2005 (on Cato’s de 
Agricultura). 
319 For the trend of using globalization as a lens to view Roman expansion and imperialism, see, e.g., 
Witcher 2000 and Pitts and Versluys 2014. Whitmarsh 2010 collects perspectives on the issue of 
globalization with reference to the Greek world in the Roman Empire. 
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the transformation of the Roman world through the expansion of empire yielded “the 

stronger articulation of boundaries between the different groups at that global level” and 

“a greater emphasis on difference as a direct reaction to and means of distinguishing groups 

and individuals from the increasing similarities.”320 This stance resonates with some 

modern articulations of terroir,321 which imply a close association between a regional 

identity and agricultural output — whether that association stems from geographical and 

climatological features, or from local traditions and cultural practices. Textual evidence 

from Roman authors attests to similar connections between identifiable regions and their 

agricultural outputs. In fact, in some cases, crop varieties and agricultural products 

(especially wines) are referred to by the name of the region with which they are most 

associated,322 and authors tend to attribute the development of these regional specialties to 

local agro-climatic features, including soil.323  

In what follows, I survey descriptions of the soils present in three different areas of 

central Italy (Pupinia, the Sabine Hills, and the ager Falernus). In these case studies, I 

show how connections between soil quality and agricultural output act as prisms through 

which to analyze the presentation of regional identities. However, it is important to 

remember that this evidence generally privileges Roman perspectives, as sources relate the 

history and identity of different regions to the development of the imperial project. In 

Pupinia, the connection between the region’s historical importance to the city of Rome and 
                                                
320 Hodos 2014, 242. 
321 See above, pp. 69-76. 
322 Morley 1996, 147 argues that the abundance of evidence for some regionally named products 
“suggest[s] that these varieties were familiar to their elite audiences; passing references in writers like 
Martial – to olives from Picenum, for example – imply that the products in question were well known at 
Rome.” Loane 1938, 11-43 provides references for such products. Vitruvius 8.3.12; Statius, Silvae 2.2; 
Silius Italicus, Punica 7.157-61; Pliny 14.8.62-63. Purcell 1985 discusses changing perceptions of wines 
and debunks the perceived crisis in Italian viticulture over the course of the 2nd century BCE – 2nd century 
CE; see also Pliny 23.20.33-23.21.36. 
323 For a discussion of why soil is a particularly relevant medium for larger conversations about place, see 
above, Chapter I, Section C. 
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the historicization and heritagization of its poor soil feed into narratives about Roman 

resistance to luxury and diligent work ethic. The example of the Sabine Hills illustrates 

how the territorial expansion of the Roman empire facilitated the absorption of associations 

between Italian peoples and Italian land into the Roman agricultural imaginary. In the third 

case, the relationship between the soil of the ager Falernus and the region’s famous wine 

colors perceptions of its history and impact on Rome. Even as the empire expanded and 

the idea of tota Italia as a geographic unit took shape, the construction of regional 

differences within the Roman agricultural imaginary attests to the continued relevance of 

the perception of Italic identities. From the perspectives of Rome as an imperialist power 

and of the incorporated territories, soil becomes a material manifestation of changing 

regional identities.  

II.B.1: Pupinia 

History has not preserved much about Pupinia, a small region near Rome,324 and 

there is uncertainty about its exact location.325 The agreement among extant sources about 

the poor quality of soil there and its association with two important Roman exemplars 

(Marcus Atililus Regulus and Quintus Fabius Maximus) are the region’s distinguishing 

features. In this section, I discuss how, due to its poor soil, Pupinia becomes known as a 

site of arduous agricultural labor and discipline, integral to Roman presentations of Roman 

history and identity. Grounding the Roman heritage of hardscrabble agriculture and work 
                                                
324 The region was named after the tribus Pupinia, one of the old rural tribes of Rome (which presumably 
inhabited the area).  
325 Interpreting information about Hannibal’s march on Rome given by Livy (26.9.12, 26.11.1) and a 
fragment from Festus (p. 264 L), summarized by Paulus (citation), Frank 1930 argues that the territory lay 
north of the Anio. However, Taylor 1960 locates the tribe south of the Anio, between the via Praenestina 
and the via Labicana (pp. 38-39, n. 13). Badian 1962, 202-203 places the tribe north of the Anio, where 
Taylor places the Camilia. Crawford 2002 links the ordering of tribes to roads leading into/out of Rome, 
and groups the Pupinia with the Menenia and Poblilia. However, see Granino Cecere and Ricci 2010, 157-
159 for new questions and possibilities about the exact location of this territory. Its precise location is not 
central to the present study. 
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ethic in its poor soil, Pupinia represents archetypal — even primeval — Roman farmland. 

In what follows, I first survey the written evidence for Pupinia’s soil — both observations 

about Pupinia itself and comparisons drawn with other regions. Then, considering stories 

about Atilius Regulus and Fabius Maximus and their experiences of Pupinian farming, I 

trace how perceptions of the soil of Pupinia contribute to a sense of terroir and natural 

heritage for the city of Rome itself. 

Pupinia was relatively useless from an agricultural standpoint. In the passage from 

Varro’s text cited at the start of this chapter,326 Scrofa points out that Pupinia’s soil is “thin” 

(tenuis), contrasting it with the “fat” or “rich” (pinguis) agricultural land of places like 

Etruria.327 He emphasizes the infertility of Pupinia by explaining that its soil cannot support 

trees of much stature (arbores prolixae), fruitful vines (vites feraces), or even any thick 

straw (stramenta…crassa). Perhaps Scrofa mentions these three plants in particular since 

they are the most basic manifestations of the crops of the Mediterranean triad (olive trees, 

grape vines, and wheat stalks).328 While there were plenty of other uses for land not suited 

to growing these crops,329 Scrofa adds that Pupinia cannot even grow Mariscan figs (a 

species that can thrive in poor growing conditions)330 and rounds out his depiction of 

Pupinian soil by noting that “most of the trees are covered with moss, as are the parched 

                                                
326 Varro, Rust. 1.9.5-6, on which, see above, pp. 66-67. 
327 The use of contra to start the sentence about Etruria makes the direct nature of the contrast explicit.  
328 On the crops of the Mediterranean triad and their cultural importance, see above, pp. 20-29. 
329 On the most valuable uses for land (and/or the best farmland to seek out), see Cato, Agr. 1.7 and Varro, 
Rust. 1.7, who provide ranked lists of various crops and uses for fields. 
330 Horden and Purcell 2000 explain (p. 210), the fig “represents a way of making use of the margins, for it 
characteristically grows in unpromisingly arid corners of the cultivated ground.” Cato recommends planting 
Mariscan figs in “a chalky and open spot” (Agr. 8.1: in loco cretoso et aperto). Other relevant references to 
Mariscan figs come from Sen. Suas. 2.17 (the variety of fig favored by a certain Seneca, named “Grandio,” 
who only liked large things); Juv. 2.11-13 (where the Mariscan fig is used as a euphemism for the 
hemorrhoids of hypocritically moralizing pathics); also used euphemistically by Martial (7.25.7, 11.18.15, 
12.96.9-10). 
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meadows.”331 These criticisms speak to each of the three forms of rural production that 

Varro’s Res Rusticae addresses: Pupinia is not suitable for growing crops, cannot support 

a productive orchard, and cannot sustain livestock on its meadows. As far as Varro is 

concerned, this piece of land is useless in every quantifiable way. Nevertheless, by bringing 

Pupinia into a discussion of farmland and soil quality, Varro (through Scrofa) approaches 

it within the context of Roman agriculture. Even if introduced only as an example of an 

unproductive landscape, Pupinia still marks a point on the spectrum of productive 

agricultural places. 

There are other instances in which Pupinia’s soil is compared with the soil of other 

regions. These comparisons reinforce the close association between Pupinia and the city of 

Rome and also introduce a connection between the quality of a region’s soil and farmland 

and the moral character of the people who inhabit and farm it. In a speech opposing the 

agrarian legislation proposed by Publius Servilius Rullus, Marcus Tullius Cicero raises 

concerns about the possibility of Roman colonists being settled in the fruitful and expansive 

farmland around Capua. He worries that those colonists would come to scorn Rome’s hills 

and valleys in favor of the land around Capua. “They will not think,” he cautions, “that the 

Vatican plain and Pupinia should be compared with their best and most fruitful fields,”332 

pairing Pupinia with another area of poor agricultural potential in Rome (the Vatican 

plain).333 Cicero does not explicitly characterize the soil quality of either tract of land but 

hints at it by setting them against the “best and most fruitful fields” of Campania. Relying 

                                                
331 Varro, Rust. 1.9.5: arbores plerasque ac prata retorrida muscosa. 
332 Cic. Leg. Agr. 2.35.96: agros vero Vaticanum et Pupiniam cum suis optimis atque uberrimis campis 
conferendos scilicet non putabant. See Mitchell 1979, 184-205 about Rullus’ proposal and Cicero’s 
opposition to it. 
333 Like Pupinia, the Vatican plain was notorious for its terrible quality. Martial decries Vatican wine, 
comparing it unfavorably with Falernian wine (1.18.1-2), likening it to vinegar (10.45.5-6, 12.48.13-14) 
and even poison (6.92). 
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on a well-established ancient trope of environmental determinism,334 Cicero alludes to an 

inverse relationship between the quality of a place’s soil and the moral character of its 

residents. He describes Campanians as “always proud because of the good quality of their 

fields and the size of their profits, because of the wholesomeness, the layout, the beauty of 

their city [Capua].”335 While Cicero does not explicitly evaluate the moral character of 

those who farm in places like Pupinia and the Vatican plain, the juxtaposition of this poor 

farmland with Campania and Capua suggests a similar inversion of morality.336 Cicero’s 

objective of opposing Rullus’ agrarian legislation in this speech incentivizes appeals to 

morality and emotion, but his position is consistent with those expressed about Pupinia and 

the Vatican plain elsewhere.  

 Literary sources relate anecdotes that connect both Pupinia and the Vatican Plain 

with heroes of the Roman Republic. This association in the Roman agricultural imaginary 

serves a similar function to the concern of the anthropogenic understanding of terroir with 

tradition and agricultural heritage, discussed earlier in the context of contemporary 

France.337 This Roman sense of terroir similarly connects the growing urban population 
                                                
334 Chapter 1 of Isaac 2004 covers the topic of environmental determinism in Greek and Roman thought. 
Famously, at Hdt. 9.122, the Persian Artembares tries to persuade the Persian ruler Cyrus to move to a 
more fertile country; in response, Cyrus proclaims that “soft men are born from soft lands” (ἐκ τῶν 
μαλακῶν χώρων μαλακοὺς ἄνδρας γίνεσθαι). 
335 Cic. Leg. Agr. 2.35.95: Campani semper superbi bonitate agrorum et fructuum magnitudine, Urbis 
salubritate, descriptione, pulchritudine. Cicero characterizes Capua as “arrogance’s dwelling-place” 
(domicilio superbiae, 2.35.97). See also Vasaly 1993, 227-243 for the rhetorical deployment of Capua and 
Campania, including the stereotypical tropes Cicero uses in this speech; much of this argument appears also 
in Vasaly 1988. Isaacs 2004, 88-89 asserts that Cicero’s overarching concern is not with a people’s “origin 
or seed” but “environment and lifestyle”; for Cicero, he claims,  “physical environment—climate and 
geography—is the decisive factor in the social differentiation of humanity, not an internal factor, such as 
heredity or a good or bad constitution.” For more on environmental determinism in Cicero, see Manuwald 
2018, 394, 2.95n. 
336 On the treatment of Capua and the ager Campanus after its defection in the Second Punic War, see Livy 
26.16.7-8, 26.34.2. For the fertility and subsequent haughtiness of both Capua and Campania, see Cicero 
Leg. Agr. 1.6.18-1.7.20. Cicero attributes awareness of the differences in land quality to the maiores, 
forefathers of the Roman state who, understanding the threat posed by a powerful Capua, took steps to limit 
the city’s political influence while maintaining the region’s agricultural productivity (Leg Agr. 2.88-91). 
337 See above, pp. 72-76. 
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and cultural center with perceptions of a more traditional way of life and sense of natural 

heritage. For instance, according to Pliny, the Vatican plain was the location of 

Cincinnatus’ four-iugera farm, from which the early Republican hero was called to save 

the city as a dictator.338 Although Pliny does not mention the quality of the soil in the 

Vatican region, he does detail that Cincinnatus was working at the plow himself, touching 

on the connection between physical labor and successful military leadership. In a similar 

vein, Columella relates Macus Atilius Regulus’ advice about buying farmland. According 

to Columella, Regulus, a military leader in the First Punic War, warned that “just as a farm 

with even the richest soil should not be acquired if it is unhealthy (i.e., not in an 

advantageous setting or prone to disease), neither should a farm with worn-out soil, even 

if it is very healthy, be acquired.”339 Here, Columella cites Regulus’ experience as the 

farmer of “a pestilential and meager field in Pupinia” as the source of his authority among 

farmers of his generation.340  

Even earlier, Valerius Maximus praises the moral fortitude of Republican figures 

like Regulus who work the infertile Pupinian farmland when, in a discussion of the virtue 

of poverty, he alludes to the infertility of Pupinian farmland and connects the experience 

of working poor land with the strength needed by those whom dire conditions forced into 

leadership roles: 
 
Those very rich men too who were summoned from the plow to become Consuls, 
did they use to turn over the sterile and blistering soil of Pupinia for pleasure? Did 

                                                
338 Plin. HN 18.4.20. With Varro (Div. frag. 20b), Gellius (NA 16.17) traces the naming of the area to a 
record of prophetic or divine utterances occurring there. It was often used as a second location (in addition 
to the Campus Martius) for drawing up troops (Cic. Att. 13.33a; Livy 10.26-27). Less illustriously, Tacitus 
(Hist. 2.93) refers to the “notorious places of the Vatican” (infamibus Vaticani locis) as the site of camps 
for Vitellius’ army. Unable to bear the heat in the city, the Gauls and Germans in the army drank from the 
nearby Tiber; many became sick and died. 
339 Col. Rust. 1.4.2: fundum sicuti ne fecundissimi quidem soli, cum sit insalubris, ita nec effeti, si vel 
saluberrimus sit, parandum. 
340 Col. Rust. 1.4.3: nam Pupiniae pestilentis simul et exilis agri. 
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they use to demolish enormous clods with excessive sweat, just for kicks? No, 
those whom dangers to the republic installed as generals – the humbleness of their 
households compelled them to be – why do I hesitate to render the proper name 
for the truth – plowmen?341  

Ironically calling these Roman forefathers “very rich” (praeditives) despite the poverty of 

their land, Valerius Maximus here emphasizes the hands-on nature of their labor. Later, 

(unknowingly?) describing the actions of a different Atilius Regulus,342 Valerius Maximus 

praises how his “hands, worn from rustic work, protected public safety and slew huge hosts 

of enemies.”343 Underlining the physical nature of Regulus’ agricultural labor, Valerius 

Maximus juxtaposes how his hands “which had just now steered oxen plowing under a 

yoke, held the reins of a triumphal chariot” and contrasts the triumphal ivory staff with the 

“rustic plow handle.”344  

Pupinia comes up again in association with the liberality practiced by Quintus 

Fabius Maximus Verrucosus Cunctator, made dictator early on in the Second Punic War. 

Both Livy and Plutarch relate a story about how, aware of tension between Fabius and the 

Roman army due to Fabius’ unpopular delaying tactics,345 Hannibal orders his soldiers to 

spare Fabius’ estate so as to engender suspicion and resentment among the Roman army. 

Yet, when Rome comes up shorthanded during prisoner exchanges with the Carthaginian 

army, Fabius instructs his son to sell this untouched land, and he uses the money from the 

                                                
341 Val. Max. 4.4.4: Illi etiam praedivites qui ab aratro arcessebantur ut consules fierent, voluptatis causa 
sterile atque aestuosissimum Pupiniae solum versabant, deliciarumque gratia vastissimas glebas plurimo 
cum sudore dissipabant? immo vero, quos pericula rei publicae imperatores adserebant, angustiae rei 
familiaris—quid cesso proprium nomen veritati reddere?—bubulcos fieri cogebant. Translation adapted 
from Bailey 2000. 
342 For the confusion of the two figures, see Broughton 1952, 208 n.1. 
343 Val. Max. 4.4.5: rustico opere attritae manus salutem publicam stabilierunt, ingentes hostium copias 
pessum dederunt. 
344 Val. Max. 4.4.5: modo arantium boum iugum rexerant, triumphalis currus habenas retinuerunt … 
agrestem stivam aratri… 
345 On this tension, see below, pp. 105-106. 
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sale to secure the freedom of the remaining captive Roman soldiers.346 Valerius Maximus 

emphasizes the relative magnitude of Fabius Maximus’ contribution towards the prisoners’ 

ransom in this story, since he sold his only farm to help raise funds. According to Valerius 

Maximus, “if reckoned mathematically, his contribution was small, seeing as it came from 

giving up seven iugera – and this was in Pupinia.”347 This version of the story is the only 

to specify its location as Pupinia.348 Regardless of the historicity of the estate’s location, 

its employment by Valerius Maximus to illustrate the selflessness and magnanimity of 

Fabius Maximus indicates an association between the perception of Pupinian land and the 

admirable qualities the author is highlighting, as he explains that “if [Fabius’ contribution 

to the soldiers’ ransom] is reckoned by the passion of the one paying, it was greater than 

any sum of money.”349  

Returning to Pupinia and the Atilius Regulus who farmed there, Valerius Maximus 

relates how, after the extension of his command in Africa, Regulus wrote to the consuls, 

asking for leave in order to take care of his seven-iugera farm in Pupinia, which the death 

of his overseer had left to be plundered.350 In response, explaining that “the exemplum of 

Atilius’ virtue…stood to be of so much worth to our treasury,” the senate instead contracted 

out the cultivation of his fields and replaced his stolen equipment, with the proceeds going 

to support Regulus’ wife and children.351 We hear from Appian that Regulus was later 

                                                
346 For this episode, see Livy 22.23.5-8 and Plut. Vit. Fab. 7.2-5. Plutarch relates a similar narrative, also 
featured in Thucydides’ history (2.13.1), about an estate belonging to Pericles (Vit. Per. 33.1-2), with 
whom he pairs Fabius. 
347 Val. Max. 4.8.1: si ad calculos revocetur, parvum, utpote septem iugeribus et hoc in Pupinia addictis 
redactum. 
348 In fact, Silius Italicus places this land in the rich and fertile ager Falernus (Pun. 7.260-269). 
349 Val. Max. 4.8.1: si animo p<uteretu>r erogantis, omni pecunia maius. 
350 Val. Max. 4.4.6. 
351 That is, the benefit of keeping Regulus in the field was worth the cost of replacing the stolen equipment. 
Val. Max. 4.4.6: tanti aerario nostro virtutis Atilianae exemplum, quo omnis aetas Romana gloriabitur, 
stetit. 
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captured in the First Punic War and secured his own release from Carthage for the purpose 

of returning to Rome to negotiate peace. However, Regulus only told the senate not to 

agree to terms and then knowingly returned to Carthage to be tortured to death.352 Regulus’ 

self-sacrifice and persistence in the face of defeat, qualities which Valerius Maximus traces 

back to his experience working the poor soil of Pupinia, were exemplary traits to a Roman 

audience.353 The way in which his virtue and his status as an authority on agriculture are 

tied to his ability to eke out a living on a marginal piece of land stands as evidence of the 

nostalgic, rhetorical valorization of farming in the Roman agricultural imaginary. Due to 

the proximity of Pupinia to Rome, the personal experience of working poor farmland 

shared by these exemplary heroes becomes the heritage of the city of Rome. The qualities 

they gained from their experiences (perseverance, discipline, and self-sacrifice) become 

the common heritage of the city of Rome. The stories and passages that connect the 

countryside around Rome — specifically, Pupinia and the Vatican plain, which was later 

incorporated into the city’s urban fabric — with such looming figures in Roman history 

historicize this land as a part of the city’s natural heritage.354 Pupinia’s hardscrabble 

farmland becomes the rural manifestation of Rome’s agricultural heritage.  

                                                
352 App. Pun. 1.3-4. 
353 For a detailed description of Regulus’ exemplarity and the history of its transmission in both ancient 
and later sources, see Mix 1970. 
354 Beyond descriptions of soil quality, the region is often mentioned in connection with hostile attacks on 
the city by fearsome enemies. For example, Livy relays that the consul Publius Decius Mus camped his 
army there to stave off an attack on the city by rebellious Umbrians and Eturscans during the Second 
Samnite War (9.41.11). Later in Livy’s work, Pupinia becomes the site of another camp – that of Hannibal. 
In an attempt to lure Roman troops away from the siege of Capua (26.7.7-9, 26.8.3-5), Hannibal marched 
on Rome, his approach heralded by the wailings of mothers and children (26.9.7-9). As he neared the city, 
Hannibal camped his army in Pupinia, eight miles away and the last named place in Hannibal’s march on 
Rome in Livy’s account (26.9.12). Leaving Hannibal and his army in Pupinia, Livy then shifts his focus 
towards the arrival of Fulvius Flaccus at Rome and the preparation of the city’s defenses (26.10.1-2).     
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II.B.2: Sabinum 

In this section, I turn to the soil of Sabinum, the people who cultivate it, and the 

relationship between the two. As the empire expanded throughout the Italian peninsula and 

beyond, Sabinum (to the northeast of Rome) became emblematic of Rome’s central Italian 

core. Lacking a consensus about the qualities that define it, Sabine soil remains rhetorically 

flexible in the agricultural imaginary. Nevertheless, a connection between Sabine soil and 

the Italian roots of the Roman empire emerges as a theme in a number of sources. Whereas 

Pupinian soil represents the natural heritage of the city itself and those who farm it are 

always unambiguously Roman, Sabinum — as one of the first regions into which Rome 

extended its power — is somewhat more removed, and the people who work the soil there 

have a distinct identity (or at least it is perceived as such by Roman sources). Therefore, 

before looking at the role of Sabine soil in the Roman agricultural imaginary, I first 

consider the people who dwell in the Sabine Hills, the history of their interactions with 

Rome, and the attributes traditionally associated with them: piety, severity, austerity, and 

industry. Then, I examine how characterizations of Sabine soil link these attributes of the 

Sabine people with the qualities of Sabine soil. I focus exclusively on characterizations of 

farmland and agricultural practices with the label “Sabine” clearly attached to them as an 

adjective or given in a gloss. Restricting my focus in this way allows me to outline a 

conceptualization of agriculture that is unambiguously Sabine (as opposed to 

differentiating between agriculture that is, for instance, Reatine versus that of Amiternum 

or Cures). I conclude that the incorporation of Sabine soil into the territorial fabric of the 

Roman empire — both physically and conceptually — facilitates the appropriation of the 

qualities of the Sabine people into a larger Roman identity. Furthermore, identified with 

the early history of Roman expansion in the Italian peninsula, traditional markers of 
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Sabinity (in both Sabine soil and Sabine people) plant the foundations of Roman 

imperialism in an explicitly Italian agricultural context.  

II.B.2.a: Sabine People 

The history of the Sabine people, the qualities associated with the Sabines, and their 

complex relationship with Rome must undergird the analysis of the place and function of 

Sabine soil in the Roman agricultural imaginary. The history of Roman-Sabine relations 

— featuring both conflict and cooperation between the two groups — begins in the 

legendary period of Rome’s foundation and is intertwined with the growth of the city. 

Distinguishing historical reality from tradition can be difficult, but for the purposes of the 

present argument, Roman perceptions of history and of Sabinity carry more consequences. 

The traditional account of early interactions between Rome and the Sabines is, from the 

teleological perspective of extant Roman writers, ultimately one of reconciliation and 

collaboration. Famously, the residents of Romulus’ asylum are said to have populated their 

city with women by seizing young Sabine women whom they had invited to Rome, together 

with their families, under the pretense of celebrating the consualia, a festival in honor of 

Equestrian Neptune.355 The literary tradition records two responses to this violent seizure. 

First, rather peacefully, the families of the kidnapped women move to the city and further 

blend the ethnic makeup of the city’s population.356 Subsequently, the remaining Sabines 

and other tribes take military action against the city, capturing the Capitoline. Furthermore, 

after the captured women intervene to stop the battle between their abductors and their 

families, the Romans and the Sabines agree to unify as one nation, governed by two leaders: 

                                                
355 Livy 1.9-10. As ever, Ogilvie 1965 provides extensive historical context and useful comparanda for 
what he calls the “Sabine Synoecism” of Livy 1.9-13.  
356 Livy 1.10. 
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Romulus, the founder of the city, and Tatius, king of the Sabines.357 Whether retrojected 

or reflective of an early historical connection between the Romans and Sabines, variations 

of the story about the Sabine women form a well-established cornerstone of accepted 

Roman lore.358 Furthering the connection between the Sabines and early Roman history is 

that the legendary second king of Rome, Numa Pompilius, was a Sabine, from the town of 

Cures.359 However, after Numa’s death, Roman-Sabine relations broke down into a period 

of frequent conflicts that carried over to the early and middle Republican periods.360 The 

Sabines took a less prominent role in the next few centuries of Roman history until 290 

BCE, when Manius Curius Dentatus finally subjugated the Sabines. In 268 BCE, Rome 

granted suffragium to Sabinum.  

As the first non-Latin ethnic group to be incorporated as equals into the Roman 

state, the Sabines had an outsized impact on the development of the city and the early 

empire, as well as on what we might call a Roman national character.361 Stories about early 

Sabines emphasize certain qualities — including piety, severity, austerity, and industry — 

that form the foundation of Roman constructions of Sabinity.362 When later Roman authors 
                                                
357 Livy 1.13. 
358 For example, Verg. A. 626-652. Cic. Rep. 2.12 and Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2.30.1 also relate this story. 
Miles 1992 studies the development of the Sabine women story in the context of the history of Roman 
marriage. 
359 Livy 1.17-18 
360 Livy 1.30, 1.36; 2.16 (the integration of Appius Claudius as a Roman citizen and establishment of the 
vetus tribus Claudia), 2.18, 2.26-31, 2.48 (where the Sabines, with the Etruscans, are called the 
“perpetually hostile” (semper infestos), 2.53, 2.62-63; 3.15-17, 3.26, 3.29-30, 3.38-43, 3.51, 3.57, 3.61-63). 
At Livy 4.3-4, Romulus sharing power with Tatius and Numa Pompilius’ Sabine origin are weaponized in a 
speech by G. Canuleius, a plebeian leader during the First Secession of the Plebs.  
361 This close association is best exemplified by Lucilius (Sat. Frag. 2.88 (= Cic. Fin. 1.3.8)) teasingly 
construing being Hellenized as the opposite of being Romanum atque Sabinum (“Roman and Sabine”). 
Farney 2007 shows how Sabine family origins held a privileged position in Republican Rome, including 
with regard to political power (Chapter 3: Romanus Atque Sabinus). In particular, he discusses this 
phenomenon with reference to prominent Roman families, including the Claudii, Valerii, Aemlii, Marcii 
(and the Marcii Reges), and Pomponii (pp. 78-104, 112-124). 
362 Admittedly, I take a Roman-centric approach to Sabine identity, since my larger project is concerned 
with the development of an explicitly Roman agricultural imaginary, which adapts, appropriates, and 
borrows from the traditions of those whom Rome has one way or another incorporated into the empire. For 
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retroject these qualities into the stories they relate about the early Sabines and the Roman 

past, they imbue Sabine values with an air of venerability and the Sabine people themselves 

with a certain old-fashioned nature that is essential to traditional Roman imperial 

identity.363 Sabine piety finds its clearest articulation in stories about the legendary period 

of Roman-Sabine relations. The Sabine second king of Rome, Numa Pompilius, was 

traditionally considered the founder of many Roman religious practices.364 Livy explains 

that Numa had “a famous sense of justice and religious scrupulousness … a man most 

knowledgeable in every question of divine and human law.”365 While a rumor attributed 

Numa’s piety and virtue to his having been a student of Pythagoras, Livy challenges this 

story, citing problems in its chronology.366 Instead, Livy explicitly links Numa’s piety to 

his Sabinity, observing that “his mind, tempered by his very own inborn character and 

virtues, was instructed not so much in foreign skills as in the severe and harsh training of 

the ancient Sabines, than whom there has never been a less corrupted race.”367 Contrasting 

“the severe and harsh training of the ancient Sabines” (disciplina tetrica ac tristi veterum 

Sabinorum) with the possibility of instruction “in foreign skills” (peregrinis artibus), Livy 
                                                
Sabine integration into the Roman state and culture as exemplars of morality and virtue, see Dench 1995, 
85-94, 140-141; Dench 2005, 62-65, 117-124, 162-173; Farney 2007, 97-111.  
363 For example, in Epist. 2.1, explaining the contemporary preference for old things, Horace cites the 
Twelve Tables (ll. 23-24) and treaties with Gabii and the “hardy Sabines” (rigidis Sabinis, l. 25). Strabo 
explicitly describes the Sabines and their positive qualities and customs as old-fashioned, writing that 
“someone might take their old-fashionedness as a sign of their virility and other excellence by which they 
have held out up to the present time” (5.3.1: τὴν δ᾿ ἀρχαιότητα τεκμήριον ἄν τις ποιήσαιτο ἀνδρείας καὶ τῆς 
ἄλλης ἀρετῆς ἀφ᾿ἧς ἀντέσχον μέχρι πρὸς τὸν παρόντα χρόνον). 
364 Ovid calls him “a gentle king — the Sabine land never bore a man with a spirit more reverential of the 
divine” (Fast. 6.259-269: regis…placidi, quo non metuentius ullum / numinis ingenium terra Sabina tulit). 
For Numa’s foundational role in Roman religion, see Livy 1.18-21 and Plut, Vit. Num., passim. 
365 Livy 1.18.1: inclita iustitia religioque…consultissimus vir…omnis divini atque humani iuris. 
366 Livy 1.18.2-3. Cicero also brings up and refutes this rumor for the same reason (Rep. 2.15.28-29). For 
more on Numa’s relationship with Pythagoras, see Cic. De or. 2.154; Tusc. 4.3; Diod. Sic. 8.14; DH 2.59.1-
7; Plut. Vit. Num. 1.2-3, 8.4-10; Ov. Met. 15.1.11, 60-68; Fast. 3.151-154. 
367 Livy 1.18.4: Suopte igitur ingenio temperatum animum virtutibus fuisse…instructumque non tam 
peregrinis artibus quam disciplina tetrica ac tristi veterum Sabinorum, quo genere nullum quondam 
incorruptius fuit. The disciplina of the Sabines is “severe” (tetrica), which is also the name assigned to a 
mountain in the region, mentioned by Vergil (A. 7.713); see below, pp. 98-100.. 
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— on behalf of the Roman historical tradition — holds piety and religiosity to be innate to 

the Sabine people and, specifically, as innate to Numa, who established much of Roman 

religious practice. Numa is not the only Sabine known for his piety. Tatius (who shared 

power with Romulus before Numa became king) appears in Book 8 of Vergil’s Aeneid, 

depicted on the new shield that Vulcan crafts for Aeneas. Initially in conflict with Romulus 

and the Romans over “the wrongfully stolen Sabine women,”368 the aged Tatius and the 

Sabines later establish peace with Rome, cementing the treaty with a shared sacrifice to 

Jupiter.369 Furthermore, in his De Lingua Latina, Varro (himself of Sabine origin)370 

attributes to Tatius altars to Ops, Flora, Vediovis, Saturn, Luna, Vulcan, Summanus, 

Larunda, Terminus, Quirinus, Vertumnus, the Lares, Diana, and Lucina.371 Varro asserts 

that some of these divinities (or at least their names) are Sabine (or a mix of Latin and 

Sabine) in origin.372 Varro associates other divinities with the Sabines in general: Sancus 

(known in various cultures and manifestations as Dius Fidius, Dispater, Orcus, and 

Hercules),373 Sol,374 Feronia, Minerva, the Novensides, Pales, Vesta, Salus, Fortuna, Fons, 
                                                
368 Verg. A. 8.635: raptas sine more Sabinas. 
369 Verg. A. 8.640-641. 
370 Cardauns 2001, 9-13 provides a concise overview of evidence for Varro’s life and work; pp. 30-39 
cover de Lingua Latina. 
371 Varro, Ling. 5.9.74. Tatius appears in some of Varro’s other etymologies for notable parts of Roman 
topography. Varro gives as a possible explanation for the name Lauretum on the Aventine Hill that Tatius, 
killed by the Laurentines, was buried there (or, more plausibly, that there had been a laurel tree there which 
had been cut down, Ling. 5.152). Varro gives two origins for the name of the Quirinal Hill: that it housed a 
sanctuary of Quirinus or that it was the location of a camp of the Quirites, who, according to Varro, came 
with Tatius from Cures to Rome (Ling. 5.51). Citing Ennius, he also connects to Tatius the names of one of 
the early Roman tribes, the Titienses (Ling. 5.9.55; also referenced by Prop. 4.1a.29-32). 
372 Fantham 2009 addresses the appearance and treatment of some of these gods — for the most part 
associated with rustic Italian traditions — in Latin poetry. On the interaction between the Roman idyllic 
ideal and religious observations, see Feeney 1998, 133-136; Chapter 2 of the same book (pp. 47-75) 
focuses on the difficulty in distinguishing Roman, Italian, and Greek myth and religious tradition. North 
1995 establishes the difficulty in determining the urban/rural divide in Roman religious practice. 
373 Varro, Ling. 5.9.66. Further, Ovid relates that “the ancient Sabines” (veteres…Sabini) built a temple to 
Semo Sancus Dius Fidius on the Quirinal (Fast. 6.213-218). However, Dionysius of Halicarnassus attributes 
the construction of this temple to Tarquinius Superbus but its consecration to Spurius Postumus Albus 
Regillensis (Ant. Rom. 9.60.8). 
374 Varro, Ling. 5.9.68. 
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and Fides.375 Varro has been accused of privileging Sabine etymologies in his linguistic 

work, due to his Sabine heritage.376 However, these etymologies must have recognizably 

Sabine enough to be deployed chauvinistically, and that matters more to our understanding 

of the perceptions of Sabinity at Rome than the empirical veracity of his claims.  

In addition to piety, the qualities persistently associated with the Sabine people are 

austerity, severity, and industry. The overall impression that the historical and literary 

record gives is one of a hard-working, frugal people with a harsh sense justice, related to 

their piety and religious tendencies. For example, Propertius contrasts the infidelity and 

promiscuity common in his contemporary Rome with the uprightness of “ancient Tatius 

and the hardened Sabines,” whom he frames as foils to Catullus’ Lesbia and now his 

Cynthia.377 Propertius provides an even starker depiction of the Sabine moral code in his 

version of the story of the Vestal Virgin Tarpeia. According to his telling, Tarpeia’s lust 

after Tatius (the same Tatius who later reaches a power-sharing agreement with Romulus) 

causes her to betray the city to the Sabine army. Offering the city as her dowry and herself 

as recompense for the raped Sabine women,378 she hopes to marry Tatius. However, 

although he accepts Tarpeia’s help in entering the city, Tatius, far from accepting her 

advances, punishes her instead, “for the enemy did not give honor to a crime.”379  Telling 

her to “mount my royal marriage bed,” he has her buried under his soldiers’ shields.380 

                                                
375 Varro, Ling. 5.9.74. 
376 On Varro’s etymologies and accusations of privileging Sabinity, see Collart 1952, Collart 1954, 229-
243 and Coleman 2008, 84-95. Coleman 2008, 78-84 addresses Varro’s etymologies for theonyms, 
including those mentioned in this passage. Negri 1995 examines the issue of glossed Italian dialects 
(particularly Sabine and Oscan) in Latin literature generally, although he pays particular attention to Varro 
and the Sabine association with the establishment of religious activity at Rome. 
377 2.31/32.47-48: Tatium veterem durosque Sabinos. C.f. Ennius’ famous alliterative line on Tatius’ 
tyranny (Ann. 104 Skutsch). 
378 Prop. 4.4.55-62. 
379 Prop. 4.4.89: neque enim sceleri dedit hostis honorem. 
380 Prop. 4.4.90: regni scande cubile mei! 
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Here, Tarpeia’s lust and willingness to betray her city stands in contrast with Tatius’ severe 

notion of justice. Yet this is not the only version of events given by Roman sources. 

According to Fabius Pictor and Cincius Alimentus (as related by Dionysius of 

Halicarnassus), greed and desire for the gold jewelry the Sabine warriors wore — not lust 

— overcomes Tarpeia.381 Dionysius explains that “at that time, the gold-wearing Sabines 

lived no less luxuriously than the Tyrhhenians.”382 In this account, coveting the bracelets 

which the Sabines wore on their left arms, Tarpeia demands in compensation “the Sabines’ 

ornaments, which they wore around their left arms.”383 However, Dionysius includes 

another version of the story in his text, this one related by the historian Lucius Calpurnius 

Piso Frugi, a man of Sabine descent.384 In Piso’s version of events, Tarpeia actually 

behaves patriotically by trying to deceive the Sabines into handing over their armor.385 

Livy includes as potential motives Sabine bribery and Tarpeia’s greed, as well as her failed 

attempt to dupe the Sabines and save her city.386 Aside from the record of this incident in 

Livy’s history, Roman sources after Fabius Pictor and Cincius Alimentus portray the 

Sabines as hard-working, rustic people who have a simple way of life.387  

                                                
381 ap. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2.38.3 = FRH 1F10 and FRH 2F5. 
382 Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2.38.3: χρυσοφόροι γὰρ ἦσαν οἱ Σαβῖνοι τότε καὶ Τυρρηνῶν οὐχ ἧττον ἁβροδίαιτο. 
383 Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2.38.4: τὰ φορήματα τῶν Σαβίνων, ἃ περὶ τοῖς εὐωνύμοις εἶχον ἅπαντες βραχίοσιν. 
384 On this story (and Piso’s Sabinity), see Farney 2007, 111, 114-115, who relates that the Calpurnii 
Pisones claimed descent from Numa 
385 Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2.38.4. 
386 Livy 1.11. 
387 Musti 1985 suggests the existence of historically and/or geographically distinct types of Sabines; see, 
contra, Firmani 1985, 99 n. 1 and Letta 1985. Emma Dench 1996, 249-251 explains that the depiction of 
Sabines changed over time: as the expansion of the empire outward resulted in “changing needs at Rome” 
(p. 251), the growing city became viewed as a site of corruption, and the Italian countryside, often 
exemplified by Sabinum, became an alternative locus of traditional values. Dench argues that this shifting 
moral and cultural landscape rendered the Sabines “no longer a threat…treated within Roman ideology as a 
sub-group of Rome within which moral excellence could conveniently be located” (Dench 1998, 139). For 
more on this development, see also Dench 1995, 85-94, 103-107; Dench 1998, 132-133, 139-142; and 
Purcell 1990, 17. 
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The literary tradition explicitly links the Sabine people and the characteristics 

attributed to them with a way of life centered on agricultural labor. Vergil alludes to this 

connection at the end of Georgics 2. Wrapping up this book with an encomium of an idyllic 

country life, far from the violence and chaos of war, the poet describes a farmer working 

his field with a “bent plow”388 and proclaims: 
 
once the ancient Sabines led this lifestyle, once Remus and his brother; in this 
way, Etruria grew strong, and assuredly, Rome was made the most beautiful of all 
things and surrounded her seven hills with one wall. 
 
Hanc olim veteres vitam coluere Sabini, 
hanc Remus et frater, sic fortis Etruria crevit  
scilicet et rerum facta est pulcherrima Roma, 
septemque una sibi muro circumdedit arces.389  

Beginning with the demonstrative hanc…vitam,390 this sentence refers to the rustic way of 

life described in the preceding lines: a farmer (agricola) working his fields, providing for 

his family, and observing religious rites.391 The passage does not mention slaves or hired 

laborers; instead, it emphasizes the hands-on work of the agricola, as he performs the 

various tasks of each season with “no rest” (nec requies).392 The Sabines are the first people 

the poet connects to this way of life before mentioning Romulus and Remus, the founders 

of the city, and Etruria, another region with important ties to early Rome. Holding up a 

rustic ideal that entails endless manual labor and then linking it to the Sabine people, Vergil 

draws on a tradition (which I will discuss in the following section) that emphasizes the 

connection between the Sabine people and the soil.  

                                                
388 Verg. G. 2.513: agricola incurvo…aratro. 
389 Verg. G. 2.532-535: 
390 The hanc and sic in the next line also refer back to this antecedent. 
391 Verg. G. 2.528-531. 
392 2.516-522. 
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Columella paints a similar picture of the Sabine people. At the beginning of his 

treatise, he sketches an image of the traditional Roman way of life, in which statesmen 

were also landowners and farmers.393 According to Columella, the leaders of previous 

generations would spend most of their time in the country on their farms, only coming to 

the city every ninth day.394 He laments the change, as “the ancient custom and manly way 

of life do not match up with our luxury and pleasures,”395 echoing Varro’s complaints in 

the century before.396 Like Vergil, Columella associates this lifestyle with the Sabines and 

early Romans, whose productivity and persistence he praises: 
 
While this way of life was observed, those old Sabine Quirites and our Roman 
ancestors — by means of their most persistent effort at tending the fields, 
although their crops were ravaged by the attacks of enemies during war — put 
away more crops than we, who might have furthered agricultural cultivation, by 
allowing a long-lasting peace.397    

Later in the treatise, Columella again commends “that ancient way of life of the Sabine and 

Roman matriarchs,”398 contrasting it once more with the encroachment of luxury and 

                                                
393 He calls them “Romulus’ true offspring,” vera illa Romuli proles (Rust. 1.praef.17). 
394 Col. Rust. 1.praef.18. 
395 Col. Rust. 1.praef.14: luxuriae et deliciis nostris pristinum morem virilemque vitam displicuisse. 
396 Col. Rust. 1.praef.15, referring to Varro, Rust. 2.praef.3. This line of thought finds articulation 
throughout Roman literature, especially of the early Principate; see Dominik 1993 (on the characterization 
of Silver Latin), Murphy 2005 (who connects the historiography of perceived decline at Rome with the 
writings of Augustine and contemporary American evangelical rhetoric, and Williams 1978 (who provides 
a more subjective analysis in the decline of literary style at Rome). For the rhetoric of Roman moral decline 
(due to the influx of wealth and luxury) and its connection to the political transformations of the Late 
Republic, see Levick 1982 and Lintott 1972. Nelsestuen 2017 shows how Varro connects the rhetoric of the 
decline of morality at Rome with developments in agricultural technology and production. Rawson 1985, 
319-320 cautions that “one should not put too much stress on the well-known complaints of intellectual and 
artistic decline which begin in the later first century A.D. They are to a large extent only an admittedly new 
form of the permanent Roman preoccupation with moral (and so political) decline due to increasing 
luxury.” 
397 1.praef.19: Isque mos dum servatus est, perseverantissimo colendorum agrorum studio veteres illi 
Sabini Quirites atavique Romani, quamquam inter ferrum et ignes hosticisque incursionibus vastats fruges 
largius tamen condidere quam nos, quibus diuturna permittente pace prolatare licuit rem rusticam. 
398 12.praef.10: vetus ille matrumfamiliarum mos Sabinarum atque Romanarum.  
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laziness into contemporary Rome.399 In these passages, Columella associates the Sabines 

with early Romans and communicates both the importance of this relationship and the 

strong association between the Sabines and the traditional valuation of agricultural labor; 

he portrays them as model citizen-farmers whom contemporary Romans should emulate. 

Along the same lines, in his Pro Ligario, Cicero uses the affinity between Sabines, 

Romans, and traditional values as part of his appeal to Caesar to pardon Quintus Ligarius. 

Introducing character witnesses for the defendant, Cicero asserts that he is bringing forward 

“the bravest Sabine men, men very much approved by you — the entire Sabine land, the 

flower of Italy, and the strength of the republic. You know that these men are the best.”400 

As in his speech against Rullus’ agrarian law discussed earlier, here, too, Cicero is using 

rhetorical tropes about a region of Italy and its inhabitants for very specific purposes within 

his larger argument. Invoking Caesar’s positive perception of the Sabines due to earlier 

interactions, Cicero seeks to bolster his client’s reputation by virtue of his Sabinity. 

Irrespective of the rest of the court case, it remains that Cicero saw Ligarius’ Sabine 

heritage as a rhetorical advantage and that he thought referring to Sabinum and its residents 

as “the flower of Italy and the strength of the Republic” would be a viable strategy; the 

association between Sabinity and moral correctness was known and accepted broadly 

enough to potentially make a difference in Ligarius’ case.  

While in Cicero’s Pro Ligario the Sabines represent an explicitly Italian 

contribution to the Roman project, elsewhere they can represent an Italian identity that 

                                                
399  The vilica now performs the duties of a materfamilias in the same way that the vilicus does the work of 
the paterfamilias (12.praef.9-10). Horace also mentions the virtue of a Sabine wife. In Epode 2, praising the 
joys of simple country living, the narrator wishes for a “chaste wife” (pudica mulier) to look after the house 
and children, like a Sabine woman or the “sunburned wife of an agile Apulian,” perusta solibus pernicis 
uxor Apuli (Epod. 2.39-48). This wife’s duties would include tending the hearth, milking cows, and serving 
dinner. 
400 Cic. Lig. 32: fortissimos viros Sabinos, tibi probatissimos, totumque agrum Sabinum, florem Italiae ac 
robur rei publicae…nosti optimos homines. 
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clashes and competes with Rome. In Book 7 of the Aeneid, Vergil catalogs the allies of 

Turnus and the Rutulians who come to fight Aeneas; the Sabines are one such ally:401 
 
Look! Clausus leading the great battle line, from the ancient bloodline of the 
Sabines, and as good as a battle line himself! The Claudian tribe and clan now 
spreads from him throughout Latium, since Rome was given in part to the 
Sabines.402  

The presence of Clausus, the tenuously attested Sabine inaugurator of the Roman gens 

Claudia, represents the reconciliation of separate legendary stories and timelines in the 

Aeneid, and Vergil explicitly recognizes the integral role of the Sabine people in early 

Roman history.403 Vergil continues to catalog the Sabine troops led by Clausus, taking his 

audience on a tour of Sabine geography that corresponds with what Horsfall calls “the 

sober facts” of the historical scope of Sabine territory, as given by Strabo and Pliny:404  
 

Together — a huge Amiternian cohort and the ancient Quirites, the entire armed 
force of Eretum and of olive-bearing Mutusca; those who live in the city 
Nomentum, who inhabit the Rosean countryside of Velinus, who dwell in the rough 
cliffs and the severe mountain of Tetrica, and live in Casperia and Foruli and near 
the river Himella, those who drink from the Tiber and the Fabaris, whom frigid 
Nursia sent, the Ortine contingents and the Latin peoples, between whom the Allia 
(ill-omened name) flows, separating them —as many as billows roll along on the 
surface of the Libyan sea, when fierce Orion is settled in the wintry waves, or when 
the crowded ears of grain are toasted by the rising sun, whether in the plain of 
Hermus or in the golden fields of Lycia. Their shields and the earth, frightened by 
the stamping of their feet, sound.405  

                                                
401 On this passage, see Horsfall 2000, 464-473 for a thorough discussion of this passage, which draws on 
Cato’s Origines and Varro’s De Gente Populi Romani. Horsfall notes (p. 464, on l. 707) that “Clausus’ 
entry is trumpeted in the grandest manner.”  
402 Verg. A. 7.706-714: Ecce Sabinorum prisco de sanguine magnum / agmen agens Clausus magnique 
ipse agminis instar, / Claudia nunc a quo diffunditur et tribus et gens / per Latium, postquam in partem 
data Roma Sabinis. The adjective used to describe the antiquity of the Sabine bloodline (priscus) “indicated 
a particularly admired or venerated antiquity” (Horsfall 2000, 463).  
403 For the arrival of Clausus at Rome, see Livy 2.16.5, who dates the gens Claudia to 504 BCE; Dion. Hal. 
Ant. Rom. 5.40 suggests 495 BCE. Horsfall 2000, 465 (on l. 710) considers the arrival of the Sabines as “an 
echo, of sorts, of the Trojans’ own arrival in Latium!”  
404 Strab. 5.3.1; Plin. HN 3.12.108-109.  
405 Verg. A. 7.710-722: una ingens Amiterna cohors priscique Quirites, / Ereti manus omnis oliviferaeque 
Mutuscae; / qui Nomentum urbem, qui Rosea rura Velini, / qui Tetricae horrentis rupes montemque 
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By naming the cities and topographical markers of Sabine territory in the catalog of the 

Italians allied with Turnus and the Rutulians,406 Vergil acknowledges the deep connections 

both between the Sabines and the landscape of central Italy and between the Sabines and 

the founding of Rome. Indeed, some traditions connect the Sabines so closely with their 

Italian homeland that they claim that Sabine autochthony. For instance, Strabo explains 

that “the Sabines are a very ancient race, and they are autochthonous.”407 The nexus of 

Sabine morality, agricultural labor, and Italianness is explicitly tied up in the relationship 

of the Sabine people to Sabine soil, the subject of the next section.  

II.B.2.b: Sabine Soil 

The rhetorical connection between hands-on agricultural labor and Roman ideas of 

Sabinity both hinge on farmland (specifically soil), but the actual nature of the soil in 

Sabine land matters less for the present argument than how it is imagined. Sometimes, 

writers characterize Sabine soil as rich and fertile (and therefore as an important resource 

and part of Roman territory). For example, in condemning the agrarian reforms of Rullus, 

Cicero includes the ager Sabinus in a list of “mainly attractive and fertile areas that he 

claims will be affected.”408 Using the possibility of the ager Sabinus’ division and 
                                                
Severum / Casperiam colunt Forulosque et flumen Himellae, / qui Tiberim Fabarimque bibunt, quos frigida 
misit / Nursia, et Ortinae classes populique Latini, / quosque secans infaustum interluit Allia nomen: / 
quam multi Libyco voluuntur marmore fluctus / saevus ubi Orion hibernis conditur urbis, / vel cum sole 
novo densae torrentur aristae / aut Hermi campo aut Lyciae flaventibus arvis. / scuta sonant pulsuque 
pedum conterrita tellus. 
406 Hardie 1998, 65 observes that Vergil’s catalog of Turnus’ allies “gives antiquarian and legendary depth 
to a gazetteer of Italy, catering for a pride in the primitive traditions in old Italy at the same time as 
fostering a sense that the past is a foreign country.” 
407 Strab. 5.3.1: ἔστι δὲ καὶ παλαιότατον γένος οἱ Σαβῖνοι καὶ οἱ αὐτόχθονες. 
408 Manuwald 2018, 330 ad loc. Cicero uses various parts of the Italian peninsula to further his rhetorical 
and political agenda in this speech; for more on this, see above, pp. 81-82. Jonkers 1963 is particularly 
incredulous about what he considers to be Cicero’s manipulative interpretation of Rullus’ bill (pp. 104-105 
nn. 2.25.66, 2.25.67, pp. 111-112 n. 2.27.71, pp. 147-148). See also Roselaar 2010, 44-45 for the history of 
Sabine ager publicus. Post-Gracchan land redistribution efforts are secondary to Roselaar’s work, and she 
does not spend much time on the Italian lands mentioned by Cicero in his rebuke of Rullus (although, 
Roselaar 2010, 46-47 on Campania and p. 286, n. 209). 
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redistribution as an argument aimed at deterring support for the measure, Cicero implies 

that this farmland is desirable. Along similar lines, Pliny the Elder relates that the Sabines 

“dwell in the dewy hills near the Veline lakes.”409 In contrast, at other points, Sabine soil 

is represented as rocky and difficult to farm (and therefore, like Pupinia, as a site of the 

cultivation of virtues for which the Sabines are known).410 I suggest that Sabine soil’s 

multivalence might be a remnant of the divergent pictures of Sabine wealth and lifestyles, 

discussed above.411 Further, as I show in this section, the interaction between Sabine soil 

and the qualities traditionally associated with the Sabine people forms part of a complex 

network of the human and environmental factors that together construct the Sabine Hills 

as an agricultural place. However, as Roman imperial expansion continued beyond central 

Italy, the Sabine people became more identified with a sense of a larger Italo-Roman 

identity, rooted in the materiality and territoriality of the soil of the Italian peninsula. 

An example of this image of Sabine farmland comes from Cato, who emphasizes 

the rockiness of the Sabine country and its hills.412 Cato relates that he spent his “entire 

youth, from the beginning in frugality and strictness and diligence, by farming, by clearing 

out Sabine rocks and stones over and over, and by planting.”413 Locating frugality, 

discipline, and hard work in the rocky Sabine Hills, Cato establishes a connection between 

                                                
409 Plin. HN 3.12.108: Sabini…Velinos accolunt lacus roscidis collibus. 
410 E.g. Verg. A. 7.713 on the “the rough cliffs and the severe mountain of Tetrica” (Tetricae horrentis 
rupes montemque Severum); on this passage, see above, p. 91, including n. 367.  Despite disagreement 
among scholars on the case of horrentis (which could be genitive or ablative), Horsfall concludes that 
“either would maintain the environment/character play” of the passage (Horsfall 2000, 467). 
411 See above, pp. 92-94 for the different (and older) image of the Sabines. 
412 Regarding Sabine Hills, at Odes 3.4.21-22, Horace describes travelling in arduos / … Sabinos (“into the 
Sabine heights”).  
413 ORF Frag. 128 = Festus 281M: ego iam a principio in parsimonia atque in duritia atque industria 
omnem adulescentiam meam abstinui agro colendo, saxis Sabinis, silicibus respastinandis atque 
conserendis. For a review on the possibilities of whether the speech is called De Suis Virtutibus, Contra or 
In (L.) Thermum, or Post Censuram, or whether there is one or more speeches with a combination of these 
titles, see Reay 2005, 331-337; Malcovati 1976, 51-53; and Shatzman 1975, 256-260, 482-483. On Cato’s 
use of his Sabine connections, see Sciarrino 2011, 3-4. 
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working Sabine soil and cultivating these values. The image Cato creates of himself 

working in the Sabine fields has lasting power. Cornelius Nepos mentions the farm, left to 

Cato by his father, where he lived and worked before moving to Rome.414 In his treatise on 

old age, which he construes as a dialogue between Cato, Publius Cornelius Scipio 

Aemilianus, and his friend Gaius Laelius Sapiens, Cicero has his version of Cato proclaim: 
 
I can point out rural Romans in Sabine farmland, neighbors and friends of mine, 
without whom hardly any major work happens in the field — not sowing, nor 
gathering, nor putting up crops.415  

Notably, Cato-the-character describes the people working the Sabine farmland as “rural 

Romans” (rusticos Romanos), perhaps eliding the presence of Sabine farmers or conflating 

them with the Romans.  In either case, the Sabine farmland is clearly the site of hands-on 

agricultural labor, and moreover, (Cato continues) that labor is selfless, since the farmers 

he describes are old men like himself and know they may not live to see the harvest.   

Scholars have sought to account for Cato’s investment in Sabine agriculture and 

work ethic as a part of his self-presentation and rhetorical posturing. Some have plausibly 

argued that, while Cato was born in Tusculum, his family could be of Sabine origins.416 In 

particular, Gary Farney suggests that Cato’s promotion of “the austere, tough Sabine” was 

a form of “self-advertisement,” due to his family’s Sabine origins.417 If this is the case, 

Cato’s amplification of the importance of agricultural labor in Sabine territory is ultimately 

(unsurprisingly) self-serving. On a related note, Wolfgang Blösel contends that Cato’s 

invocation of Sabine customs and characteristics as part of the mos maiorum fits in with a 

larger impetus towards broadening the accessibility of the Roman ideal to all citizens, not 
                                                
414 Nep. Vit. Cat. 1.1. 
415 Cic. Sen. 24: Ex agro Sabino rusticos Romanos, vicinos et familiaris meos, quibus absentibus numquam 
fere ulla in agro maiora opera fiunt, non serendis, non percipiendis, non condendis fructibus. 
416 For additional evidence, see Farney 2007, 109 n. 101. See, contra, Astin 1978, 1-5 on Cato’s family 
origins and early life. 
417 Farney 2007, 108-111. For Cato’s Origines as a form of self-promotion, see Astin 1978, 217 
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just nobiles.418 In a somewhat different direction, Emma Dench connects Cato’s promotion 

of the idea of Sabine virtue with his efforts to address and counteract changes in Roman 

society during his lifetime.419 By locating virtue and morality outside the city, Dench 

contends, Cato and his contemporaries created “a moral alternative to the perceived 

contemporary decadence” that came with Rome’s growing territorial empire.420 This 

rationale corresponds with the tendency for Roman authors to lament the contemporary 

state of affairs and long for an idyllic (usually rural and agriculturally-centered) past. 

Regardless of the motivations behind this image of the Sabines, the stereotype entrenches 

itself in the Roman worldview, and its association with Sabine agriculture and farmland 

becomes more consistent.421  

As with Pupinia, environmental determinism provides a possible explanation for 

the relationship between people and the land that they work, with the qualities of the land 

dictating the defining characteristics of the people who dwell there. However, discussing 

the connection between landscapes and the characteristics of groups that inhabit them, 

Dench makes the important observation that “the value of particular environments may 

change.”422 In the case of the Sabines, we have seen how the characteristics and tropes 

associated with them (as well as the descriptions of Sabine farmland and landscapes) varied 
                                                
418 Blösel 2000, 53-59 argues that Cato establishes a new norm for the mos maiorum — one that ties an 
individual’s worth and reputation to his own actions, not his family’s past. In fact, Blösel (pp. 54-55) 
claims that Cato traces the “Härte” of the Roman mos maiorum back to pre-Roman Sabine customs, 
thereby extending it both physically and temporally. According to Blösel, this radical step makes the 
virtues of the noble maiores accessible to any and all Romans. 
419 Dench 1995, 85-94; 1996, 248-250; 1998; 2005, 64-65, 240. Gruen 1992, 52-83 argues persuasively for 
seeing Cato’s rhetorical stance towards Greece as not “anti-Greek” but “pro-Roman,” concluding that 
“Cato prodded his countrymen toward an articulation of their own national character” (p. 83). See also 
Sciarrino 2011, 27-28, 35-37 and Jefferson 2012. 
420 Dench 1998, 139. She likens this impulse to the Athenian town/country dichotomy (1996, 248-251) and 
frames the constructions of ethnicity in Republican Rome within the framework of Greek discourse on the 
relationship between gender norms and ethnography (1998, 121-137).   For Cato’s morality and its 
connection with luxury and Greek influence, see also Astin 1978, 91-103. 
421 For Pupinia and environmental determinism, see above, pp. 81-82. 
422 Dench 1995, 126-127. 
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at different points in Roman history, we have seen how the characteristics and tropes 

associated with them (as well as the descriptions of Sabine farmland and landscapes) varied 

at different points in Roman history. The rocks and hills are not the only factors relevant 

to the development of what we might understand as a Sabine environmental heritage, and 

the austerity and discipline that Roman sources ascribe to the Sabines are not the inevitable 

result of living in and cultivating a harsh landscape. While a sense of environmental 

determinism may prevail in isolated incidents, the rhetorical flexibility of ancient 

landscapes speaks to a more nuanced relationship between societies and the natural world, 

which I think is served better by the model of terroir. With their connection to traditional 

morality and hardscrabble farming, the Sabines act as a bridge between the Roman imperial 

identity and Rome’s roots in the Italian peninsula.  

As I showed in the previous section, the Sabines are often associated with early 

Roman history, including the city’s foundation.423 The origins of Roman imperialist 

expansion lay explicitly in its conquest of the Italian peninsula and, after Latium, the first 

locus of territorial growth was Sabinum. As Sabinum was one of the first areas outside 

Latium conquered and brought under Roman control, the association of certain traits 

(traditionally attributed to Sabine people) with the Sabine agricultural landscape allows 

Rome, having already incorporated Sabine farmland into the fabric of the physical empire, 

to subsume these qualities into an Italocentric construction of imperial identity.424 There 

existed a reciprocal relationship between claiming Sabine territory and claiming the 

                                                
423 See above, pp. 87-98. See also Strab. 6.4.2 
424 Mattingly 2011 (especially Chapter 8) investigates the ways in which imperial conquest and 
colonization influenced the development of discrepant identities within the Roman empire. While 
Mattingly’s case studies turn their attention further afield (Britain and Africa), I am more interested here in 
how similar phenomena operate much closer to the capital. Christopher Tilley 1994, 18-20 relates the 
phenomenological experience of space, place, and landscape to Giddens’ theory of structuration (Giddens 
1984), and the interactions between bodies, places, and (Tilley 2004, 31) landscapes to the concept of the 
habitus (Bourdieu 1977, 1990). 
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characteristics of the Sabine people. By incorporating the Sabine Hills into the physical 

expanse of the empire, Roman hegemony absorbed the qualities of the region’s inhabitants 

that were deemed beneficial and useful for Rome. Essentially, claiming these 

characteristics for Rome and integrating them into an imperial Roman identity, our sources 

use the Sabines to reinforce the connection between Rome and the peoples of the Italian 

peninsula, while also strengthening Rome’s claim to these peoples’ territories. The imperial 

project subsumed not just Sabinum (by profiting off the products and crops which grew 

especially well in this area) but also the sense of Sabinity (the old-fashioned discipline, 

austerity, and ruggedness associated with Sabines). Through the paradigm of terroir and 

patrimonialization,425 Sabine agricultural landscapes act as a natural heritage, grounding 

the qualities associated with Sabinity in a specific agricultural place, connecting that place 

and its history with the people who farm, own, or — in the case of Roman imperial 

expansion — conquer it.426  

II.B.3: Falernian Fertility 

The final case study in my examination of the relationship between soil, agricultural 

output, and cultural identity in the Roman agricultural imaginary focuses on the ager 

Falernus. This region in northern Campania was famous in the Roman world for wine 

production, with the adjective Falernus being a well-known geographical denomination. 

The Roman attitude towards Falernian wine most closely approximates the concept of 

terroir in the modern world. In what follows, I survey evidence for the perception of 

                                                
425 On patrimonialization, see above, pp. 76-76.. 
426 Despite the emphasis in my argument on the Roman conquest-oriented mentalité and imperialist 
appropriation and exploitation, the relationship between conqueror and conquered was not one directional. 
Indeed, two of the people most responsible for propagating this image of Sabine land and Sabinity were of 
Sabine origins or connected to Sabine land (Cato, on whose origins see above, p. 104, and Varro). Perhaps 
in their assertion of the importance Sabinum has for Roman and Roman-Italian heritage and history, we can 
see hints of the assertion of Sabine agency, as they stake a Sabine claim on Rome. 
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Falernian wine, especially its quality and distinguishing characteristics.427 Latin poets 

celebrate Falernian wine as “the almost ubiquitous symbol of fine wine and convivial 

pleasures,”428 and authors in the agronomic corpus identify it as one of the best wines in 

the world.429 Although sources do not discuss Falernian soil in detail, they associate its 

production very closely with the farmland of the region. Reading this information about 

the perception of the ager Falernus — its history and its agricultural output — alongside 

evidence for the awareness of a sense of regionality in Roman agriculture, I show how 

Falernian wine’s superiority and conspicuous consumption shape the region’s status as a 

distinctive agricultural place. Furthermore, Falernian wine and the farmland that produces 

it become symbolic of Italian agricultural supremacy and the capacity of the Roman elite 

to absorb the best the empire had to offer, even to the point of excess.  

Writing at the end of the 1st century CE, Silius Italicus includes in his Punica a 

digression on the ager Falernus. Relating Hannibal’s rampage through the Italian 

countryside after the Battle of Lake Trasimene, Silius pauses his main narrative to provide 

an aetiology of Falernian wine. According to Silius, frustrated at his inability to draw the 

Roman army into combat, Hannibal marches to Campania, arriving at the “lands of rich 

Falernum.”430 There, the Carthaginian sets fire to the “fruit-bearing branches” of the 

vineyards.431 Yet Silius pauses his narrative at this point to relate the story of Falernus, an 

old man who “used to plow the Massic range in a better age, when swords were not 

                                                
427 Taking an approach similar to the one I used in studying Sabinum (see above p. 87), I am only 
considering at this point explicit references to ager Falernus and Falernian wine. Future work will include 
additional discussions of the major cities (Minturnae, Sinuessa, and Suessa Aurunca). 
428 Dalby 2003, 138. See, e.g., Cat. 27; Prop. 2.33b.39-40; Tib. 2.1.27-31; Hor. Serm. 2.8.16-17; Juv. 
4.138; Mart. 5.64.1-2, 9.93.1. Petron. Sat. 21.7, 55.3 reflects this reputation. 
429 See, Varro, Rust. 1.2.6, Ant. Rerum Hum. 11.1; Verg. G. 2.96-97; Plin. HN 14.8.62-63. 
430 Sil. Pun. 7.159: uberis arva Falerni. These are the last three words of the line, and the delayed position 
of Falerni, in particular, builds the suspense and dread about Hannibal’s target. 
431 Sil. Pun. 7.161: frugiferis…ramis. Arriving in the fall, Hannibal’s army ruins the vintage by destroying 
the grapes and the vines. 
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known.”432 In the tradition of a theoxeny,433 the god Bacchus visits Falernus, who 

welcomes him and offers him hospitality, without knowing his guest’s identity. Silius 

paints a detailed picture of Falernus’ rustic simplicity, detailing the contents of the 

vegetarian feasts he lays out for the god,434 the humility of his home,435 and his piety.436 

Falernus’ efforts to provide for his guest “according to the custom of his ancestors”437 

round out this idealized depiction of a simple country life.438 To reward his host’s earnest 

and zealous hospitality (sedulitas), Bacchus magically fills various vessels around 

Falernus’ home with wine.439 Of course this is not just any wine, but Falernian wine, which 

Falernus will then cultivate on the slopes of the Massic mountains and which “will make 

famous the name of the vine-grower Falernus.”440 Within the larger context of Punica 7, 

the Falernus episode serves to heighten the dramatic effect of the damage caused by 

Hannibal’s army in Campania. As I explain in this section, Falernian wine was important 

to the region sacked by Hannibal both economically and culturally. Therefore, the 

destruction of the ager Falernus increases the tension between Q. Fabius Maximus, the 

                                                
432 Sil. Pun. 7: 166: Massica sulcabat meliore Falernus in aevo / ensibus ignotis senior iuga. 
433 On the theoxeny as a type-scene, see Littlewood 2011, xlvii-xlix, 92-93. Other ancient theoxenies of 
note include Ov. Fast. 5.495-535 (Hyrieus), Met. 8.616-724 (Bacchis and Philemon), and (featuring the god 
of wine, but with a very different outcome) Euripides’ Bacchae. 
434 Sil. Pun. 7.179-184, on which see Littlewood 2011, 101, who notes “the purity of these simple natural 
foods.” 
435 Sil. Pun. 7.173-176 on Falernus’ home (“and the deity was not disgusted to go down to the small and 
humble Lares and the threshold of the hut. The smoky door posts took in a willing guest and the table set 
before the fire, in the manner of that lowly age” nec pigitum parvosque lares humilisque subire / limina 
caelicolam tecti. Cepere volentem / fumosi postes et ritu pauperis aevi / ante focos mensae) and 188 on his 
simple tableware (on which, see Littlewood 2011, 103). 
436 Sil. Pun. 173 mentions the lares of Falernus’ household and 183-185 describes how he offered 
sacrifices to Ceres and Vesta 
437 Sil. Pun. 177: de more parentum, perhaps evoking the more common mos maiorum, the weighted 
phrase that refers to traditional Roman morality.  
438 As Joy Littlewood notes notes, Silius’ portrayal of an idyllic country life is heavily indebted to Vergil’s 
Georgics, both Book 2, with its focus on viticulture and Vergil’s story of the old Corcyrian farmer working 
a piece of land outside Tarentum (G. 4.125-148) (Littlewood 2011, xxxviii-xliv, 91-92). 
439 Sil. Pun. 186-191. 
440 Sil. Pun. 7.193: viticolae nomen pervulgatura Falerni. 
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dictator,441 and his troops who are frustrated at his command to hold back from engaging 

the enemy.442  

Although this story appears to be original and unique to Silius’ poem, it 

nevertheless attests to some commonly held perceptions about the ager Falernus and 

Falernian wine. First, this episode reflects the strong association in the Roman imagination 

between the ager Falernus, its eponymous wine, and the high quality of that wine. The 

modern understanding of terroir has its origins in the classification of Bordeaux wines,443 

and Falernian wine is recognizably and distinctly of its place in a similar way, known only 

by its geographical denomination. Varro twice proclaims the superiority of Falernian wine 

and compares it with other regional agricultural specialties like Campanian wheat, and in 

one of those instances specifically connects the product with the land: “As for food 

products, the Campaniain land produces the best grain, the Falernian wine the best wine, 

the Cassina the best oil, the Tusculan the best fig, the Tarentine the best honey, the Tiber 

the best fish.”444 As the modern concept of terroir can be split into ideas of terroir as a 

geographical and climatological phenomenon and as a social construction, so too do some 

ancient sources privilege one over the other. Pliny emphasizes the connection between 

wine and the place where it grows. He explains that the juice of the grapes is the only 

product made from domesticated vines and that this juice is “sought by many methods 

adapted to the nature of the climate and the innate qualities of the soil.”445 Further, in 

describing various types of grapes, Pliny acknowledges that “there are almost as many as 

                                                
441 On Fabius’ appearances in other stories about the Roman countryside, see above, pp. 84-85. 
442 Littlewood 2011, 91 on this tension. 
443 On which, see above, pp. 70-72. 
444 Varro, Ant. Rerum Hum. 11.1 (ap. Macr. Sat. 3.16.12): ad victum optima fert ager Campanus 
frumentum, Falernus vinum, Cassinas oleum, Tusculanus ficum, mel Tarentinus, piscem Tiberis. See also 
Varro, Rust. 1.2.6. 
445 Plin. HN 14.3.10: petitur pluribus modis ad caeli mores solique ingenia 
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there are agri” (which can refer to individual fields or to larger regions like the ager 

Campanus or Falernus)446 and observes that “there is such love of their locations among 

these vines that they leave behind all their glory and do not carry over entirely to any 

place.”447 Later, he identifies Falernian as one such vine: “Falernian vines transplanted 

from the Falernian land are called Falernian, very swiftly deteriorating everywhere else.”448 

The abiding connection between the quality of Falernian wine and the land where 

it was produced is reflected in the valuation of Falernian land, particularly as expressed by 

writers during the Late Republic when tensions about land distribution and use were 

running high. Tibullus writes to his elegiac lover, lamenting how she went back on her vow 

to not trade her love for him for anything, including gold or gems — “not even if 

Campanian land were given to you as a pride, nor even if Falernian wine, the object of 

Bacchus’ care, were given.”449 Juxtaposing Campanian and Falernian land with gold and 

jewels implies that the real estate has a value comparable to that of precious metals, and 

the description of the ager Falernus as “the object of Bacchus’ care” references the 

connection between the land and its agricultural production, which is the cause of its high 

cost. The poet Horace often uses valuable Falernian land and high quality Falernian wine 

as a foil for the simple r 

ustic pleasures afforded to him by his own Sabine farm, the modesty of which he 

(perhaps ironically) accentuates in his poetry. For instance, inviting his patron Maecenas 

to visit him, he offers him “cheap Sabine wine in modest cups” in place of the juice of 

                                                
446 For ager as a field, see above, pp. 37-38. For ager Sabinus, see above, pp. 98-100. 
447 Plin. HN 14.4.25: namque est aliquis tantus locorum amor ut omnem in iis gloriam suam relinquant nec 
usquam transeant totae. 
448 Plin. HN 14.4.38: e Falerno agro tralatas vocari Falernas, celerrime ubique degenerantes. 
449 Tib. 1.9.33-34: non tibi si pretium Campania terra daretur, / non tibi si, Bacchi cura, Falernus ager. 
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“Falernian vines.”450 This poem performs double duty for the argument of the present 

chapter, revisiting Sabine simplicity and austerity by way of a contrast with the indulgence 

of Falernum.  

The indulgence in Falernian wine, however, often tips the scale towards excess. 

Accordingly, another quality commonly attributed to Falernian wine that appears in the 

Falernus episode is its potency. Silius relates that, unaccustomed to drinking wine,451 

Falernus falls asleep, only to wake up to find that his fields are covered with grape vines. 

At the start of this vignette, “not yet did green grapes weave vine-leave shades in the bare 

field,”452 but by its conclusion, the following morning, “the Massicus was flowering widely 

with grape-bearing fields, amazed at its groves and the clusters, glowing in the sun.”453 The 

poverty and assiduous work that characterized Falernus’ life transforms into abundance 

and worldwide fame, and Falernian wine will go on to rival and supersede famous Greek 

wines.454 Also indicative of the excess associated with Falernian wine are the instances in 

which authors mention it being consumed pure, unmixed with water or a sweetener. For 

instance, Silius describes how “the cheap milk pail streams with unmixed red wine, and a 

sweet liquid seeped out from the fragrant grapes in a hollowed out bowl” (vilisque rubenti 

/ fluxit mulctra mero, et quercu in cratera cavata / dulcis odoratis humor sudavit ab 

uvis).455 The poets Juvenal and Martial refer to drinking explicitly “unmixed” (merum) 

Falernian wine, and Lucan’s description of a lavish banquet which Julius Caesar celebrated 

with Cleopatra includes pure Falernian wine. In general, Lucan depicts Caesar as a 

                                                
450 Hor. Od. 1.20.1-2: vile…modicis Sabinum / cantharis; 10-11: Falernae…vites. See also Od. 2.6.19, 
3.1.43. 
451 Moreover, Falernian, which Silius says they drank “pure” or unmixed (mero, 7.191), was known for 
being particularly potent, as I will discuss below. 
452 Sil. Pun. 7.168: pampinas umbras / nondum uvae virides nudo texebat in arvo.  
453 Sil. Pun. 7.207-208: uviferis late florebat Massicus arvis / miratus nemora et lucentes sole racemos. 
454 Sil. Pun. 7.209-211. 
455 Sil. Pun. 7.189-191. 
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character who tends towards extremes and cannot moderate his desires; thus, Caesar serves 

unmixed Falernian wine at a banquet.456 

As other authors do, Silius explicitly links the Falernian farmland with its famous 

wine, making it clear that the economic and cultural value of the ager Falernus is at stake 

when Hannibal and his army set fire to the vineyards. In his narrative of the same sequence 

of events, Livy focuses on the perception of the destruction by the Roman army, 

particularly as it causes tension among Roman leaders due to the delaying tactics of Fabius 

Maximus. For instance, when the army arrives and sees “the enemy, burning the roofs of 

the farmers of the Falernian land and of Sinuessa, and there was not any mention of a fight,” 

Minucius, Fabius’ antagonistic Master of Horse, laments the inaction, especially as the 

farms they see burning belong to Roman colonists.457 However, under Fabius’ direction, 

the army waits out Hannibal’s army. With winter coming on, the Carthaginian army cannot 

subsist on the Falernian lands — “that region was one of present abundance, but not 

perpetual abundance: all the orchards and vineyards were planted with crops more pleasant 

than necessary.”458  That summation of Falernian farming reflects an overarching theme in 

the characterization of Falernian wine and Falernian land. Both are enjoyable, desirable 

markers of wealth and Italy’s superior agricultural output; however, sometimes they are 

too much and become markers of excess.459 In my reading, Roman anxiety about the 

indulgence and excess accompanying the consumption of Falernian wine parallels similar 

                                                
456 Juv. 6.303; Mart. 1.18.5-6, 13.108.1-2, 14.113.1-2; Lucan, BC 10.158-163. 
457 Livy 22.14.3-4: hostes sub oculis erant Falerni agri colonorumque Sinuessae tecta urentes nec ulla erat 
mentio pugnae. For other Carthaginian maneuvers through the region, see Livy 22.13.9, 22.15.3-4. For the 
Roman conquest of and settlement of colonies in the ager Falernus, see Livy 8.11.13-14, 8.12.12, 8.22.7, 
10.20.1. 
458 Livy 22.15.2: ea regio praesentis erat copiae, non perpetuae, arbusta vineaeque et consita omnia magis 
amoenis quam necesariis fructibus. 
459 E.g. Prop. 2.33b.39; Hor. Od. 2.3.8, 2.6.19; Serm. 2.4, 2.8.16; Lucan, BC 10.158-163; Petron. Satyr. 
21.7, 28.3; Phaedrus, Fabulae 3.1; Juvenal 4.138, 6, 9.116, 13.216; Mart. 1.106.3, 2.40.6, 5.64.1, 7.27.8, 
8.55.14, 9.22.8. 
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apprehension about liabilities posed to the Roman empire by the rich and fertile landscape 

exemplified the ager Falernus, in contrast with the poverty of the soil found around Rome 

in regions like Pupinia.460 

II.C: LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

By way of these three case studies, this chapter has sketched out a new way of 

looking at Roman constructions of regional soil differences. I have suggested that we 

understand the nexus of soil and regionality — part of the systematization and construction 

of Roman agriculture in the Roman agricultural imaginary — as a form of Roman terroir 

avant la lettre. However, as with any model, the framework provided by terroir does have 

its limitations, primarily due to differences between its development and contemporary 

applications and the practice of agriculture in the Roman world. For instance, as discussed 

in the first section of this chapter, the surge in emphasis on terroir and geographic 

denominators in contemporary contexts comes, in part, from economic responses to the 

globalization of world markets and the clustering of world populations into urban areas. 

Roman terroir reflects an awareness of and emphasis on local and regional differences.461 

Moreover, like modern terroir, the ancient outlook seems to privilege certain places (like 

Pupinia and the ager Falernus) and peoples (like the Sabines) over others. Lastly, the issue 

of administrative regulation and the centralization of authority is a wrinkle that warrants 

more consideration. French terroir was born from top-down motivation, and regulatory 

bodies developed for controlling the application of geographic indicators.462 No evidence 

                                                
460 For an example of such apprehension, see my discussion of Cic. Leg. Agr. 2.25.66 (above, pp. 77-78). 
461 Regional differences also figure into Vitruvius’ account of building materials (Book 2). The work of 
André Tchernia on the Roman wine market (e.g. Tchernia 2000) would be particularly useful, since (in 
antiquity, as now) wine frequently carried geographic indications. 
462 Nowak 2018, 543-544 traces the origins of the modern terroir to Charles VI’s grant of a monopoly on 
ripening a type of cheese to the town of Roquefort-sur-Soulzon and to the classification system of French 
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exists to suggest that similar regulation existed in the ancient world; the closest parallel 

would be instructions in the agronomic texts about the cultivation of certain crops or the 

production of specific goods.463 Yet, even as regionality flourishes within the Italian 

peninsula, the idea of Italy as a whole geographic unit — tota Italia — emerges and gains 

traction both in political ideology and in the agricultural imaginary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
wines requested by Napoleon III in 1855. Nowak also observes that the boundaries of geographically-
denominated production zones often coincide with administrative boundaries. 
463 E.g., Cato provides a recipe (Agr. 105) for making Greek wine (Graecum vinum), comparable to that of 
Coa, for those who have farms far from the sea.  
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Chapter III: Soil on the Peninsula, Imagined Italy 

To conclude this dissertation, I turn to the question of how the regional soil 

differences discussed in the previous chapter interact with the conceptualization of the soil 

and farmland of the Italian peninsula as a whole. As is the case with modern experiences 

of globalization, urbanization and terroir, the increased connection of the Roman world, 

brought on by imperial expansion, saw the development of a greater emphasis on regional 

differentiation. In agricultural contexts, this trend towards regionality crops up in the 

abstraction of regionally distinct soils. At a larger scale, sources also register differences 

between Italian agriculture and farming in other parts of the empire. The conceptualization 

of an agriculture that is distinctively Italian relies on the perception (within the Roman 

agricultural imaginary) of Italy as an agricultural place. In what follows, I show that the 

idea of Italy as an agricultural place develops concurrently with the consolidation of the 

Italian peninsula into a distinct geopolitical and conceptual unit.464 However, depictions of 

Italy as a distinct agricultural place and of Italian soil as a recognizable category are not 

uniform and reflect tensions between the construction of Italy as a unified whole and its 

perception as a diverse aggregate. By tracing the characterization of Italian agriculture and 

Italian soil over the course of the late Republic and early empire, I contextualize the 

developments in the Roman agricultural imaginary with regard to the historical 

developments associated with the expansion of the empire’s physical scope and with the 

rise of one-man rule in Rome. This chapter concludes that understandings of soil and 

farmland underpinned the territoriality of the imperial project, of which the Italian 

peninsula was the first building block. 

                                                
464 On some Roman conceptions of Roman imperialism, see Richardson 2008. 
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III.A: TOTA ITALIA 

Although the idea of Italy as a geographic unit has Greek origins, Roman expansion 

throughout the peninsula is the most consequential development in the ancient 

conceptualization of Italy. Initially, Rome established a foothold in central Italy as a 

powerful city-state, but only one of many. Over the course of the 7th – 3rd centuries BCE, 

Rome expanded its hegemony throughout the peninsula by means of treaties and alliances 

with defeated rivals, including the Latins, Etruscans, Umbrians, and Samnites. These 

alliances guaranteed mutual aid. Rome maintained control over what we might call 

“international relations” and required the defeated states to provide troops and resources 

for the Roman army.465 As its sphere of influence grew, Rome bumped up against 

Carthaginian hegemony. A century of intermittent conflict with Carthage saw the earliest 

clear articulations of Italy as an organizing geographic principle.466 In response to 

Hannibal’s invasion of the peninsula and the subsequent defection by some Italian allies, 

Rome strengthened and reinforced its hegemony in Italy, and the decades after this conflict 

were marked by an uptick in literary production in Latin, as well as the proliferation of 

Latin inscriptions.467 From this point onward, the identities of the Roman state and people 

were increasingly intertwined with those of the Italian peninsula. 

Two authors writing in the 2nd century BCE — Cato the Elder and Polybius — 

prove particularly influential in shaping the subsequent discourse about Roman Italy. The 

political and literary records of Cato the Elder evince his abiding investment in Italian 
                                                
465 The narrative of the expansion of Rome throughout the Italian peninsula has a long scholarly history, 
syntheses of which can be found in Lepore 1963, Salmon 1970, 1982, Gabba 1978, 1994, Keaveney 1987, 
Potter 1987, De Libero 1994, Cornell 1995, Smith 1996, Giardina 1997, David 1997, Mouritsen 1998 
466 Russo 2012 traces this development to the start of the First Punic War and the Roman intervention in 
the affairs of the Mamertines. Habinek 1998, 39-45 likens the developments in Latin literature in the period 
following the Second Punic War to the development of nationhood as outlined by Hobsbawm 1990. 
467 Habinek 1998, 42-45 notes the complication of linguistic politics in Italy after the Hannibalic War. For 
the narrative of Roman hegemony in Italy after the Second Punic War, see Keaveney 1987, Potter 1987, 
David 1997, Wallace-Hadril 2008. 
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heritage.468 Notorious for his histrionic resistance to the influence of Greek culture, Cato’s 

stance should not be taken as normative or widespread, especially since it is singled out for 

its stringency.469 Nevertheless, Cato is responding to contemporary developments —

specifically, the awareness of Italy as a useful sociogeographical indicator and the 

recognition of Rome’s emerging role both in intra-Italian relations and interactions 

between the Italian peninsula and other geopolitical forces. The Greek historian Polybius 

provides another perspective on these developments. Polybius’ stated aim in his history is 

to give an account of Rome’s rise to Mediterranean-wide dominance.470 In chronicling 

Rome’s extended conflicts with the Gauls to the north and with Carthaginian imperial 

interests, however, Polybius recognizes the distinction between Roman interests and those 

of the rest of the peninsula. For instance, implicit in his observation about how Italian and 

Roman concerns were collapsed during a time of crisis in a conflict with the Gauls,471 is 

the presumption that their interests did not always align. On the other end of the spectrum, 

Polybius includes in his account of the aftermath of a battle that Hannibal makes a point of 

freeing the Italian combatants, “adding the same thing which he had said before, that he 

was there to make war against not Italians but Romans, on behalf of the freedom of the 

Italians,”472 and he reports that after the Battle of Cannae, the Romans fear they have lost 

their supremacy over the rest of the peninsula.473 While Cato emphasizes the integration of 

                                                
468 Cato only refers explicitly to Italia a handful of times in his extant corpus, and never once in his de 
Agricultura. Two of those instances (Orationes 187 and 195b) occur in discussions of the Punic Wars. On 
Cato’s view of Italy as an entity, see Dench 1995, 18-19. 
469 For Cato’s antipathy to Hellenizing influences, see Astin 1978, Chapter 8 and Gruen 1992, Chapter 2. 
However, others have offered a more measured interpretation of Cato’s viewpoint. Jefferson 2012 urges the 
consideration of Cato’s emphasis on the Origines as “pro-Roman,” rather than anti-Greek. 
470 On Polybius’ literary and historical aims, see Polybius himself (1.1-1.4). 
471 Polyb. 2.23.11-13. 
472  Polyb. 3.85.4: ἐπιφθεγξάμενος τὸν αὐτὸν ὃν καὶ πρόσθεν λόγον ὅτι πάρεστι πολεμήσων οὐκ Ἰταλιώταις, 
ἀλλὰ Ῥωμαίοις ὑπὲρ τῆς Ἰταλιωτῶν ἐλευθερίας. 
473 Polyb. 3.118.5, 8-9. 
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Roman and Italian identities and histories, Polybius instead points out how Italian interests 

become subordinated to Rome’s trajectory.  

The Social War between Rome and the Italian allies (socii) marks a potential break 

in the narrative of the conflation of Rome and Italian peninsula. Fed up with an uneven 

exploitative and exploitative relationship with Rome, most of the allies rebelled. Yet the 

idea of Italy and its associated imagery are instrumental to how the allies framed 

themselves and this conflict, as secondary scholarship on, for example, the imagery on the 

coins issued with the Italian federation has shown.474 For instance, the allies located the 

capital of their federation at Corfinum, which they renamed Italica. While Italy came to 

prominence as a geopolitical unit under the influence of Roman colonialism and hegemony, 

the Italian allies claimed this concept as their own unifying identity and appropriated it for 

their own purposes. It is after the Social War, in the course of cultural and intellectual 

transformations of Roman society after the Mithridatic Wars,475 that “Italy” or “Italian” are 

began to act as ways to distinguish between “us” (Romans & Italians) versus “them” 

(foreigners).   

For the purposes of the present argument, the final major development in the 

narrative of the relationship between Rome and the Italian peninsula comes with the 

entrenchment of one-man rule in Rome. The imperial messaging accompanying Augustus’ 

rise to power, as well as the contemporary literature, emphasized Rome’s connection to the 

Italian peninsula, as Augustus highlighted Italy in shaping his public identity.476 Famously, 

Augustus proclaimed that the whole of Italy (tota Italia) swore allegiance to him as their 

leader in the war against Antony (which Augustus — still Octavian at the time — framed 

                                                
474 Pobjoy 2000. For more on the social war, see Salmon 1962; Nagle 1973; Badian 1970-1971; Firpo 
1994; Gabba 1954, 1973, 1975, 1978; Bispham 2007a; Dart 2009. 
475 Rawson 1985, 7f. 
476 Storchi Marino 2016; Habinek 1998, 88-102 (Chapter Four: Culture Wars in the First Century B.C.E.). 
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as a war against the foreign queen Cleopatra).477 As I noted in the introduction,478 Claude 

Nicolet has shown convincingly that this period witnessed an increased awareness of the 

Roman empire’s territoriality, and he connects this development with Augustus’ division 

of Italy into numbered regions.479 I contend that this sense of imperial territoriality has a 

conceptual basis in the theoretical understanding of Italy as a distinct place. 

III.B: ON ITALIAN SOIL(S) 

In addition to and concurrent with these developing articulations of Italy a 

geopolitical and conceptual unit, I propose that we can see the conceptualization of Italy 

as an imagined agricultural place. For instance, Columella recognizes differences and 

similarities between viticulture in Italy and viticulture in other, larger regions. He observes 

how people in Italy (and across the world) cannot agree on the names of grape varieties, 

writing: “here in Italy — not even to mention in the whole wide world — neighboring 

peoples fail to agree on their names, and the appellations differ.”480 At the conclusion of 

Book 4 of his treatise, he states that he has finished writing about “issues concerning Italian 

vineyards and farm equipment” (haec de vineis Italicis vinearumque instrumentis) and will 

turn next to the same topic “among provincial farmers” (agricolarum provincialium).481 

By juxtaposing Italian vineyards with farmers in the provinces, he implies that the two are 

of comparable scales.  On the other hand, however, at times Columella surveys differences 

                                                
477 RGDA 25. On the Res Gestae, see Cooley 2009 and Nicolet 1991, 194. For the events and framing of 
the conflict between Octavian and Antony, see Bispham 2007a, Gabba 1971. 
478 See above, pp. 6-7 
479 Nicolet 1991, 203-204. For more on potential reasons for dividing the peninsula into regiones and the 
implications of viewing it through the prism of this division, see Bispham 2007b, Laurence 1999, Chapter 
12. Laurence 1999, 187-195 synthesizes the different levels of abstraction for governing Italy (as a 
geographical unit, through the distribution of cities, and by roles of the state and citizenship). Pliny most 
clearly describes the Augustan division (HN 3.5.46). 
480 Col. Rust. 3.2.30: in hac ipsa Italia, ne dicam in tam diffuso terrarum orbe, vicinae nationes nominibus 
earum discrepant, variantque vocabula 
481 Col. Rust. 4.33.6. 
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in farming across various parts of the Italian peninsula. For example, he reflects on the 

history of grain harvests “in the majority of Italy” (maiore parte Italiae) and compares the 

yield of a certain variety of grape vine in Campania and “in other parts of Italy” 

(ceteris…partibus Italiae).482 Using the partitive genitive and referring to a part or parts of 

Italy indicates some degree of conceptualization of Italy as a whole that is made up of 

component parts. This discussion of Italian agriculture and the different parts of Italy 

represents almost a midpoint in developing understandings of Italy as an agricultural place.  

In the remainder of this chapter, I survey how Varro, Vergil, and Pliny the Elder 

each treat the topic of Italian agriculture writ large.483 Each of these authors includes a 

description (or descriptions) of explicitly Italian agriculture in his text, and each takes an 

essentially laudatory tone, praising its superiority. Discussions of Italian agriculture tend 

to be marked off as significant passages, separate from the rest of the text. I conclude this 

dissertation by tracing in these literary set pieces the development over time of articulations 

of Italy as an agricultural place. We can see in these passages the emergence of a sense of 

uniformity in Italian agriculture and, in particular, in Italian soil. While these authors 

continue to discuss the agriculture of various regions within Italy throughout their texts, 

the emphasis on Italy as a monolith in these set pieces, I propose, reflects agronomist 

participation in the discourse of empire. 

III.B.1: Tota Culta: Varronian Laudes 

In the first book of his Res Rusticae, Varro sets the scene for his dialogue on 

agriculture at the temple of Tellus, during the festival of the Sementivae.484 As a character 

                                                
482 Col. Rust. 3.3.4, 3.2.11. For similar incidents, see also 2.10.19, 9.3.2, 11.2.56, 11.2.61. 
483 Cato’s treatise contains the fewest geographical markers, and he does not mention 
Italy once. 
484 A celebration of the sewing of crops, on which see Varro, Ling. 6.26 and Ov. Fast. 1.657-704. 
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in this dialogue, Varro goes there to meet the temple’s sacristan who is hosting him for 

dinner, and upon arrival, he encounters fellow dinner guests — his father-in-law (Gaius 

Fundanius), a certain eques (Gaius Agrius), and a tax-farmer (Publius Agrasius).485 As they 

mill around making small talk while they await their host, the gathered group begins 

“looking at Italy, painted on the wall.”486 This setting provides an easy transition to the 

ensuing conversation, which Agrasius opens by asking those present: “Have any of you 

(who have traveled throughout many lands) seen any place more cultivated than Italy?”487 

While those who respond to this question have different approaches to it, no one disagrees 

about the state of Italy’s cultivation, which they describe as thoroughly excellent. Nor does 

anyone question the usefulness of considering Italy as a geographical unit. This topic 

prompts two further inquiries, which surface later in the dialogue but are integral to Varro’s 

overall agenda here. They are: (1) what activities fall under the category of agricultural 

cultivation and (2) what constitutes Italy. In pursuing the answers to these two questions, I 

outline an Italo-Roman agricultural habitus — specifically concerned with the cultivation 

of the soil — that nourishes the Roman agricultural imaginary with notions of Roman and 

Italian agricultural exceptionalism. 

As for the first question (what activities count as agriculture), the main point of 

contention is whether only those tasks involved in growing crops can be classed as 

agriculture, or whether animal husbandry and other activities that happen on a farm can be, 

as well.488 The participants in this conversation create a dichotomy that hinges on the 

                                                
485 For the “speaking names” in this dialogue, see Spencer 2010, 58, 74-78; Henderson 2002, 131-132; 
Green 1997. 
486 Varro, Rust. 1.2.1: spectantes in pariete pictam Italiam. 
487 Varro, Rust. 1.2.3: Vos, qui multas perambulastis terras, ecquam cultiorem Italia vidistis? 
488 Varro, Rust. 1.2.12: “it must be decided whether only those things which are sown in the field are 
included in agriculture, or whether those things which are led onto the land, like sheep and cattle, are 
included, too” (…discernendum, utrum quae serantur in agro, ea sola sint in cultura, an etiam quae 
inducantur in rura, ut oves et armenta). 
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qualitative differences in the kinds of work that can happen on a farm and the ultimate goal 

or motivation behind each task. For instance, Varro (the character) offers that raising 

animals should not be counted as a part of agriculture “unless — like yoked animals which 

are able to pull a plow — they improve the field with their labor, by which the field 

becomes more cultivated.”489 This logic identifies the management of and interaction with 

soil as a factor that separates activities that take place on a farm (for instance, textile and 

craft production, maintenance tasks, or pasturing animals) from specifically agricultural 

activity (namely, planting, growing, and harvesting crops). As for the second issue (what 

constitutes Italy, especially as an agricultural place), although the question is never posed 

directly, the speakers in Varro’s dialogue present a few perspectives on the topic, especially 

at the outset of the dialogue.490 One speaker considers the climate and position of Italy on 

what we might think of as a global scale; another focuses on specific regions (their 

agricultural specialties and their yields); and a third touches on the notion of Italian land. 

Examining the opinions put forward in this text, I conclude that what makes Italy an 

agricultural place in Varro’s text is the same thing that creates a sense of Italo-Roman 

agricultural exceptionalism: the quality of the diverse soils and landscapes found across 

the peninsula and  the informed and diligent labor of Italo-Roman farmers. 

The first response to Agrasius’ initial question comes from Agrius, who cannot 

think of “any land [besides Italy] that is so totally cultivated.”491 Invoking the Greek thinker 
                                                
489 Varro, Rust. 1.2.20: …nisi quae agrum opere, quo cultior sit, adiuvare, ut eae quae iunctae arare 
possunt. Varro treats animal husbandry in Books II and III of Res Rusticae. 
490 However, the Italy question comes earlier in the dialogue than the agricultural ones because of the 
discursive nature of the dialogue and due to the fact that the conversational flow is interrupted by the 
arrival of two more dinner guests — Gaius Licinius Stolo and Gnaeus Tremelius Scrofa. Stolo’s ancestor of 
the same name introduced legislation in the 4th century BCE that was supposed to limit the amount of land 
held by any one individual to seven iugera (Livy 6.36, Varro, Rust. 1.2.9, Col. Rust. 1.3.11); however, Livy 
relates that he was convicted under his own legislation (7.16). The author of a now lost agronomic text 
(Col. 1.1.12) and Varro’s colleague as a XXvir for the division of Campanian lands (Varro, Rust. 1.2.10), 
Scrofa was considered an authority on farming, and his voice dominates the rest of the dialogue. 
491 Varro, Rust. 1.2.3: quae tam tota sit culta. 
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Eratosthenes, Agrius takes a holistic view of the peninsula. Eratosthenes had suggested that 

the earth can be divided into different climate zones, and Agrius uses this system to justify 

Italy’s agricultural superiority. He argues that Italy occupies the best, most temperate 

location in Europe,492 which has a healthier (salubriora) and more fruitful (fructuosiora) 

position than Africa or all of Asia.493 In this schematization, the defining feature of Italy is 

its relationship to the rest of the world. However, Agrius’ position receives the least 

attention in Varro’s text. While the next speaker to respond (Fundanius) agrees with 

Agrius’ overall assessment of Italian productivity, he focuses much more on agricultural 

output, at least implicitly taking into consideration the human part of the equation. Picking 

up on Agrius’ contrast of the Italian climate with the climates of cooler parts of Europe,494 

Fundanius observes that these other regions cannot compete with Italy in terms of crop 

production, and, in the course of this train of thought, he praises both Italy as a whole and 

distinct component parts of the peninsula. Fundanius poses a series of rhetorical questions 

that introduce these comparisons: 
 
On the other hand, what useful crop not only does not grow in Italy, but also does 
not grow uncommonly well? What grain should I compare with the Campanian? 
What wheat with the Apulian? What wine to the Falernian? What olive oil with 
the Venafran? Is Italy not so strewn with trees that the whole peninsula seems to 
be an orchard? Or is Phrygia, which Homer calls “vine-rich” more covered with 
vines than this land? Or is Argos, which the same poet calls “much-wheated” 
more covered with wheat? In which land does one iugerum bring 10 to 15 cullei 
of wine, which certain regions do in Italy?495 

                                                
492 In northern Europe, Agrius explains, winter is “almost perpetual” (paene sempiternae hiemes). 
493 Varro, Rust. 1.2.4. 
494 Where, he explains, crops cannot flourish due to the annual alternation between six months of daylight 
and six months of darkness (Varro, Rust. 1.2.6) 
495 1.2.6-7: Contra quid in Italia utensile non modo non nascitur, sed etiam non egregium fit? Quod far 
conferam Campano? Quod triticum Apulo? Quod vinum Falerno? Quod oleum Venafro? Non arboribus 
consita Italia, ut tota pomarium videatur? An Phrygia magis vitibus cooperta, quam Homerus appellat 
ἀμπελόεσσαν, quam haec? Aut tritico Argos, quod idem poeta πολύπυρον? In qua terra iugerum unum 
denos et quinos denos culleos fert vini, quot quaedam in Italia regiones? 
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While Fundanius does touch on the Italian peninsula as a whole (underlined), the more 

striking and unique feature of his speech is its inclusion of specific regions (bold), which 

are not present in Agrius’ response. The result of this approach is the direct comparison of 

agricultural regions with their appropriate counterparts in a way that demonstrates Italian 

agricultural superiority at both scales. Furthermore, in this passage, Varro compares the 

yield of Italian regions with the output of regions in the Greek world (Argos and Phrygia), 

described by Homer as rich and plentiful. By invoking Homer, Varro implicitly raises the 

status of Italian agriculture to be on par with the grandeur of the Homeric epics. 

The speeches given by Agrius and Fundanius both fall into the category of the laus 

Italiae (“praise of Italy”), a literary set-piece that details the wonders of Italy — its peoples, 

landscapes, or (as here) its agricultural output.496 Indeed, these passages represent the 

earliest extant examples of this convention, and they get at an important tension — between 

emphasizing (on the one hand) Italy’s regional diversity and (on the other) its coherence as 

a geographical and agricultural unit of space — tota Italia.  In Varro the Agronomist: 

Political Philosophy, Satire, and Agriculture in the Late Republic, Grant Nelsestuen 

observes the core of this conflict and sees Varro as trying to reconcile the two perspectives. 

He explains that “by delineating how the terrestrial diversity of separate, potentially 

disparate regions might coalesce into a single organic entity, Varro seeks to naturalize and 

normalize the otherwise ideologically fraught conceptual unit of Italia.”497 Diana Spencer 

sees a different calculus at work. In her Roman Landscape: Culture and Identity, she argues 

that this passage flattens the ethnic diversity of Italy into a productive landscape dominated 

by Roman power; these examples of regional diversity “are trumped” by viewing Italy as 

                                                
496 The term is first used by Servius, ad Georg. 2.136. I address Vergil’s laus Italiae below. 
497 Nelsestuen 2015, 76. For more analysis of the laudes Italiae in Varro’s text, see Nelsestuen 2015, 76-
92. 
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“an ethnically unified whole, a ‘Rome’ greater than the sum of its parts.”498 While I agree 

with Spencer’s point about this passage, I think she somewhat overstates the flattening 

effect of Varro’s laus Italiae. To my mind, mentioning regions and regional specialties 

within the peninsula does not erase the diversity of Italy, but highlights it. Varro presents 

Italy as a patchwork or mosaic,499 the strength of which lies not only in its geographical 

and climatological features, but also in its inhabitants, the people who do the work to make 

Italy tota culta. 

Fundanius abruptly shifts gears from the superlative language and poetic imagery 

of agricultural encomium to a more detailed and technical discussion of Italian crop yields. 

In an effort to establish quantitatively Italy’s exceptional bounty, he uses Roman units to 

measure Italian land and Italian produce. He asks: “in what other land does one iugerum 

yield 10 to 15 cullei of wine, as certain regions in Italy do?”500 and he cites Cato’s Origines, 

which relates that the Ager Gallicus — land between Ariminum and Picenum that was 

distributed in individual grants to colonists — can produce 10 cullei per iugerum.501 

Mentioning places in southern Cisalpine Gaul, an area which conquered by Rome in the 

3rd century BCE, Cato calls them “Gallo-Roman,” at a time when Roman control over this 

area was a development still within living memory.502 Yet Varro has no problem including 

it in Fundanius’ speech about Italian agriculture. Indeed, Fundanius goes on to repeat a 

claim made by one of Varro’s friends (a Marcius Libo) that, at his farm in the district of 

                                                
498 Spencer 2010, 73. 
499 For models and potential implications of approaching the landscape like a mosaic, see Hughes 2017. 
500 Varro, Rust. 1.2.7: in qua terra iugerum unum denos et quinquos denos culleos fert vini, quot quaedam 
in Italia regiones? 
501 fr. 43, Peter HRR = fr. 2.14. A culleus = 20 amphorae = around 520 liters (1 amphora containing 
around 26 liters of liquid). According to the figures Cato gives, therefore, these areas could yield 5200 
liters per iugerum or around 208 hectoliters per hectare (1 iugerum being about ¼ hectare). By comparison, 
in 1997 (as per Appendices 2A and 2B in Robinson 1999), the Italian peninsula produced around 56 
hectoliters per hectare. 
502 On Cisalpine Gaul, see above, p. 31, n. 119 and pp. 38-40, including notes 158, 162.  
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Faventia (ager Faventinus — further north than the cities Cato mentioned, but still south 

of the Po), a iugerum can yield 300 amphorae with enough regularity that the vines are 

called trecenariae.503 While these details about yields may seem overblown or 

disconnected from the rest of the conversation, they make sense if we understand Varro’s 

concern as being the definition of an explicitly Italian agriculture and (even more so) with 

an explicitly Italo-Roman agriculture that is fertile and productive. By including these 

districts and their measurable yields in his assessment of Italian agriculture, Fundanius 

reiterates Rome’s claim to these parts of the Italian countryside and demonstrates how these 

places contribute individually to the strength of Italian cultivation as a whole.  

Moving from specific situations (individual regional strengths and extraordinary 

yields) to a more globalizing perspective, Fundanius makes a generalized assertion about 

Italians (Italici homines) and their approach to farming. He asserts that Italian farmers pay 

particular attention to two conditions: (i) whether they can produce a yield proportionate 

to the money and work put into a farm and (ii) whether the farm is in an advantageous 

place (healthful — saluber — the opposite of pestilens) or not:  
 
If either of these two factors is missing (on a certain piece of land) and someone 
nevertheless wishes to farm it, that man has lost his mind, and his relatives should 
take him in, since no sane person wishes to make an investment and expenditure 
in cultivation if he sees that he cannot make it back, or if he sees that his crops 
will be ruined by a pestilence.504 

Fundanius implies that the thought patterns outlined in this passage are characteristically 

Italian. Borrowing from Bourdieu’s work,505 I suggest that an agricultural habitus 

encompasses how farmers operate within the constraints of their natural environments in 

                                                
503 Varro, Rust. 1.2.7 
504 Varro, Rust. 1.2.8: Quorum si alterutrum decolat et nihilo minus quis vult colere, mente est captus 
adque adgnatos et gentiles est deducendus. Nemo enim sanus debet velle impensam ac sumptum facere in 
cultura, si videt non posse refici, si videt eos fore ut pestilentia dispereant. 
505 See above, pp. 12-13, p. 103, including n. 425..  
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ways that have been learned and refined over time, but might not be undertaken 

consciously. As I discussed in the introduction to this dissertation, the agricultural habitus 

is the embodied experience and practice of agriculture that is informed by and in turn 

informs the Roman agricultural imaginary. The agricultural imaginary gives meaning to 

agricultural activity and agricultural places, and by the time Varro wrote his treatise, Italy 

had become an agricultural place in the Roman imaginary. 

III.B.2: Magna Parens Frugum: Vergil’s Encomium  

Vergil’s Georgics is generally the least technical of the texts considered in this 

dissertation. However, due to its status as an outlier among agronomic texts, the poem is 

uniquely positioned to illuminate how the technical information presented by agronomist 

prose writers interacts with other literary genres and the larger Roman worldview. In this 

section, I examine the role of soil in Vergil’s praise of the Italian peninsula. In the second 

book of the Georgics, Vergil includes his own laus Italiae, in which he asserts that no place 

can compete with Italy, due to the peninsula’s natural abundance. This laus Italiae evinces 

a globalized perspective of Italy as an agricultural place and as the site of outstanding 

fertility and productive potential. Yet, like Fundanius’ praise of Italy in Varro’s text,506 this 

passage also highlights the qualities of specific places within the peninsula.507 Once again, 

the tension between viewing Italy as a whole agricultural unit or as an agricultural place 

with additional places within it – an aggregate of specific locations – reflects contemporary 

concerns, but this is not the only tension in the passage. There is also push and pull between 

                                                
506 On which, see above, pp. 121-125. 
507 Namely, bodies of water — Vergil alludes to the cities, towns, and rivers of Italy (G. 2.155-157) and 
praises other bodies of water, including the sea and lakes — Larius/modern Como and Benacus/modern 
Garda in the far north, which had only recently been incorporated into the legal structure of Roman Italy 
(on which see Ando 2016) — as well as lakes transformed into harbors through human designs (Avernus 
and the Lucrine in the south, G. 2.158-164). 
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Rome’s legendary or mythical past, the violence of recent events, and an uncertain future, 

as well as a disjuncture between an idealized image of Italian agriculture and a more clear-

eyed vision of its reality.  

The theme of the second book of the Georgics is the cultivation of trees and vines, 

and grape vines receive the most attention. After covering how to manage the growth of 

trees and vines,508 the poet surveys various species of fruit trees and grapes, including 

regional subtypes.509 In light of all this diversity, Vergil observes that “all soils cannot bear 

all fruits.”510 As Richard Thomas observes in his commentary, “it is a central premise of 

the Georgics, as of agricultural reality, that productivity is restricted by region:”511  
 

Neither the woods of the Medes, that richest land, nor the beautiful Ganges and 
the Hermus, turbulent with gold can compete with the praiseworthy qualities of 
Italy, not even Bactra or India and Panchaia — rich with its sands of incense.512  

With the only occurrence of the word “Italy” or any derivatives in the entire poem, this 

passage construes Italy as a whole unit, to be compared with other large regions, like 

Media, and India. Vergil gives two explanations for Italy’s remarkable productivity. First, 

Italy is free from mythological beasts like fire-breathing bulls513 and benefits from the 

absence of aggressive animals, like lions, tigers, or huge snakes.514 Second, according to 

Vergil, Italy has “perpetual spring” and extended summers that allow two harvests of fruits 

                                                
508 Verg. G. 2.9-34, 45-82. 
509 Verg. G. 2.83-108. 
510 Verg. G. 2.109: Nec vero terrae ferre omnes omnia possunt. The spondaic line here marks a break in 
the topic at hand. 
511 Thomas 1988, 175, n. 109. 
512 Verg. G. 2.136-139. The places listed were generally considered to be wealthy and full of luxury. 
513 Verg. G. 2.140-141. Jason tamed fire-breathing bulls  as an obstacle to his relationship with Medea (Ap. 
Rhod. 3.1292). Vergil hints at the story that these creatures were involved in agricultural labor (“no bulls 
breathing fire from their nostrils tilled these places, with the huge teeth of a dragon sown,” haec loca non 
tauri spirantes naribus ignem / invertere satis immanis dentibus hydri). 
514 Verg. G. 2.150-154. 
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from trees.515 Departing from the reality of farming in Roman Italy in significant ways,516 

this encomium nevertheless adopts the general stance taken by the characters of Varro’s 

dialogue in Res Rusticae — namely that Italy’s geographical position and climate naturally 

predispose it to agricultural superiority. 

Taking into account the surrounding context of Georgics 2, we can observe a 

juxtaposition between this set-piece of Vergil’s laus Italiae and the technical material that 

follows it. Introducing an in-depth discussion of soils, Vergil writes: “now, the place for 

the qualities of plowed fields, the strength of each, what color it is and its disposition for 

bearing crops.”517 Information follows on soil types, including those required by various 

crops,518 how to test soil to discover its qualities,519 and how best to prepare each kind of 

field.520 For instance, the poet singles out the land near Tarentum as well-suited for 

pasturing animals521 and the fields in Campania near Capua and Acerrae as particularly 

rich.522 Vergil touches briefly upon Rome’s foundations at the end of Georgics 2. 

Concluding his encomium of agrarian life, he proclaims that “this was the life that the 

ancient Sabines once cultivated, the same for Remus and his brother, in this way Etruria 

grew strong, and Rome became the most beautiful of all things and surrounded with a wall 

                                                
515 Verg. G. 2.149: “Here there is perpetual spring, and summer heat in other seasons’ months,” hic ver 
adsiduum atque alienis mensibus aestas. This line echoes and inverts Agrius’ characterization of seasons in 
northern Europe (Varro, Rust. 1.2.4: “winter is almost eternal…where the sun does not appear for six 
months in a row,” paene sempiternae hiemes…ubi sol etiam sex mensibus continuis non videtur). 
516 Thomas 1988 takes a harsh tone, calling Vergil a liar three times in his commentary on lines 149-154 
(“or as good as,” 184 n. 150). 
517 Verg. G. 2.177-177: Nunc locus arvorum ingeniis, quae robora cuique, / quis color et quae sit rebus 
natura ferendis. 
518 Verg. G. 2.177-225. 
519 Verg. G. 2.226-258 
520 Verg. G. 2.259-287. 
521 Verg. G. 2.197-199. 
522 Verg. G. 2.224-225. 
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seven summits as one.”523 He links an agricultural way of life with the foundations of Rome 

— both the city (with Romulus and Remus) and the empire (the Etruria and the Sabines 

being among the first peoples incorporated into the Roman state) — in the same book in 

which he has extolled the agricultural abundance of the Italian peninsula as a whole. 

Vergil’s text here (like Varro’s before) suggests that it is not just agriculture that is 

important to the growth and success of the Roman Empire, but Italian agriculture.  

With a hint of nostalgia (or at least a contrast between the moral superiority of these 

peoples and the customs of contemporary Romans), this invocation of the past establishes 

the connection between farmer, land, and empire. Despite the connection made at the end 

of the book to the legendary founders of the city, in his praise of the farmer and rural life, 

Vergil does not cite famous Roman farmers like Cincinnatus or Serranus. Instead, he 

describes the work of an unnamed everyman farmer, an agricola, whose rustic simplicity 

and daily labor define the structures of his life.524 And where do we find this man whom 

Vergil praises and envies? Working the soil with his plow. The soil and his engagement 

with it are what allow him to sustain not only his family and his herds, but also his native 

land — his patria.525  

                                                
523 Verg. G. 2.532-535: hanc olim veteres vitam coluere Sabini, / hanc Remus et frater; sic fortis Etruria 
crevit / scilicet et rerum facta est pulcherrima Roma, / septemque una sibi muro circumdedit arces. 
524 Verg. G. 2.513-531. 
525 Verg. G. 2.513-515: “The farmer cleaves the earth with his curved plow: hence his labor for the year, 
hence he supports his native land, his little grandsons, hence he provides for his cattle team and his deserving 
young bulls,” agricola incurvo terram dimovit aratro: / hinc anni labor, hinc patriam parvosque nepotes / 
sustinet, hinc armenta boum meritosque iuvencos. Richard Thomas 1982, 245 emphasizes the disjuncture 
between this depiction of the farming life and its reality, comparing it to the disparities between Vergil’s laus 
Italiae and the actual situation on the ground in Roman Italy: “in terms of the rest of the poem, the praises of 
rustic existence are as much a fiction as were the praises of Italy.” While I do not dispute this evaluation, for 
my argument, it matters more that these fictions seem to have been shared, or at least recognizable, to his 
audience, which probably overlapped a great deal with the readers of Varro’s treatise.  
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III.B.3: Omnium Terrarum Alumna Eadem et Parens: Plinian Praise  

To conclude this chapter, I turn now to one final encomiastic description of the 

Italian landscape and farmland. Very near the conclusion of his Natural History, in a 

rhetorical move echoing the framing of the laudes Italiae discussed above, Pliny the Elder 

announces that, having completed his main body of work, he now should make “some kind 

of determination of all things and lands,”526 declaring: 
 
Therefore, in the whole world, in whatever way the vault of the sky turns, Italy — 
which deservedly holds a position of preeminence in nature, as the sovereign and 
other parent of the world — is the most beautiful because of its possessions (men 
and women, military leaders, enslaved people, its excellence in the arts, its 
splendors of talents), and again because of its geographic position and the 
salubrity of its climate and its temperance, with its easy access for all peoples, its 
port-filled shores, the pleasant breeze of its winds. Whatever there is which a life 
ought not to lack, nowhere is it more outstanding.527 

Echoing Agrius’ characterization of the causes of Italy’s fertility, Pliny elaborates on the 

ideal position occupied by the Italian peninsula,528 as well as the geographical and 

topographical features that populate it.529 Despite the variety of its resources, Pliny 

concludes that Italy’s greatest gift is its production of “varied juices and flavors of crops 

and fruits.”530 Pliny makes regular references to regions in Italy throughout the body of his 

encyclopedic work; in particular, he devotes a large portion of the third book of his Natural 
                                                
526 Plin. HN 37.77.201: discrimen quoddam rerum ipsarum atque terrarium. 
527 Plin. HN 37.77.201-202:  Ergo in toto orbe, quacumque caeli convexitas vergit, pulcherrima omnium 
est iis rebus quae merito principatum naturae optinent Italia, rectrix parensque mundi altera, viris feminis, 
ducibus militibus, servitiis, artium praestantia, ingeniorum claritatibus, iam situ ac salubritate. caeli atque 
temperie, accessu cunctarum gentium facili, portuosis litoribus, benigno ventorum adflatu. quidquid est 
quo carere vita non debeat, nusquam est praestantius. This last sentence echoes Varro, Rust. 1.2.6-7. 
528 Plin. HN 37.77.201: “jutting out towards the most advantageous part, in the middle between the east 
and west,” procurrentis in partem utilissimam et inter ortus occasusque mediam. 
529 Plin. HN 37.77.201: “the abundance of its bodies of water, the healthfulness of its forests, the passes of 
its mountains, the innocence of its wild animals, the fertility of its soil, the abundance of its pasturage,” 
aquarum copia, nemorum salubritate, montium articulis, ferorum animalium innocentia, soli fertilitate, 
pabuli ubertate. 
530 Plin. HN 37.77.202: varios sucos et frugum pomorumque sapores. On Italian contributions to nature, 
see Jones-Lewis 2012-2013. Flemming 2010 addresses the negative consequences of Roman expansion for 
Italy, in terms of the introduction of new diseases from elsewhere. 
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History to the geography of Italy, including its various component regions, peoples, and 

geographical, topographical, and climatological differences.531 However, he does not 

mention any of them at the end of his encyclopedic work, nor at the beginning. Before 

beginning his work in earnest, Pliny describes Italy as 
 
the nursling and parent of all lands, chosen by the divine will of the gods to make 
heaven itself brighter, to gather together dispersed imperia, to soften rituals, to 
bring together so many discordant and uncivilized languages of people for 
conversations in the fellowship of speech, and to give to humanity refinement — 
briefly, to become the single fatherland of all peoples in the whole world.532  

This image of Italy as the civilizing, all-encompassing, nourishing parent, coupled with the 

encomium of Italy at the end of the Natural History is one of an indivisible whole. With 

Pliny’s conceptualization of Italy as an agricultural unit, I return to where I started in 

Chapter I, with the abstracted idea of an agricultural place without references to specific 

locations. Italian soil and Italian farmland have become the default, so thoroughly has the 

peninsula come to embody and represent the empire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
531 Plin. HN 3.5.38-3.19.132. 
532 Plin. HN 3.5.39: …omnium terrarum alumna eadem et parens, numine deum electa quae caelum ipsum 
clarius faceret, sparsa congregaret imperia ritusque molliret et tot populorum discordes ferasque linguas 
sermonis commercio contraheret ad colloquia et humanitatem homini daret, breviterque una cunctarum 
gentium in toto orbe patria fieret. 
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Conclusion: An Empire of Fields 

In this dissertation, I have theorized a Roman agricultural imaginary — a shared 

conceptualization of farming and farmland. This imaginary encompasses the actual 

practice or experience of agriculture and perceptions thereof. I have focused my attention 

on the function of soil within this imaginary. As the most basic building block of a farm, 

soil is the among the most consistent and tangible components of agriculture, and soil’s 

materiality has important consequences for how Roman sources conceptualize it and imbue 

it with meanings. In the first chapter of this dissertation, I explored how Roman sources — 

primarily writers in the agronomic corpus — treat soil as a raw material to be manipulated 

and transformed, an object to be owned and valued, and as a place to be visited and 

experienced. In the second chapter, I looked at case studies of regions within central Italy 

and framed the relationship between these regions, their farmland and soil, and the 

expansion of the empire with reference to the modern concept of terroir. Terroir relies 

upon regional differentiation in soil types, agricultural products, and agricultural habitus, 

but it also responds to the increasing connectedness of the empire. Finally, in the final 

chapter, I have assessed how the conceptualization of Italy as an agricultural unit interacts 

with perceptions of it as a geopolitical, social, and cultural unit. Grant Nelsestuen writes in 

the conclusion to his Varro the Agronomist that Varro “uses soils and fields to talk about 

the relationship between ‘Italia’ as a collective terra and its individual ‘regions,’ or agri—

a point that is of central relevance to a text grappling with the spaces of empire.”533  My 

argument casts a broader net: I contend that to soil’s status as a raw material (to be 

transformed into a finished product that can be owned and moved), as an object or 

commodity to owned and accumulated, and as a physical place to be visited all rely on the 

same factor — its physical materiality. In his Roman Social Imaginaries, Ando explains 
                                                
533 Nelsestuen 2015, 216-217. 
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that, outside of civitas, soil provides one of the most powerful ways in Roman discourse to 

talk about belonging, and he cites soil’s materiality as the source of its ability “to receive 

and nurture affection.”534 He sums up that “soil, itself, is the stuff of patria.”535 In this 

dissertation, I have argued that soil, on the other hand, is stuff of empire.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                
534 Ando 2015, 17-18. 
535 Ando 2015, 19. 
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